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FOREWORD

.Evaluation of school programs is kecoming'moreof a necessity for survival

than a luxury enjoyed only.by affluent districts. As financial resourcesf

diminish, decisions on how o allocate the-available funds must be made.

While basic educational research.provideS much Valuable information, that.
information is usually not the'kind on which day-to-day denisions.about

a

specific educational programs-are based. Program evaluatibn, as perceived by
'the California 'Evaluation Improvement Project, is a means by which us,quPk.

information is collected and analyzed by a local educational agency for its-

own.Use. -

-.While most educators hc 11.--d courses in testing and measurement and some
contlict with educational reseerch,.there has been iitt'le in their _training to.

'prepare them for conducting a systematic evaluation of a 1o5,,,!.1 school or

classroom program: Of course, evaluation hasobeen going on !:or-many years
but it has'mostfrequently been at the intuitivelevel, with little consistency
and little impact on the.tdial educational program. .

California's response to this problem has been to develop a training program

in basic evaluation concepts anc,t,skills, which ilidirected to the claAsrOom-

teacher., the principal,. -the curriculum director, or program manager who wants
ea.

. to evaluate A local Program to assist in local detision making.

One of the sttengths bf this training program is.that it was developed and
field tested throughout California by a group of educators whose backgrounds

wera,primarily -in the area of program planning, curriculum, administration;:$
andSupervisiOn.: Evaluation specialists were used extensivelyas consultant's

as tile workshop training program waj clevelorted but the emphasis has been kept -

.on koW evaluation information could help in answaringquestions raised by the.,

.developers,Arhose orientation was ba.Acaliy thdt'.of program managers.

There is no magic formula to solve the preblems invo2ved in educating the

youth' of-America; b4eI hOpe that this training, Prog:..am in basic'eValuation

concepts and skills will be useful to local'schools and distriEts as they

:work.toward.improvemenf Of.the educational rocess..

.WILSON RILES
Superintendent of Public

'Instruction ,

.
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PREFACE°

Prograth, evaluation, through which a school or ditrict evaluates its own _

program-for its own.purposes, i3 diff&ent from educational research. -It is

also different from a state testing progpam.dnd frOm gathering informatio&'

required by the state about achievement levelsin sPecially funded programs.

Frogram evaluation at the school'ot dfstrict level should'be,something the

scbool, or district does for itself for its own purposes, rather thah something

an outsider does for it.

Program evaluation should be an intergral part of the.prOgram-planning.process.

PrOvisions should be built intolaach pl:ogram to collect information that will

indicaEe prOgress towards the progiam's.objectives, the degree,-of implementa-'

tion of the plan,.and 'other information required to make .rational decisions

about the. program.
- .

Program evaluation is of little value unlesssome use is,,Made of its result's.

.A part of the.evaluation process includes identifyingjotential audiences,,for

the evaluation tepott and finding out what kinds of 'information would be ,

useful to them: 'Providing useful, timely informatiOn tb people who dan use it

is, one. of the best ways of ensuring that the evaldationreports will be

Used.

4
These concepts.are basic to the workshop materials that have been developed by

the California Evaluation Improvement Project.. The materials were designed to

.be as.practical as possible for. the educational practitioner, end it is our

.hcpe rhat.the readergwill find these concepts useful and will.be able to apply .

them to future planning as well as to progiamS. that are currently'in operatidn.

Alexander
Chief, Office of Program

EvaluatiOn and Research

emo,
-William H. Eronsob.
State Director, -California
Evaluation_Imptovement ProjeCt



INTRODUCTION TO THE El4tUATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM .

.
Educational,Testing Service (ETS) is pleased to have been selected by

the CaIifOrnia Department ,of Education as:Tublisher, under an exclusive

license, of the California Evaluation Improvement Project.(EIP).materials.

These cons-W.tute a course of instruction for individuals responsible .for

School_programs and for thOse.whp help eduCatiodal administrators ascertain

. program effectiveness. At the time of initial p'ublication, spring 1977, the

Materials in EIP consist of the following :

') Program Evaluator's. Guide. The Guide is a basic manual which provides

in considetable detail backgroundknowledge onthe stePs involved iq

planning and. carrying but-a-program evaluatOn. It is designed as. a ,

study guide -andlearning tool for use in inservice tr'ainingworkshops

lor program evaluators,.

Workbook on Program Evaluatton. The Workbook has two purpdses. It
'

Can he put to us as' a learning and instructional a'id while one

masters the procedures,'techniques, am'. methods of program evaluation.

Used this way, it helps the practitioner sUmmarize and put into

practite the subject matter presented in the Program Evaluator's

Guide: iIt is best used, however, as a working notebook which the

trained program evaluator can use.for'recording his,nr her plans as

theYlare`made and fox making notes on program and program evaluation

activities apd events during.the course.of the program Year. Used

in this way, it helps .the.program evaluator keep complete records of

the important information related to the prOgram evaluatioh. It will

probably be most useful when an interim or endofyear program
evaluation report has to be.prepared, for much ofthe information

needed at thoge -t-iitical times Wilr.already have been made a matter'

of record in the Workbook.

EvaluAtion Trainer's Guide. Thi$ volume.is a companioneto the

ProgramEvaluator's Guide. It supplieS background and aupporting

"materials-for use by instructora conducting program evaluation

workshops. Graphic art is provided for visual aids in support of a

variety of Subjecta.

PubliCation early in 19,77 ol the first of a continuing offering of.EIP

materials'is consiatent with ETS's long7term gommitment td help advance the

arrof. program evaluation in the elementary and secondaiy schools. The EIP

materials are.expected to go through a number of printings under theETS

imprimatur. Each sUccessive printing will be a revised_Rdition. Here'we ask

rhe help and cooperation of the readership.
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As you, as a program evaLpation practitioner, identify parts of any of these
threeworks that could benefit from refinement and further development, or as
you think, of experiences that would serve to illtstrate points made inany of
the subject treatments, we hope that you will share your thbughts with
us.

. We would like to see .the Eyaluation Improvement Program subjected to its owa
program evaluation by those who use its materials. We would hope the evalua '

tion wilrbe formative, not summative in naLure, for it IS our intention; to
cycle,evaluative comment on each edition into significant improvements in '

later ones. Present plans call for publication of the second edition, our
.first revisiOn, late in 197.70nd constrUctively critical comments frIlm pratti,-
tionees can be turned into refinements in print in very short order. Spin
with us to make the EIP materials, initially .vell developed by,the California
Elialuatkon Improvemeht ProjeCt, evSn better as time goes on.' The California
Department of Education and Educatienal Test,ing Seryice have, 3oined in the
common.goal of.making.the EIP matrials as practical.and useful as they can be
made tobe.

7e)

Jack R. Chi dress
VicePresident

a
Educational Testing Service

. .

Wesley W. Walton
Program Director

' /Educational Testing Service
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PRECIS

The success of a progrem and of its eyelugtion depends to a,great extentAipon

how clearly the evaluator understandset. the start what things shouldvbe like

at the end. If the schools' decision;makers are to have ccnLidt-i in an

evaluator's answers to policy questions about program effectiveness, costs,

and continuance, a number of ques,t-ions must be asked at"the outsetend their

answers clarified through the evaluation process. It is critital, then, to _

decjde early in the evaluation process what.purposes the program evaluatibn.

is expected to serve and who will lie involved in defining them,

In many Programs that are continued from year to year, such early
_--

planning-consists of surveying rhe outcomes .of.previous years' activiries

and determining status and needs in the .areas served by the programs. The

evalUator would then ascertain what goals and objectives have been set for,

the Program and what these mean in terms of program' evaluation. The link

between program planning and evaluatIon.planning is in the formulation of

, program objectives into terms tfiat are measureable and with espect ro_which

adequate measurement information can be tollected and analyzed to satisfy

endofyear evaluation requirements.

Om.

;
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1. 7ARPOSES OF PROGRAM EVALUATION

In recent years, the pressure on publicsschools to evaluatt and publicize

the results of their educational programehas markedly increased. Response

fk.
to this pressure.has,ranged -from enthusiastic compliance to delay and ,

avoidance. Frequently, evaluation hap been envisioned as produding more

ris1/4s than gains.. Indeed, educators have asked: .Is a more thorough and

improved evatUation worth the-effort?.

A-1

Evaluation means different things to different people. Perceptions

may be limited to individual, activities such a8 grading .students, rating'

teachers-, examintngtest-scores-f-andlor-judging-the-efleotiveness-of an-
,

'educational activity.\ \

The primary emphasis of ,the Evaluation Improvement Program is on the

eValuation of educational programs: programs,!'in *is context, ar defined
,

asa combination-of content,,petsOnnel, .actlyities,_and resources organized

so as to attain specified goals 'and-objectives. A program Mly be specific

to an age or grade level, a subject-matter disCiplinei.-or a tYpe of service.

Program evajtiation can C'Tt,e different purposes. Four major ones,,which

Will be discussed-in thLs 'lectiop, are:

1. Communicating with the pub4c

,2: Providing information to decision,makers

3. Improving.an existing program

4. Providing additional satisfaction to participants

The reader,may perceive additional pUrposes for program evaluation as he

ardlies the concept to his, own work setting.

Communicating with the Public

Schools,play:to a number of audiences eaCh of-which makes.evaluatiVe judg-
, ,

ments. These judgments uSually are b"asedon limited or partial information.

Frequently, a comniunity uses superficial newspaper and/or television reparls
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as the basis for evaluating the effectiveness of school programs. Note the

following report of reading scores as excerpted from an article published

, by the Los Angeles Times of December 3, 1974:

READING SCORES -- GRADE 6

California State.Testing Program
J,

.'70'71 ,' '71-72 '72'73 "73"74

District Median, Median Median, ,
Median

'%ile %ile %ile Zile

A 98

38

C 97.

89 14 6'

_ .

19 10 . 7

'99' 97' , 96.

-
,

' Note, the' Median percentile scores of three individual districts. Most
I

. lilgely the diminished reading scores as repote'd in Districts-A and B in

1973-74 caused considerable discontent With the schOols on the part of the
/

citizens/of.these communities..,.

'The public also reeeives infotmation gbout school programs from students

in th t. family and from other informal settings. _This information may or may_

not be biased; however, judgments are nOrertheless made based on info.rmaCion-

gleaned from such soul-ces.

In summary, the public frequently-derives,its opiniol f the efficacy

of'the educational system through partial, ot, at times, biased informa4on..

These judgments affect the extent of financial support for schools, the

degree of freedom of instruction and the selfesteem of eiucatots. A9 a

consequence, the opportunities available Eo learners may be positively or

negatively influenced:

: It is,'thereforebeneficial to educators, to the schools and their

programs, to supply.the publfc with'comptehensive information, the best

_that can be pulled together. Reports to the public should bp based on a

fulI:range' of program objectives and shoUld show the extent to'which the

objectives were realized. When this is accomplished, the:public,will be

able to make more informed Judgments about the eff-ectiveriss of school

programs and whatTis.needed to gain,support for theM.,
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One dust remember that within the public there are a.number of audiences;

and each,has unique needS for information. You shOuld Identify these various.

;audiences and ascertain the questions they may raise about current educational

Programs. 'The audiences and their questions each need to be addessed.in the

program evaluation. Wirhin the general public', one might identify cl) parents,',

(2) teachers, (3).students, (4).the bu'Siness community, (5) the industrial

community, (6). the professional community, and (7) the retirement communitST as

soMewhat separate .audiences.

Providing -Inf.ormati-am I -

..Judgments made by school personnel are Often critical and apt to have an

_immediate impact. Program elialuation,'then, can be helpful'in maiing ongoing,

,

decisions. The information it produces may be applicable through all

-phases of educational management ranging from assessment needs through progtam
4

planningand Implementation to the adjustment of objectives .before repeating a

program.
4

Educators often approach educational planning With nothing more ttlan-aq

intuitive sense of needs. They may proceed without validating these needa in

the local setting. Likewise, many educators wilI have progtams,_objectives,

and plans in mind without establishing their appropriateness for filling-the_

needs which.haiie been identified. To increase.program eflectiveness, educa-

tors need to ascertain 'what needs exist and:determine'what programs will best
-

meet those needs.

Planninv for program evaluation is an integral part of planning that-.

Program. Such preparaeion can serve to assure a continuing focus on the

post important objectives and steady progress towards their achievement.

Decisions With respect to a program abd its parts .to adopt, modify, expand,

pr discontinue are made throughour the stages of its development. IL useful

1

information is not available, arbitrary decisions will be made. With evalua-

tion information, the quality ofi decisions and acceptance of chanes by thOse

involved will be improved. Systematic evaluazion provides a sound basis fqr

the.dpcisions that are reached.
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Decision makers; of course., are to be.found at various levels within

.the school:. The teacher is a.decision maker within the classroom, the

Printipal within.the'sChool, and the Superintendent and board of educatiOn

'within the district'. One must consider needs at each of these levels of

decision making when gathering the'needed Information and developing the

evaluation plan.

Improving Existing Programs

An effective'program eValUation sySt.em can help ongoing programs operate '

mo-raeif-factively by7p,46ing-fecdba6t=t-ostaff--.7bautwhatis

Frequently, the Instruments-used tOnssessnprogram results also can be

used to diagnoSe individual.instruttional needs. Lacking this information,

the teacher's 'solution may tend tOwalld'the same instruction for everyone.
,

With it, the tencher can indiViduaXige instruction.to meet each.student's

needs.

,

1Relevant program nvaluation,information may make possible a Feater-
..

-
'degree of inaividualization of ingtruction and also more effective groupings

-of students for instructional purposes.

Educational programs evolve, and change over time as students, and their

needs also evolve and change. Information about the effect of different

aspects of a program on students may enable the staff to identify. the .

factors which may need modification an the program 'proceeds. In a school
1

system, there are persons at 4ifferenr levels who have access; to different

resources And who will take different1actions in their attempts to improve

ongoing programs. The teacher may adjust instructional methods; the

principal may nssign new personnel and/or resource materials; the board of

education and superintendent may grant additional. financial'support. Each

makes unique contributions and therefore has unique needs for evaluation

sinforma,tion.
-N

.N.//
ProvkaIng Additional Satisfaction to PartiCipants

Prgram. evaation'differs from indiyidual eValuation'in that it measures

9jectives which apply to groups f persons, perhaps by grade level,

./ .f
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academic department, or an entire school or a group of schools. Therefore

evaluation of programs,can be conducted id a context 'of mutual help rather

than posing individual threats, as.sometimes occurs in teacher evaluation,

. or.imposing too much testing, as Ometimes occursin student evaluation.

Assessment of common objectives usually generates a sense of unity and

growth. Program evaluation offers maxiMum benefits and minimum burdens

for all in the Schools.

Frogram evaluation may be designed to give useful information to'

students as well as te program managers. Especially if a student's

progress as shown in a program evaluation is compared to his own previous

performance, he,is likely,to see progress and-feel positive about his

growth. The beneficiaries in such a situation clearly are the students and

the instructional staff. Questions they would like answered are iiportant

and'most assuredly should be built in as part of the evaluation plan;

2. OVERVIEW. OF THE EVALUATfON PROCESS'

DefinitiOn of Program Evaluation

Program evaluation is defined here as the.process of determining the value

or effectiveness of an activity for the purObse of decision making. The
. .

key words in this definition are (1) value, (2) effettiveness, and (3)

decision making.

1. Value. When a'program evaluation takes place, the

decision maker is concerned with determining the'

net value of something, its costs in relation to

its benefits. Both coats 'And benefits have to.be

measured in terms'of human factors and dollars.

2. Effectiveness. The decision maker needs to.knoW to
,

what extent a particular program was effective in

meeting identified-needa or'objectives. Measures of

effectiveness tell the '. decision maker what difference

the program has made.
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. Decision making. A perscn with program re,sponsibilites

needs infOrmation,on value and effectiveness which is

useful in'Oeca.ding what to do'next: to dontinue, modify,

or drop a program. The purpose of program eVaruation-is

to .improve the quality.of the:program decisioas reached.

The evaluation process divides itself into three thajor phases:.

(1) Planning, (2) Conducting, addl (3) "Using. Each of the phases

has distinct components. See the chart below:

THE EVALUATION PROCESS

PLAN CONDUCT

Determine EvaluatiOn Collect Data

Purpose and Objectives', .

Develop the General Analyze Data Apply Evaluation
Evaluation' Plan Findings ,

. USE

Report Results

Determine ihe Specific
Evaluation Design

t Obtain Assessment
Tools

J

--

'Mrs Guide is based on these eight components, with,a section devoted

to each. This sectiOn'focuses on'the first step, "Determine the Evaluation

PurpOse and Objectives."

Types of Evaluation Data

There are two basic types of program evaluatiod with which' educators are

.concerned. They.are fdrmative and sumAative.

Fortriative evaluation.takes place.during the development of a program
,

or inStructional unit. It is noncerned.with fine. tuning the imple-

mentation processes and measuring learner progress as the program

moves'tow'ard the attainment of specified objectives. Thus, formative

evaluatton provides the, decision maker with information during the

0
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course of program development and execution for possible Midcourse

correcti.Ons to help assure that the program objectives are-eventually

'met in an effective and economical fashion.

Summative evaluation takes place at theend of a program or an
411-

instructional. unit. This type of evaluation is concerned with

measuring levels oZ learner achievement and the success (or failure)

of operational procedures.

The two types of.evaluation along, with three kindS of evaluation data which

can be gathered for eath can be visualized aG followa:

TYPES OF EVALUATION DATA
to,

PRODUCT DAMN:
(Learnet Changes)

PROCESS DATA
(Supportive Activities)

,

CONTEXT,DATA'
.(Leqrning Environment)

FORMATIVE SUMMATIVE
(Interim) (End df

,Cycle)

Thus, formative and summative evaluation)May include prodUct, process, and,

context .data, all three of whichmay be tollected during a program cycle or

at theend of a giVen program.period.

Product data focus on the outcOmes, results, or products of program

activity. The purpose of collecting suCh information is to measure

and assess status and accomplishments at the sta,:t, during, and at

the end of the program. Sometimes postprogram follow-up is, also

done. Prdduct data should be related io established program goals

and objectives. For example,'am end-of7the-year aummative.evalua-

tion of a pilot career 'education program for grades 11 and 12, with

the goal to develop job interview skills for students, might'show.

that 75 percent of the job-interview pe'rformance objectives 'were

succesafully accomplished by 75 percent of the students:

2 ;
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Process data focus cn the activities and procechfreg applied to.the

acfiieVement.of the desired outcomes. The ourpo'se of collecting.such

fnformationds to provide measurements and assessments which will

help determine the effectiveness of the various things dcane in the

operation of a program._ ProceS'S dara make.it pcssible to monitor

dn activity or ptp.6ram to identify and/or 'predict,procedural

before they loom large. For example, early.in the program,

the decision'maker 'May wish 6 know whether the,teachers and aides

areimplementiug the program's instfrffElonal activities as agreed.

Process data gathered with a formative purpose can.help keeo a

program on track: Gathered with a,summative purpose, they-can help

--in understanding what really happened in 'the program, after a kel.

4benchmark (f.e.,.end of year) hag passed.

J-
Context data describe the environment in which,thejr!rogram activities

./ are taking place. This might include facilities, equipment, supplies,

rules and policies', clasSorganization, teacher skIlls.and behaviors,

attitude and support of the principal toWard the program., discipline,

and scheduling.

Context data are useful in making judgments n whether'pvogram

elljectives are feasible. They also serve to identify variables
-

that.may keep the program from:meeting its perfOrmance Objectives

such ad a. school principal whose attitude will i'mpede a special

program imposed on his scheol. This would 11;e a serious' obstaCle to

the success of the'program.and would,need to be addressed lest the
0

program flail in a starved environhent

An.eXample of each type of information is presented below:

ProAuct'data: The students the experfMental reading program have.

Shown a mean gain of 10 months for every 6 months of instruction.

Process Aata: The teachers and'the aides have carried out all the
4

enrichment program:activities as planned.

Context-. data: The textboks arrived/rwo months late resulting in a

Aelhy the impleme!l'tatipr the Career Education Program.



Learning Exercise 1 'on page.A=25'provides_help in:Uri-der:standing types of

evalhation.data.. --16

Evaluation as an Ongoing Process -.

Program evaluation is continuing and,ongOtng It occurs at the start, during
4

0
and after a programhas been run. One may considel evaluation as the nuclets

of the program, for it interacts with the kogram'sneedS assessti!ent, its

statement of 4-dals and objectives..and otogramLplannirlg and_implementatioa
o-.

Evaluation data from the Current run of a program bpcoffes needs data for

the next run. The entire actjvitY ia da illustrated below:, .

NEEDS ASSESSMiNT-

.'
PROGE:foi/-4--- mr,

-11---EVALUATION o
,..

c:z
'.e.:

; U

cf.,

.1

o
L.?

PROGRAM ACTIVITIES k

The needs aseessment gives threction for the dddelopmc.n4 ot p'rog.ram goals

and objectives; program activities are'developed to accomplish the stated
4

program objectives. Carrying them out produces results of one sort ar

another. The ealuation process interacts with all these stage6, and

suggests directions for new plans and acttons.

Ohe display above suggests that there is constant feedback and revision

between program evaluation.and each'of the four areas. One quickly notes

thht program evaluation cannot exist as a Separate entity it mustbe

developed as an integral part of the program. Some of the relationships

are shown in the following tabre:
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'4

.

P .

Evaluation rs an Integral Part of a Program.

,
'.. ,

.

Why?

.

Needs-

Assessment ..

..

Whot needs can.you Cite that justify -

the existence of this program?

What?
.

-

.

,
,

.Program Goals and

Objectives. '

To what needs are the goals of the

prog4ram related?

l'Of what goals are the objectives_of

the program a part? .

_

How?

.

.

.
.

Program'

ACtivities

.

What activitie's will most likely

meet.the.objectives?

How Will you plan and carty out
.

activrties that will accomplish
,, .

,

. the, objectives?
,- .,

How Will'

You Know?
..

.. i

Program

Evaluation ,

.

..

What kirds uf information Should be

gathered to determine if t:he activities'

are teaching the objectives and con-

sequently meeting the needs?



3. ROLE OF THE PROGRAM EVALUATOR

The role of the program evaluvor may be'perceived in a number of ways.

One view is'that. of an external person who is called in to assess.and

verify program success or faIlure and who will certify.to a particular

audience that,a particular program did or did mit attain a specified degree'

of success. This person may also be seen as an objective and unbiased

observer as well as one who may have new insights not readily apparent to

those who have been close to the progrhm.

Another view is that of an internal person who part of the program

and whose primary function is to work closely With prdgram staff on evalua
.

tion matters. Together they ghther informatian that-can be used in improving

the daytoday operation of theprogram and inlearning at theend what

happened.

While these two roles are not necessar.ily mu.tualy excluslve, the

emphasis is sufficiently different that the kinds Of information they gather

and the rePorts they make are Trobably significantly different, What one

sees as the function af the evaluator is directly related to what one sees

as the purpOses of,the evaluation. Most programs would benefit from an ,

evaluatOr wh)a is oriented to.neither view but is able to incorporate elements

-of both in his or her. evaluation. 5ome advantages and disadvantages of the

-interrral and external models are listed below.

-to

External Evaluator

'Advantages:

1. Probably has more competence in program evaluation technique's.

2. Brings the t iectivity of an outside observer.

3. :Probably 1-as no vested interest in program outcome.

4. Takes on the major part- of the evaluation burden from the

existing staff.

r
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Disadvantage's:

1. Will take longer to.understand a program and the evaldation

requirements.

2. Lacks ongoing-working relationship with program staff,

school and disrict personnel..

e3. Seen as an outsider by program staff.

4. Time achedule of evaluator may not.always patch local

Internal Evaluator

Advantages:
I`

1 Is apt tr be more familiar with the total school setting.

2., Has established working relationship with program staff:',.

S. J.Inderstands channels of communications within the schoOl,

the school district and the community.

4. Is familiar with all details of the program.

5,. Has a persona1 interest in the success Of the program..

Disadvantaget.:

. 1. May have a 'I.-rested interest in program Outcome.

2.: May reflect'bias of program staff in the design and report.

3. '.'May be overburdened by other duties and unable.to.devote

adequate time to the program evaluation.

.4. May not have skills required in evaluation.



INITIAL STE4' IN EVALUATIOOLANNING

Find Out What the Program .Evaluation Is to Accomplish

Program evaluation is frequently thought to be a sequence of activities

ctuch as choosing assessment instruments, collecting and analyzing the,data

°obtained by the instruments, and reportifig the results. However, good

progrem evaluation consists 'of much more than that. In developing an

evalhation plan, one must ask:

What are the' questions the program planner wishes.to have

answered?.
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Khat is eipected"of.the program by the different publics, such as

'students, instructional staff, the Rrincipal, the citizens' advisory_
ebmmittee, the superintendent, and the board of edUcation?

What question does.each of the groups served want answered 4s a

.
result of the'program evaluation?

What kind of information will each.audience accept as evidence for

answers to its. questions? /

Only after addressing such questions can one begin to plan program-evaluation

strategieS.

Review Ne ds.Assessment Program Goals and Objectives

One of th .! first thin6 that an evaluator should do is to becOme. well

acquainte with the prograt to be evaluatea. If the evaluation has been part

'of prograni plahning, the eValuate. robably will haye been involved in plan-

,

ning the rogram from its inception. He or she has probably become familiar
.

,
, .

with lear,er, educator., and community needs when these were identified. If
,

the evaluak tor is a more recent arrival, he or she has probablY been thoroughly

\

4

'briefed abput th, e programt In situations-when evaluationas not been a
1

central pai-t of program plans, an evaluator fi:equently is nbt called in until
.1

the progra hes been developed and is about to be implemented. Af that time,

I

1-the evalua or be provided with a copy af the program document and asked
r

to develop a design and plan for a program evaluation.

ta

ON, 3
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If you as an evaluator are faced with this latter situation,- be certain

th4 you are provided with the record of previous planning,before beginning

your task..

As an evaluat,t;L, you will-want-to learn how objectives were set and

how they.were Seen to be related to existing needs. It would be important

to document whether all who have an effect on pupij learning were giv.,m1 the .

oppertunity tO recommend and to set Priorities for objectives to be addressed

by the instruCtional program.

'The evaluator's next ,task would be 'to review the program goa3s and

' objectives to satisfy himself or herself that they refate directly to
.

identified'needs and,to each other. Part Of this task is to see that

the objectives are stated in unambiguous-terms dnd'that'it is uniformly

UnOrstood what results are expected from the program. This will'help the

program manager, the ptogram evaluatot, and:the staff to reach agreement on

thedirection in which the program should be moving and what it should be

accomplishing. 1,

The general responsibility of writing objectives lies with the program

director; -however, if the objectives are not clear; it is the evaluator's

role to sec:lc-clarification. At times it may be 'necessary for the evaluator

to assist in the rewriting Of the objectives or to auggeSt alternative

statements.

,

Clearly stated performapce'objectives.are the key to the eyaluatiOn

process. This is because the objectiveaset the stage or deciding the

nature of the evalqationto be performed, theAcInd of aesign to be developed,

the types of instruments to be, used, the iesources required to perform-the

'evaluation, and thes,;yle and'organization of the evaluation repOrts. It-As
,

imperative that the objectives are carefully formulated, that.they telate

-recognizably to program goals and needs statements, and are framed.in ways

that make them measurable.

e
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Separate Obiectives Stailements from Goals Statements

_The ahility to set peaningfol .goala and gbjectives is a very valuable skill

which; whenapplied correctly, Will help ensure_succesa in'hoth the .program

and program evaluation. Goal§ and objectives can -help answer the questions,

7--"What"do-we want to accomplish?" and "How will we know when we have accomp--

lished it?" A goal is usually a general statement of the longterm reSuIts
. .

that one might hope to ra'ach or .come cldse.to reaching. An objective is
a,

dveloped to reflect a specific outcome of goalrelated efforts and L6 ..

statedin terms of measurable changes or 4mprovements that are expected.

The main difference between the two is3that an objecnve by its definition

,
iS measurable, whereas a goal is seldom stated in measurable terms.';

The lollowing chart suMmarizes the differences'between the two::
A0...

:7

COALS AND OBJECTIVES ARE

Gcala

NOTtTHE SANE

Objectives

Broad fn scope Define intent

General Statements Tefine.expectd outcomes

og aspiration

Longterm:or

farreaching

in medArabie ter*ms

Capable cf being accomplished

within a.specified time frame

Determine 'filet Six ComPonents of Performance Objectives Are Present
, .

A Wellstated performance objective contains six'components that will answer

the following questions:

Who?

Learns or does what?

Vhen?

Undef what conditions?

At what performance'levell

How will iv be measured?

32,
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r.

The Who relatt:s to the person who performs an activity. The-Learns or

does what is the activity tti be performed. When, Under'what conditions, and
-

, At what performance level relate to time and performance conditions. How

will it be measured relates to assessment techniques.

T.1

SumMary of Evaluation Planning Stages

ihe program evaluator begins by reviewing the nee0 statemette 6nd formula,-

'tions of program goals and objectives. The second step fs tO review the

program activities to determine how they Are to meet the stated objectives.

If the aCtivities seem not to match the objectives, the evaluatOr:should

recoMmend to the program manager that they be reviewdd for possible revision,

or that.the objectives bech.anged. The learning exercises at the end-of

.thiS seetion are designedtO;reinforce the informatiOn in these pages.

Learning Exercise 2 (A-27). provides help in the identification of measurable
.

objectiveS. Learning Exercist 3 (A-29). provides help:in :relating-specific:

objectives to given,goals-and in rating their relative importance- Learning.

Exercise 4 (A-39) Will be useful in understanding the relationships- among-

needs, objectives',.and activities.

. -REQUIREMENTS OF PROGRAM:EVALTJATION

Key Questions.

The ultimate requirement of.evaluation is to serve the needs of the

audiences to which the program director is accountable. To make certain
,

.
that both'interim or formative and end-of-the-year or summatiVe evaluation

--are efficient and provide the best possible:information for prograth use, the

evaluator should address.the.follOwing luestionseatly in the evaluation

planning Stage:

Who recifires informatiOn? .denerally speaking, everyonewho has a.

responsibiXity for some phase ot the program is Nfiecision maker,.and he

cr. she'vill require evaluative information. The evaluatpr should identify



.
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k

decision makers as early.as possible and make personal contact with each to

stress the desirability df Working. closely together throughout the program

period and to learn about their information requirements:
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What decision-making information is tequired? During the program

'..period.various staff members with prograuLresponsibilities will require

informatiOn in areas of:conoern tO theM. Since responsibilities are not
T

always clear-cut, the decision makers must tell the evaluator.whicb program-

-elements Are of interest and what types of information are needed for each.

Unless the evaluator has this information, he or she may not be able to

,Trovide sufficientli useful datato decision makers. Ideally, to ensure

that'information collected and analyzed will be as, meaningful as.possible,

the decision maker should formulate questions related. to program objectiveb

.or conCerns that the,evaluator should address..., QUestions submitted by

decision makers then can be translated intO:functional terms for. inclusion.
. -

in the evaluation .desIgh, the-dat*collection instruments, the data-analysis

plan, and_in,the o4Eline .,.f.or the evalUation report:.,.

When is the information required? InfOrmation gathered needs to be

both instructieatithel. To assure that program2evaluation .reports_

ate submitted when required, a reporting timeline shoUld-be developed..

'On the following page is,4 form on which information requirements for
) A

Trogratil evaluation may be recorded. The evaluator should complete this form

as he Or she Meets.with each decision maker to determine his or her informa-

f.tion requirements. On page A-19$ there is a sample Evaluation Information*

Requirements Form that bap been filled out.
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Interim Report
.

'En&ofiheYear Report

Prpgram

Program Director

District'

EVALUATION INFORMATtOR REQUIREMENTS FORM

1 2 3 4

Who Requires
.Information?

What Infomation Is .

Required?'
Date' t"

Required?
Use to Be Ma0
of,Information

Cr

1



Interim Report

EndoftheYear Report
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Program ,ERPHI

Program Director T.H. Collins

District Rosedale

EVALUATION INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS FORM

2

Who Requires
Information?.. -

What Information Is
- Required?

Date
.

,

Required?

Use.to Be Made
of'Infprmation

Dr. Marie
, Tfromson,

'Principil .

'

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.Reports on observations
of classroom activities..

..

,

Teacherparaprofessional
reactions to insetvice .

training program
,

1

.

Student progress'in
.

reading and mathematics
achievement

. .

'

\
\ . .

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.

.

.

Oct.

Jan.

.

15
15

15,

1

15

.

'

.

,./

.

To determine iil
the instructidnal
prograM has been

implemented:as
planned ,...

To determine
effectiveness of

. .

the inservice
training program
for reVising
program if
required

.

To determine
.

whether atudents
are achieving at
the expected
rates

.

.
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End-of-Year Evaluation

End7of-7the-year, or summative, evaluation is critical co'decision makers who

must decide whether to continue, modify, expandlor.discontinue the program.

It also serves to identify needs to be addressed ' plsnning the instruc-'

tional progrdm for, the following year.

The end-of-the-7year evaUation,should answer,explicitly those questions
V

that were designed frit() the evaluation.p/an at-the beginning:of the,year.--

.It is important, therefore, that the.evttpluator revieW'the plans for program.

'evaluation prior to program implementationo be certain that all-the data

which will be required will be available for the-end-of-the7ieat,evaluat,ion.

InteriM Evaluation

1

Interim,,or.formative, evaluation allowsidecision makers to determine how

well program objectives are being met.while the program is ongoing and to

decide what to do to improve program activities in progress. It is a
1

viable tool for controlling and fine tuning the program:

Care-must be takenito evaluate program activities as:Well as to measure

progress towards program objectiveS. With effective monitoring, deviations

-fromplanned activities can be idantified immediately and cOrrected before_

they adversely:affect program outcomes.

Identif in Resources and Constraints

ReSources and constraints should be identified during the early phase of r

evaluation planning. This is important, for it will bring to light the

resources needed and those currently available, and will enahle decisions

to be made on whether to add resources where there are shortages OT to get

along under Constraints. .Some resources to consider-include:

The amount of money budgeted for the evaluation

2. The amount of personnel time available for data

collection and record keeping

r
<

I.



3. The services available from Other agencies

.(1.6., district,,c6unty, and/or state)

The instruments currently being.administered
,

for other purposes that can provide some of

the program-evaluation data
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-Laterin the-planning period, when the evaluation plans and procedures

have been determined, specific requirements Will'be identified. A matChii

mismatch between resources available and those required should be made.

As discrepancies are identified,Nthe'program. director and staff', with the

asaistance of the evaluator, will be'-.in a position to determine the manner
-

in whiChChe discrepancies can best bellandled.
.

One method of resolving a constraining factor is to change the require--;

ment: 'Another is to create.new ways to meet it. At-times, a-compromise

may be reached' with the decision maker as to how much he or she is willing

to sacrifice in order to achieve a given feature of a program evaluation.

There also the alternative of elf.minating the interim evaluation so that

the available reSources can.be focused.upon the longer-range concerns of

the endof-yearevaluation." Constraints become evident as planning prodeeds.

When such problems come to light, the evaluator's advice on alternative
11,

solutionsis the' key to balancing high-level resource requirements against

ever-present constraints.

If the program receives categorical funding Irom stlate or-federal
'

sources, note must be made of the reporting reqbirementa -61 these'agencies,

Suchexternel.requirements should be combined with local .requirements-to

define, the totaLevalUatiop requirement. -10.atq for,both purpos9s,Should be

collected and treatedas a unit. Duldication throughouC the evaluation

effort, such a$ double-data collection, should be avoided at all cost.

'3 8
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MJMN.A.RY
/

To iieterei.he evaluation purposes and requirements the evaluatorj.
1 .1

1. Reviews program records of,outcomes of preVious progr-m

implementation.

4
.2. Determineg how the learner, educator, and/or community'needs

were identified.

3.. Determines that program goals match identifked needs.

4. Determines that.,performance objectives

program goals and needs statOments.

are compatible with

Determines that perfatmance objectives re written in'

Measurable terms.

6. Revieys program aitivities

-to performance objectiVes.

-

7. .Determines endcifthe-4ear and interim evalua on tequirements.

8.. Jdentifies preliminary evalUation resour-Ces and constraints.

'9.: Develops a composite list of res of.ce reqmirements-and-submits

the list for staff concurre)3z(atld bciard cf education appioval.-:

to be certain thaOltheyrelate

s.

.



CHECKL OF THE.STEPS IN DETERMINING

UATIJON PURPOSES AND REQUIREMENTS

DEFINE EVALUATION TURPOSE

Determine from-deciSion makers the purpos% of

the evaluation. The purpose will dictate the tt.'

.types of evaluation that must be cohducted.

REVIEW NEEDS ASSESSMENT, PROGRAM GOALS,,AND PROGRAM
OBJECTIVES

Determine,whether a needs assessment was
.;'.

)

cOndu&ed.b1 the decisioh maV-rs.

Review.program goals to determinkwhether
. , .7.,

'. ,. -.4:,,,,... ,J.

. they addass the. needs or prOblem- areas.

Review performande'Objectives to deteimide

that they are compatible-with program goals..**

Are the objectives stated.ih unambiguous tents?,

REVIEW PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

Review program activities to judge whether

they. canbe expected to contribute.to,achieve-
.

ment of the objective.'

If the activities dq not match the-Ohtjectives,

recommend that, activities or objectives be
c

revised.

IDENTIFY EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS

Request that deciSlob makers identify the

information they will requirc,,..tO make end-of-1

the-year decisions abOut therogram.

Determine prOcess, product, and context data

that should be collected.'

4 0

,

Step Date

Started Completed''

Pi-23
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CHECKLIST OF THE STEPS IN, DETERMININ6

.4 EVALUATION pUkPOSES'AND REQUIREMENT
,

..;

IDENTIFY EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS (cont'd)

!Determine the informat.ion required by decision

makers to makeanter:71 decisions.

. .

Determine when the information is required.

IDENTIFY.8V4UATION RESOURCES AND CONSTRAINTS

Deterri4e the resour;les and constraints which

will-a, kpc* the conduct of the evaluation.,

AdVid decision makers of those resoUrces

which are available and those that are

reqylred.

Submit recommendations to decision makers

for reconciling discrepancies between

resOurces:available and those required.

e,

Step , Date

Started Com leted.



4arning Exercipe.1

OP

LEARNING EXERCISE l: TYPES OF EVALUATION DATA

A
-

Directions: Classify the.following

examples by type of evaluation data

to be collected.

Types of Evaluatign Data

Product -- PT

Process --PS

Context C

Write the abbreviations for these types

in the spaces provided.

.Example I: The and-of-the-year evaluation,indicated that

three of tha four program performance objectives were met.

Example II: Two of the seven teachers developed their own

math materials instead of using those prescribed for.the

program.
1.

Example III: 'Af.ter the second week of school, all the

teachers went on strike.

/

Example IV: It waS determined at the end-of-the-var

evaluation that 45 of the 46 instructional activities

were implemented as planned.

r
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Learning Exercise 1

ANSWERS

Example I: PRODUCT
-.

Explanation: Wen we spedk of performance 'objettives, we

are speaking of learner progress or outcomes..

Example II:

E:. amp le, III:

PROCESS

Explanation: In this example, the .evaluator Is looking at

tAle activities implemented to.support learner.progress or

outcome.

CONUXT. e

,0

Explanation: The tiuchers' strye is a condition which

interrupted the instructional program design and whiCh

could haVg,kepti the programjrom lieeting its performance
-

objectives'.

Example IV: PROCESS

..Explanation: As. in Example II< the instructional.. activities'

.were designed to support the achievement of the deSired

pupil outcomes.

.
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A-27-

LEARNING EXaCISE 2: IDENTIFICATION OF MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES

The following are partial statements of performance objectives.

Check whether or not thes- statements are written in terms that

are.measurable.

1. He will be able to understand the

principles of citizenship.

2. Each child will be able to name the

days of.the%week n order beginning

with Sunday.

3. The students will appreciate the

culture of their dorthern neighbor.

4: The students-will construct a log cabin.

5. The teaChers-will learn the significance

of the experience.

6. Children will enjoy going to the library.

i. Parents will become aware of their need

to,particiPate in the school program.

8. Studei:ts will .gra9p the coilcdpt of good

citizenship.

9. Each child will write a composition.

10. Th e. toacher's assistant mist know tbe

teaching philosophy of Herd Start.

4

YES NO
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_Learning Exercise 2

Do the following statements contain the six,(6) components

found in a performance objective? ,Be prepared to identify_

any components that might be missing.

11. All 2nd grade students receiving

remedial math' instruction will

show a gain of five,months in math

computations for every five.months

.of instruction. Gain will be

measured by the state-approvea test.

12. the students will show a gix months'

'growth in reading comprehensiod-as a

result-of the remedial reading program.

YES NO



:1,earning Exercise 3

A-29

. LEARNING EXERCISE 3: SELECTING APPROPRIATE OBJECTIVES
2

.This exercise is. designed to give you practiCein deciding whiCh objectimes

will best measure prOgresa towards a specific goal.. Four different goals

are presented. They deal with 'studeneachievement; motivation and commit-

., ment of,students, staff, and community; individualized instruction;, and

sglf concept. A list of 11,possible objectives that could be used to'assess

progress towards the goalS is also given. . Your task is to take one of the four

goal areas and decide which objectives would be,most approp.riate for evaluating

. that Rrogram goal.

.Instructions, for Each Panel of Consultants

Suppose that you and other members,of your groUp are consultants 'selected by
I.

the school board to form an advisory evaluation ;panel. The main task of the
-

panel is to select a set of objectives appropriate to .evaluate the goals

stated on the !'Reading Program'Goals Sheet" (A-30). Include only the most

impOrtant objectives"those you think the district can reasonably afford to

pursue and evaluate.

At the end of the panel's meeting, it is expected that the panelists

will have:

1. Read the "Brief DesCription of the Program" and ,selected

one of the four prograt goals (A-30).

2. Selected from the list of 11 objectives (A-31-33) those
2.

most of the members agree are adequate for determining

whether the goal selected has been achieved. If the

panel members are not satisfied'with those listed, they

should have developed their own set of objectives (A-34).

3. Individually rated each seledted objective using the

-worksheet (A-36).

.4. Tallied the s,Ilected objectives according to tyhe ratings

adSigned by the panel (A-37)..



READING PROGRAM GOALS SHEET..

LearningEkerCise 3

Brief Description of the Prograt

ThiS program i8 p reading performan6e contract projectlumled by the state.

TheprograM isllbcated in one of the 'junior high schools of an urb'Pn School

district which haa shown a great need for special reading instruction. The
-

emphaSis of the program is-placed,on individualized,reading instruction.

Two main components are: (1) the diagnosis -Of reading needs of individual

'stndents.; and (2) the careful- planning of reading insttuttion aCcording tO

the diagnosis,.

Teachers in the program have been given preservice training and will:

,receive'inservice training in the use of individualized instruction

techniques.

The program 'is in its first.year of operation with contracts befween

the school district and the teachers working in the program.

Program Goals

Four of the goals of the prOgram stated in the contract are as follows:

I. PARTICIPATING STUDENTS WILL RAISE THEIR READING ACHIEVEMENT

PERFORMANCE.

II. ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF, TEACHING STAFF, STUDENTS, AND MEMBERS OF

THE COMMUNITY WILL DEMONSTRATE THAT THEY WERE HIGHLY MOTIVATED.

AND HIGHLY COMMITTED TO A SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

READING PROGRAM.

III. INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES WILL BE USED AS THE MAJOR

TEACHING STRATEGY IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL

PART OF THE READING PROGRAM.

IV. PARTICIPATING STUDENTS IN THE READING PROGRAM WILL RAISE THEIR
_

SELF CONCEPTS.
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'LIST OF READING PROGRAM OBJECTiVES

Learning Exercise 3

A-31

The.planners of the progran/ together with the-designated program evaluator,

have developed 'the following:liStof progra'M objectives. These. Objectives

Are examples which may o'r may.not be aWropriate to evaluate one or more of

the program g9als:

1. 'All-participating students with self-concepts below

the 30th percentile .as measUred on a standardized

inventory on a preteit will show a gain.ofat least

ten percentile points towards positive self concept

as measured by the same. instrument at the end of

the eighth month in the special reading.Trogram.

2, The teaching staff will assess reading skills and

design.individualized reading activities for eacti

participatingcstudent at the beginning and at

one-month intervals during the Special reading'.

program. The fulfillment of this objective will

be measured by the extent of the entries in the

locally deVeloped "Student.Activities Diary."

3. At the end of the. eighth month of the special

reading program, ae least 95 percent of.the teaching

statf will have participated:in three-fourths or

mOre.of the supplementary instructional activities

(e.g., inservice sessions, staff meetings) desig-

nated in the program. The fulfillment of this

objective will .136 measured by the tailying' of

attendance in an attendance log.

4. At the end of the eigh'h month of the special . (

reading program, at least 70 percent of the

administrative staff will-have pa:ii:ipaved in

one-fourth or mon I the'sUppiementni 12t.ivities

inservice sessionsstaff'meetings)
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Learning Exercise 3

, designated it the program plan. .The fulfillment

-Of this objective Will be measured by the tallying

of attendance it an attendande log.

5. Fifty percent'of the participatitg students vtll.

show a gain 'Of 15 percentile points or more in

reading achievement as measured by a standardized,

norm-referenced renditg achievement teat,.at the

end of the eighth month of the special reading

!program compared with the results of the same

test administered at the.beginning of the program.

6.. At the end pf the,eighth month of the special

reading program, 70 percent of the participating.

students will respond corrcctlY to three-fourths

or more of the questions on a criterion-referenced

test.

, 7. At the'end of the eight-months period, the teaching

Staff will reflect a measured mean score of 4 or

higher on a rating scalewith a designated low.score

of 1 to a designated high score of 5 indicating the
),

eXtent to which they'were Personally committed to

the successful implementation of the special rez.ding

program.

. When responses are solicited at the end of the eight-'

months period, participating students will show a
4

measured mean séore of 4 or higher,on a 'rating scale

with a deslgnated low score of 1 to a designated high

Score of 5 indicating the exteht to which they were

personally committed to the'apecial reading program.

9. When responses are solicited ?t the ,tnd of Ole eight-

mcnthsj)eriod, parents of particip:.tIng students will

rflect a measured mean score of 4 or higher on a

rating scale with aAiesignated low sCote'of.1 to a'



\

Learning Exer se 1

.-designated high score of 5Jwhen judging the extent. to

Which they were committed to.the sUccesSfUl implemen

tation of'the Special reading program.

10.. At the end of the eighth month of the-speCial reading

program, 90 percent of the participating students. Will

have:had fewer than three nonjUstifiable absences

("cuts"), .as measured gy ittendance,records.

11. At th'e.end of the'eighth month of the special-reading

program, 10 Percent or mors'of the participating

students'will report that, they enljoy reading more than
0

they.did before entering the program. The fulfillment

of, this objective will be measured by a locally developed

studentquestionnaite.

.1#

A33
)
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LearninvExercise 3

SELECTIONOY.OBJECTIVES

- 9OR1(SHEET

Task Number 1: Record the Roman numeral and key'words of the goal your

panel those anc1 enter the number of members in your panel at the top of

the IndiVidual Worksheet on page A-36. Circle the:numbers of the objectives

..on the Individual Worksheet which yourpanel feel are appropriate for the

evaluation of that goal. If your panel feels that the objectives presented

;in the list are inappropriate or.inadequate, write the.Objectives your

'panel agreeVare appropriate for your program goal in the spaces labeled

.PROCRAM OBJECTIVE 12 and PROGRAM OBJECTIVE' 13'below.

PROCRAM.OBJECTIVE 12

\
PROGRAM OBJECTIVE. 13

^



Learning Exei-cise 3

A-35'

Task :ulaber 2: After.you have circled the objectives.your panel.favors or

have written injand circled) new ones in the spaces on page A-34, rate nach

objective on the following scale 0 =(Not Important; 1 = ImporCant;§2 = Very

Important. Put a check ih the appropriate.boxes on-the Individual Worksheet.

N;ext, circ,le the objective on the Group RepOrt Form, tally the ratings of yout

panel, and then enter the tallies in the appropriate .boxes on the Group Report

Form. (On page.A-38, there is a filled-put Group Report.Form that,if1Ustrates

how this is donn.)

Task. Number : The leader of each panel zeports on the panefists' se.:ection of'.

objectives.
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A-36,

. .

PROCRAM GOAL NUMIIER

TN0I.VIDUL
WOITSHEET

TOTAL NUMBER-OF PANEL MEMBERS

KEY WORDt

Learn.ing Exercise

. Obje(tive Number

Rating' of Objectives and

Tallies of Ratings

Not Very
'Important . Important Important

^

5

0

I I

-

1--1

I I

Ell

1

I _I

2 -

I

M. 1 0. I

Thr.!se numbers represent objectives which have been written by the

panel;

,.



PROGRAM GOAL NUMBER

GROUP REPORT FORM'

TOTAL NUMBER OF.PANEL 'MEMBERS

my WORDS

Lcai;dtn Exercise

Objective Number.

Rating of Objectives and
'

Tallies 'of Ratings.

Not
Important Importadt

Very

lmp.ortan

1/

2-

4

5

6

. 8 ,

10

11 .

*12

*13

Li
I

El
5-1

fl

These, numbers repreSeht objectives which,have been wrlteen by the

panel.
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'GROUP REPORT FORM

Lec.rnin 11xercise 3

PROGRAM GOAL NUMBER 71:' kEY WORDS time 1 0/ Comm I Tr( 1)

1

,TOTAL NUMBER OF PANEL MEMBERS

Objective Number

-111141

7

Rating of Objective and ,

Tallies of RatingS

Not
Important Important

1

5

6

9

10

*12

*13

Li
1

EJ

Very
Important

2 "

1 1

LI

1-1

LI

These numbers represent objectives which have been Written by the
panel.-
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1RNING EXERCISE 4: MATCHING NEEDS STATEMENTS TO PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

AND PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

:able on page. A-40, you will find three columns.. Column 1 contains

statements; column 2, prograth objectives; and column 3, program

activities. In the spaces proVided at the left of columns 2 and 3, write in .

th& numbers of the needs statements that match. the objectives and activities.

to

r o



1.".

NEEDS STAMM

1. Parent and community involvement activities

wete minimal Tept in the twe (lassrcoms

where head ta.t pupils were enrolled.

Since tnt gu1 ca I for extostve c,)ralnity

iinviAiwnt ii loiniq instructional

tnere i a ni,Nd te lo'crease suili

.PROGR1t4 OBJECTIVES

--A 5 percent random sample 41ead Start argi

K-i pupits wlio have been 11144 activities

of the Oral Language Gompenena, will signif-

icantly increase (at rc 15 level of.

confidence) scores on the Verb41 la(pression

subtest f the Illinois' ht of sychu-

parIcipa an,
Linguist ic Abilities from the October 1914

p,retest to the May 1914 posttest.

2. '`aly Bead 5tart-K-3 pupils have iimited

vocnbllilrio And Itniced ability re process

and verb, infuriation in stusdard

ince the Bead Start Program

places major empl,)sts on language deqlop-

mnin, the staff recognizes a need to upgrade

pupils'. verbal skills,/

3. It has ban observed 4hat the individual

needs of the target pupils are not being

addressed in die clasreom. The scl,00l

phifosophy stresses individualizing prograris

for each pupil. There is 'a neetto insure

that the staff implements this philosophy. c

Abst 80 percent (19.91 of the r-3 pupils

f , A L
testeo scoree ee.ow q7 en the total

cathematics of the C.T.B.S, given In

october1974,,These scores do nOt appear c

conarab]e ta pupils' demonstrated ability

in other areas. There is a need to identiy

means cf improving,pupil periormance.in,

nith

.PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

--Me median percentile rank for these pupils

continually,enrolled in K-3 mathematics pro-

grams for 125 days or more will be 5 points

higher in May 1915 than the median percentile

rank previously attalkad hi the same,pupils

en the pretest in October 1974, as.measured

by the total lathematics scores irk the

CITO LI

'--During the -974-75 school year, all teachers

and aides participating in the special pro*

gram. will .rovide individualized 'instruction

to the tatget pupils in their class. Evidence

of this will be by periodic clasiroom observa-

tions obtained by the project staff and the

evaluator.

--Grouping within each K-3 classroom will bp

,flexibie,Anging frequently in accordance

with the 'changing needs of the.pupils. Groups

Will be formed:by needs identified by diug-

nesis and recorded on the class profile chart.

--All Early Childhood Education. Teachers and

aides will participate In ,a four-week Summer

program during July 1915. The teachers and

aides wii be Involved In problem solving,

developing materials, and inservice fur

improving teach.ng skills in individualized

instruction. 1

--Head Start-K73 teachers Will sha the instruct-

ional program in language development by

hierarChy of perforMance objectives. This

activity will be ridenced,by a class profile

chart covering each of the Performance objec-

tives in the classroom. The class profile

.chart will be monitored in November, February,'

and May by an evaluation committee made up'of

two teachers, two parents, the principal,

and the Director of Compensatory Education.
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DEVELOP AN EVALUATION PLAN
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" The Evaluation Improvement Program



PRECIS

g

The evaluation of program, like the progeam
,

itself, operates on .a careful i

iplan based on what the program is designed to accomplish and whether it has
/

achieved hose results. Thus, having learned the program's objectiyeS.and
.

. .
.

needs (step 1), the evaluator then constructs a series of questions that
,

will be used after the program's completion'to determine if it
.

has achieved /

its objectives. The evaluator then decides upon the instruments that will 'I

I.
i

.

be needed *0 gather the necessary information and Whethex they will be'
/

1:7, ,

,

Selected from available instruments ordeveloped.. A'schedule is.thendrawri ,

.up for the administration of the instrumentS:, Decisions'must then be made
.

,about the ,kinds of analyses that will be yerfprmed on the data and,how th

final information will be reported and-to-whom. Vinally, to improve.the
.

chances that the repbrt will be used productively,,the'evaluator
.

% it8 uses with all.the recipients. '' ,
,
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1. .:THE PRELIMINARY WOK

The prelimivary work in develuping a general evalua\tion:Plan requires .

consideration of ail of the steps involved in the eV\aluation precess. Ln

this section, we-shali look briefly at each of- the. 4veral evaluation steps
N-.

1.

and identify, some of the auestions that must be formUlated at each., The.

subsequent sections (C-H) of this GUide will develop \in more detail the
.

s---things that you must know pad do as you plan.and Pmplcment your program
,.

. ,

evaluation.

jo helP yod visualize all.the.Oeps.-tn a-totaI p1n, a ProgramEvaluaLon

,Planning Form is.shown On page B-2. This form was des'gned to, guide your ,

thinking.as you plan for the evalUation of a. particular program. The text.

that follows relates directly to each of the rows on th form. ,

,Needs Assessment and2liogram Goals ana Ob ettives
1

.
,The assessmeat of needs and the setting of prgtam goals \and objectiVes are,

.
parts of the program-planning'cycle. Si:ice'the evaluation Of a progrbm

based.on what the ptogram is trying to ac Tlish, the objectives need to be
1

suffitiently explicit so that whatever.progress has ebeen made toWards reach-
,

ing those objectives can be assessed. The
,

program eValuator Must be-invoived'
I

at this early planning stnge, at leastto the.extent of reviewing plans. and

making suggestions to -ensure that it Will be possible to eNaluate program

objectiVes.

EvaluhtLon Desika
\

\ - !

EValuation design is essentialry a system, atic approach to rile task of

gathering information to answer questions or- make decisions. \The technical

'part of cOnsidering a design cannot begin until soffie assumptions are mad,e
\

about what the evaluation is to\accomplish: Some queseions ma .relateto

progress towards progtam objectiveS, relative effectiveness of different

programs, or relative standin&o\f various groups,within a given area.'

Specific decisionsAilay be made as', to keeping', expanding,.or dro ping a
\
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.progpram,. adopting or adapting procedures or policies, :Or where particular

programs seem to operate most ::1-4.ective1,:. The purposes identi:Axd in
1

Sectiog,A will help determine r.he.important questions to be addressed...

Asso.7.sment InStrnments

The selection of apprivriate assessment instruments depends on the'kind'of

information needed to answer the qUestions posed In the evaluation. There

are a number of different kindS.of assessment instruments that are available

ano that shouldbe cOnsidered when a selection is to be made. The-following

Among the types of instruments to consider:

,11-ormreferenced tests

Criterionreferenc:A tests

Questionnaires

Interview guides

Observationrecord blanks

Rating sheets

Log Sheets .

Record summary forms

Structuted narratiVe reports

Each of the several kinds-of assessment instriiments has:AtS own stre4ais

and weaknessEs and should 'be considered in the light of criteria!developed

for that :.pecific.evaluation. Some general criteria might be:

Doe's the iastrument adequately measure what you want tp measure?

Will the instrument yield cOnsistnt results at different times,and

with.different groups?

Is the instrument appropriate for the particUlar population in

ques t ion?

Is the instrument easy to administer and score?

IS the cost of the instrument, its administration and its.s'coring,

reasonable and withih the budget?
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Administration Dates and Personnel
\ .

Once dates have been set for administration of the\iestruments an&personnel

have been,assigned to administer them, there are a number of queseions to

-consider such.as:

Will the assessment dates
conflfct with other eyents in ,a way that

mi;ht diminish the reliability of the data?

Will the assessment dates allow for adequate measurement of the.

\

program.or program elements?

Will the assessment dates allow the data to be colleCted, analyzed,

and reported to the recipient on'Ume?

Who can do the assessment with the greatest accuracy and with t e

least disrup.tion to the regular schobl schedule?

Will special inserVice training be required to get good re tilts?

Do individuals involved in the data collection have a vested\

.

interest in the outcome?
4'

Are persOnnl available on the staff, or will outside perSonner,be

required?

,
Data-Analysis Techniques

,

Data analyis consists of organizing a quantity of data sp that its, meaning
I -

'may be dnderstood. Techniques of analyzing data range from a SiMple rank

ordering of scores.to very complex statisticai treatment. Data-enalysis

techniques allow the reader to identify relationships that .are not apparent

in the initial raw data and make it possible to do such things as compare

different 'goups.or'the same group at ditferent times.



:

Listed below are some methods of arranging ordisplayl-ng datalor

analysis

,

Total raw scores

Mean (average) scores

Median scores

Modal scores.

Percentage Jcores

-Aank-order listings

Frequency distribution

Correlations

-7

Monitoring Program'Activities

Determining how a.progrIn is being conducted is done through a process, of.
..

\program monitoring. Monitoring enables th'e evaluator to identify unexpected

situations or conditionS that migHt impede tbe implementation of the project'.

and that need the immediate attention of the project director; to collect
I

data for interim-reporting, and to observe unanticipated'behavior.

lfPrograms requenty ncue a great many actvtes. -onseque:ntlY, it
\
ild iii C

.

r

I

may not be feasible to monitor every one of. them, and criteria will have to-
,

be established so that the evaluator will monitor only those activities that

will yield the most usefdl infarmatinn. One such criterion might. be/the
I

.

:degree to which the progtam would be JZfected if a particular activity were
,

or:were not continued. Another might.be.to emphasize activities that appear

to be most closely related to,the stated program objectiVes.

Monitoring Dates and PersOnriel.

.

The same general considerations should be addressed here that were covered

,under Administration Dates an,d Personnel.

Key Reporting Dates

In establishing reporting dates, the evaluator must determine when the infor-

mation in the report, i8 needed by the'recipient. Also to be considered is

when the information'to be reported will.be available.



Who Is to Receive the Report(s)
'

An devaluation report may be designed to ansWer guestions and provide infor-
.

mation to a_ number of audiences. To deterbine who should' receive d teport,

the dvaluator must know tile o!!iginal purposes of the evaluation and what its
_

uses-will be, which should have been a part of the initial Planning..., .In any

case, a distribution list should be reviewed with the appropriate administra-

/tor go 'that he audiences and intended uses may be verified and-the number of
0

copies-AA the evaluation repOrts deterMined.

Determining How the-Data Reports WillBe Used

There are-several things the program.evaluator can do to improve the chances'

-that evaluation reports will be-used in a produclive manner, and these ard

discussed in'Section G on'reporting. For example, the eval

from each recipient of the report the kinds of informatio

tor determines

needed from the

report or the kinds of information thei recipient would:accept as ,eVidence..

in regard to a particular gUestion. Joint planning with recipients of the

',evaluation:report is erhaps the most,posttive actiOn'an eValuator can take

to insure...that the report will serve its-p4rpose..

!

2. REVIEW OF PRELIMINARY PLANS
!

Once the preliminary evaluation plan has been completed; it Aould be reViewed

by as many as possible of the'people who are involved in the program or who 'may

be affected by the results. Inthis way; Any error-S-.Or-misconceptions in the

. plan can be immediately changed or cOrrected. This .review process may bring

out honest differences of opinion as to how the evaluation'should be designed'

and implemented. It is not always possible (or even desirable) for a plan to
\

-

\receive univerSal approval in this kind of review, but a 'careful reading at

this stage may avoid unexpected opposition at the time of reporting.

Review Elthluation. Plan. with;
fit

Program Staff
. .

'School princdpal

District administrator

Representative'froM funding agency

Others?



3. ;EVALUATION TIME4NE

Following -the review bf the evaluation plan and the determination that rife

rNuired resourtes are available, some sort of implementation schedule ahould-

be-prepared. One of the tore common'procedures is to use.a timeline on which

all actions are listed and the est 'lated amount of time.and actual dates of

implementation are recorded. An eicample,of such a timeline, which allOws,

space for arCestitate of-the amount of staff tile reqUired for each of the

.taska, ia shown on the following page..
.4- , c

4. -DETERMINING .AND OBTAINING REQUIRED RESOURCES
.

At this,,stage of planning, the evaluator Must have answers to two 'queStionsi,

(1) What resburces are required for carrying-oat the planned evaluation?
L

(2) Can,they be obtained? If the resourceS".-0 not match the requirements,

someadjustments and.compromises mustjbe worked oat.

- ,

The- first thing the evaluatov., needs tq identify is theanticipated'work- :

o .
.

..
. .

load on available personnel. To do tbas, he 'must go backhe timeline and-
-,.

:look at the estiMated total person days for each.jetsonneil category. Then he
- . ,

,.. ! .-....,. . -. ''t.,-.44, ,1':
,

.
.

.

.illust identify the persenelaVaiIable tofill:those needS. 'For example, if-the
- .

evaluator has estimaerith4300-personoiaysof teacher atSistance will be ,

-

4

. .
required to- carry out,.rheOlan, -and:there ate10 teadhers-inthe same. programf

that averages cut to 30 work 44YP,per tea:Cher If.this is a:realiStic amount

of timg to 'f-xpect frem ClasarOOM teacherS7tand.-if t'he teachera themSelves

agree t6 the time,committent,,there'it Ociproblem. If the work load is not

acceptable, a more realistic amount,of tioe-must be Planned.,

.

AS staff needs arelarified, there:Will be several decisions to be madf.

such as: Can the work day,requirements be sh,ied from on,_ personwal category

to another? Can aeitional persons/be hired?- Can some of the required work

days- be cut'hack? 'Resolution must'be reached bet!.-ecn work-day requirements

and'xPersonnel availble to fili the requirements.'



Tasks

PROGRAM EVALUATION TIMELINE

Completion

Date

4.1

col

Number of Persoh Da s

. 1 2 3 4 J b 1 6 9 10 11 IL Ltil ail Er '4'
" ..,

I:

,

,

,

,
1

,

,

,

,

.-----

,
,

,

,

1

4 ..

Total Person

Days
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e costs of required evaluation materials and eqUipment have to be

-dentif ed and matched against both available materials and equipment and

the. budget. Resolution must be reached when there is a discrepahcy,befwedn

'required materrIals and equipment and the available resources.

, Costs of such required services as consultants and data proCessing must

be matched against reSources. Resolution between required services and .

resources rust be made before the evaluation plan can be put into operation.

In summary, evaluation planhing brings about a balance between the

resources.that are recluired and those that can be made available. qive and

"%take ds involved here: In some cases, resOurces can lie added to match the

requirement; in 'others, the requirement is modified to a.less ambitious

approach.
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.CHECKLIST OF THE MAJOR STEPS
REQUIRED'IN DEVELOPING AN

EVALUATION PLAN

Review needs assessment and goal&
and objectives to determine their
interrelatedness.

Identify the purposes for,which.the
evaluation is being conducted and
the probable uses of the evaluation..

Reviewobjectives to ensure they are
written in measurable terms.

Identify the qUestions that must be
answered at .the end.of the year as
indicated by the objectives, the
purposes, and the probable'uses of
the evaluation.

List appropriate kinds of instruments
to gather the information required to
answer the questions formulated aboIe.

Determine approximate dates when the
various kinds of information would

, most appTopriately be gathered.

Determine types of dataanalysis
protedures that would give the most
appropriate information to answer
the questions formulated earlier.

List the aCtivities that need to
be monitored together with'most
appropriate dates to secure the
information.

List the kinds of reports that will
be made, both. interim and summative
who Will receive these reports; and
the dates the reports are due.

For each report, list the potential
uses to be made of the information
and be sure that they match the
information to be sathered.

Check

In

Progress
Completed

Date
Completed
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LEARNING EXERCISE 5: PLANNING FOR ASSE:,,E;T OF PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

)

In the Rosedale Sdhool DistriCt, one elementary school. has had particularly

rapd,growth, resulting in a cultural mix ,of pupils it has-never before

experieiced. There have been many discipline problems and fights on the'

'School grounds, and the parents have demanded that some action be taken.

There have also been complaints regarding the quality of instruction and

the achievement levels of the'pupils at several grade levels.

Rather than addressing these complaints as isolated problems, a general

assessment was'made of,the educational needs of the'total district. As a

result of this effort, a number of general goals and specific objectives were

developed for four programs, and several changes were planned for implementa-

tion during the 'following year. Because .of limited resources, the progress

made.toward.reaching all of the objectiVes for each of the four programs

could not be evaluated during the first year.

Here is some.information about the four programs:

Kindergarten Program

c-

At the kindergarten level, there wag a high rate of transiency. The staff

felt that the test score means of the total kindergarten population were

Unduly influenced by transients and that this influence 'distorted the tegt

reSults dcwnward. The parehts wanted to know what a reasonable.expectation

might be for pupils who a.ttendA school on a regular basis, and, the staff

needed more precise information about all of the ptipils' level of

achievement.

Of the several oOfftiveS lor the kindergarten program, the following

one was selected fc7'evaluation:

Kindergarten pupils with attendance reccird of 75 percent or better

will show an improvement in language skills by achieving a median gain

-of 30 raw score points or the school-adopted language development test.
1 .
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Learning Exercise 5

Citizenship Program Grades 1, 2, and 3

.

To deal with the problem of,lighting'and discipline,'a_schOolwide.program
---. . -

of instruction in multiculture appreciation waa-developed with a specified
...--

,-..--
curriculum to, prpvide each pupi,k with.RJetined experiences in a different

. J -
,

culture. This was supplemented,w11b a systtem of counseling in which each
-----

pupil .participated in a number of different groups.

The objective to be evaluated:

Jn grades 1, 2, and 3, where all pupils receive 'group counseling.and

instruction in the appreciation of Jriulticultural differences, pupils

will demonstrate an improved knowledge of the cultural differences
.P

. emphasized in the curriculum as evidenced by the 4ikrict-Madetest

covering.the subject matter taught.

The incidence offighting on the playgrounds will show a 20 percent

reduction as compared to.the records of the previous year.

Mathematic's - Grade 10,

As one result of a community survey;.a minimum proficiency leyel in math was
.

established for all grade 10 pupils, and those not meeting this lev'el were

enrolled in a remedial math class where individualized instruction was'to be

emphasized and individual.diagnostic records were ta be maintained.

The objective to bg measured:
ff

Tenfh grade pupils receiving remedial math. instruction will show a five-
-

month mean gain-in with computation for every five months of instruction

as measured on the school-adopted standardized, math test.

English -'Crade 12

All hiT;h school.seniors werexequired to take'at leaSt one semester of

EnglisA. Many of the graduates.who went on ,to colleges or universities,

however, were not passing the test for written expressiOn; even though they

had taken the college preparatory course. The sbhool board directed that'

standards'be developed for the class and that ap evaluption'of the results

be made.'

a



, Learning Ixercise 5

.B71.3

The objective to be measured:.

All high school seniors:receiving a grade of 'C. or higher.in senior

FngYish writing class'and making application to a college or university

will: earn A passing score on the writing section cf that institution's

entrance,examination.

Using the PrOgram Evaluation Planning Form on th.2 next iJage, T.Al. may

assume that an adeqUate needs assessment has been.done, the goals have been

adopted, and that the programs are properly designed to, neet the identified

needs.

Your group isto seiect one of thelfour programs and fill out the ques
. 7:\

tions.ih each column'op t'he planning form. The questions on page B-15 may

be helPflul in filling out the ,form.

d



PROGRAM EVALUATICk P;.;,.NNING FORM

Program

Purpose(s) of 'Evaluation

Audience(s) for Evaluation

earning Exercise 5

PROGRAM
OBJECTIVES

.......

EVALUATION
DESIGN

.

..,..

ASSESSMENT
INSTRUMENTS

p

ADMINISTRATION
DATES AND
PERSONNEL .

.

. ..

,

,

A

,

DATA
ANALYSIS
TECHNIQUES

.

,.

.,

MONITORING.

PROGRAM
.

ACTIVITn";
.

.

.

.

MONITORING
DATES AND
PE3ONNEL

.

.

.
.

KE.'

REJORTING
DAIS

....

.,
.

.

WHO IS TO
RECEIVE THE
i.EPORT(S)

. . .

DETERMINING
HOW THE.DATA
REPORTS.WICL..
BE USED

,

,

....--.

f

,

.

.

.

..,

..
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PROGRAM_EVALUAT1ON PLANNING' FORM

Pi-ogram

Purpo,..W .of Evaluation .

_ .

Audiencei,,) for Evaluation

,

PROGRA!.

OBJECT.c:.-

. at objective Is beinvevaivated?

What is the goal or need statements to which this objective relates?

Is this objective written in such A form that it can be measured?

Is the implied measure appro'priate for the.objective?'

.

EVALUAT:ON
DESIGN

What qUestions must this design 'address?

What information must.thls design be able tp produce in order to

answer these questions?

To what purposes of evaluation do these questions. relate?

What information wild the audience accept as evidence related to

the purpoSe ol.the evaluation?

ASSESSMENT "

INSTRUMENTS

What kinds of assessment instruments will.be most.appropriate.te

.secure the information required in the design? (Norm or

criterion referenced tests - questionnaires -.interviews -'

observations - rating scales - log sheets - narrative reports)

c ,

ADNINISTRAT/ON
DATES 'AND

PERSONNEL

f.

During what month dr months should assessment tAllte.,-place?.

Who woutd.be the most appropriate person-to cullect:Jthe data?

. Who is respensIble for aSsigni.ng pejsonne'l and

,

i

DATt.: 0

ANALYSJ.S

TECHNIQUES

What kinds iif scores will be moSt." useful, in providing the

information needed, as identified in the purpose and Ln.
/

the design?
.

What kinds of data anulysis will be most appropriate?

Will outside help be required to do the required analYsis? ..

MONIWRINC
PROGRAM ..

ACTIVITIES
.

§

What activities are central to the accomplishing of the objectives?

What information must be collected to accoMplish the purposes 'of
.;..-

the evaluation? .
.

MONITORING.
DATES AND
PER'sONNEL

Who will perform the monitoring function?

How irequently must the activities for this objective be monitored?.

To whom should the/monitoring be r2ported?
2

EEY
REPORTINC
DATES

Who will be interviewed to ensure that reporting dates meet'

del:ision or user requirenient's?
.

kho will establish reporting de'adlines? ,

'awls TO
PhCE:%E CH!:

V,...P,i!iTC;) 4.

What olfierent audi'ences will receive evaluation reports on this

objective? .

Hav.,2 the questidhs identified by the audiences during the initial
1

design step been addressed in the eval.natlou rel;ort?'

Have the derposes of the evaluation been accg,mplished?

A

1,I.i,M1::IN

HoW THE liATA
PEPI.,RTS WILL

Wt ..wtiviLJA.'s hJyt bvt!/) pl:Hmed to. cnsurv thv u,,,it ,,tIctive

usc ot th cvaluillIop report0
.
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PROGRAM EVALUATOR'S GUIDE

Section C

.DETERMINEJHE EVALUATION DESIGN

AND

DO THE SAMPLING

NOTE TO USERS OF THIS GUIDE

In sevf.tal sections of this Guide, as in'this otte,

each Learning Exercise is praced immediately after

the discussion, of the topiC(s) the exercise is based

on. In the other sections, the- Learning Exercises are

grouped at the end, There are advantages in both ways
.

'of presentipg these materials. Which way do you prefer?

IMP" Yhe Evaluation Improvement Program
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PqCIB'

Evaluation design is the key:to bbtAining valid and. reliable information for
7 ,'

,decision mtk'ing, which is, of course, the most important purpose,of.program
1.-

evaluat,ion. 'Applying the pninciples of.design helps assu sic. a high,level.of
;. .- a

objeCtivity by eliminating persOnal opinion as a Ma±or factor An pIngvam
- 1

)evaluation. ,Good design enables one to compareAith.confidence the perfor-
,'

mance of students on such dimensionJ aspasLan.d future, pro,gram groulis and..

nt)nprogram soups, Treatment A group and Treatm9t B group, it lets us

knoW what change has occurred, what the gains or" losSes hame'been, which of

sevexa) procedures is preferable; and Whether sbught-after objeetives have

09 been reached..
eA1'

If 'i,nowing about gains or growth is. critical, apretest7posttest design

should'be selected. If asSurance is. needed that program treatments have had

impact, nonprograM groups should be measure4 along with program,groups. If

it s necNicary to look.at- subparts of the program for cause/effect 'rela-

tionships, or at. Various combinations of participants,,an expanded facterial

design should be chosen. If homogeneity ac4s. groups is,an important
.

faetor, individuals should be assigned to groups on a random basis..

be effective, the design -of an evaluatiOn plan should be selected

well in advance of program activities. AdvanCe Planning of this-sort. is. ---

not only more effective but also more econothical, for it-allows the,yse-qX

sampling procedures-,Lhe evaluator cdn use to apply the design tn representa-

tive.segments of students, of other populations, or of instruments.

In summary, careful attention to design`will help increase the

confidence you have in the results of a program evaluation. Careful

attention to, amd ?Ise of', sampling will produce comparable results Usin '

considerably fewer subjects i_n the program,evaluation activities.
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1. INTRODUCTION'TO EVALUATION DESIGN.

A question of primary importance' in program evaluation is:

did pupils Iearn by participating in the program than they

without it?" The answer involves two bits of information:

"How much more

would have learned

vo

How much students improved between the-tine-the program.
began and ended

An astimate of how they would have done w.thsiut the
gram'

The first is relatively easy

second is Mote difficult.

to-answer ff proper inKtrumdrtts are used. The

The adequacy of the design the program evaluator selects can be judged

by the extent to which the results can be interpreted and generalized to

other similar.kinds of groups and programs. An adequate design helps raise

the confidence the evaluator and program director can place in the results.

2. HOW TO SLLECT A DESIGN'

The particular design you decide upon will depend upon the types of questions

you wdnt tb answer. Most'program evaluation has, in past years, boen more

subjective than objective. Have you ever heard someone say, '!Of course it's

a good proeam. 'You can just tell by Observing the studep and the teacher

j.n action. Anyone can tell it's good."?

I know it's go'od bdcause I feel it here

program warm feeling..

This is not what program evaluation is all about: What is needed is the t.Ind

of design that will serve to provide a1id data for deciston milking And sound

justification for continued funding.
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There are many designs th.ái, "are usable in a school setting that do that, but

Only a few will .be presented here. They deal withthese questions:

1.. At what level ate the studAts.functioningrat the beginning
and at the end of the program.?

/ 2. How much growth occurred-during the program?

3. .How does this growth compare with our expectations?.

:4. What elements of the program contributed to.the.gain or loss?.

At What Level Are the students Flinctioning.?

KnOwing where studentsgre functioning at the outset is necesAaty to success
.

ful implementation of the program. /A program may be de'signed ton certain

types of students with' skills at anassumed lev1. UnlesS dati are available

that eonfirm the fact that pupils in that ptogram really are at tat skill

level, you may miss the target. , A test given earlY-in the programtan giie

you this information.
44;

Are the stud6nts entering thislt,ogram

really functioning at the level-expected?

ptemeasurement '----P-program c

This is a legitir'ar.- 1;:lr,' of a single testing session early-in the program..

It provides a L,!:-.-Imark that indicates.where things stood at The beginr lg.

Sometimes the program is well under way before an 'evaluaen plan is

developed, Which is a practice to be diScouraged. What does.the eva'imatOr do

,in such a case? One option is to plan a design that uses a test atdrhe,ed

_of :lie program.

At wfila. level are stncle,p.ts functioning

end of the program?

program postmeasurement

)



0If the designprovides only for this; it really tells us nothing about

the effectiveness of the program. It tells us something about what students

know after the trOntmeht. of' the program, which:May be used in exploring and

deVeloping ideas for ,further program planning. BUt it is not a design that

will-lead'to'nny'useful conclusions about the effectiveness of the program

nt hand.

Fortunately, there are some "yetrospettive" measures that tan be

attempted. Unless thejear is about over, a test given even as late as

midwc.y in the program cycle will give e'information against which final

results cP.n be.tompared: Another uselful option may be to go to whatever

-student records. there O're that indieategeneral levels of past performance.

The tonversion of historical data to baseline data is, nt best, "messy;" bUt

it does cafe: an expedient measuie that-can save a late-starting program

eva.luation.

.

How Much:Growth Occurred 'During the Program?

0-3

Only when this question is asked do we be.gin'to be concerned about the effect

--that he program has had on the stOdents.

How much did students iffiprove

airing tht program?.

premeasuremerit-----0- program postmeasurement

While this design.:-.will tell us how much change has otcurred, it, too, really

does not addrens the basic question, "How much More did pupilS learn by

participating in the pyogram than they would have learned without itr
,

.'A single-group time-series design uses.students in the program as their

own contr61groUp. The same measurement is made on the same students at

regular intervals several times before and-after the program. If the prograr

appear- to disturb the trend of measurement results in a'positive way, this

may be evidence that thd program has been effective. This design might be
çt

used within a progeam if a teacher.wished to inerease the nUmber.of new words

-
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40. .\

learned each week beyond the current rate and introduced a special reward

system for the Child learning the greatest number of new words,each week,for
1

the next month. \ Weekly records kept befor.e and fter introduction of the

system might look like this:

\

ixamp1e: Before After
_,....;.Actual ResUlts

t

' .1.--Probable Cain

.
1

.

..- ...- -""7"*.igest Guess-,of-

:Pupil Status without

: Program

This design addresses the same question, but gives nettcx k..:idepce as to

whether a real change has occurred.

How much did students improve during the program?

premeasUrement premeasurement
1 2 3'

1

-......-postmeasurement------o-postmeasurement postmeasurement
1 2 3

_
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How Daes This Growth Compare with Expectations'?

Usually the reason a new.prosram is insti,uted is that it is thought to.be

better than what currently exists. To find out if the program is better, the

evaluator needs to censider whathappened as a result of the program and what

might have happened if the prbgram had not beep introduced.

Whenever posSible, some kind of reference group should be used to

compare the.status of .program participants to that of similar persons not.'

participating in the program. There are.three kinds of reference groups:

(1) control groups, (2) compariSon groups, and .(3) norm groups.. Care must

b;e.taken that persons in the reference group are'as much like these in the

program as possible-with respect to age, ability, ,reading level, ratio of

males to females, number of minariries,.etc. Persons need mot match on a

'ontoonelpasiS .(in fact, it is better tbey do not), but tbe overall group

_ptofiles should be similar; .

If it is not possible to find a reff_rence group

--in the'same school, try to find one in Another school which is sinila.r. In

determining whether another is similar, consider the following:

prior achieveent of students

population densiv of community,

size-.of. School

Y schoo c. rganizatiorv (e.g., K-3 vs. 1(6)

teacher training and experience

.0 median family income P.

expenditures per student

eligibility for -tate a.nd federal yrograms
,

.racial composieion
4,

administrationaeaAing philoSephies -
1

Program and control gcoups are fotmed when pupils (9 other particiTants)

0
are randomly assigned ko program activiCi6s or nonprovam activities within a

program=evaluation model. IC it is possible to mnke/randem assignment to one

group ot the other, the conc4ns that _program vers'us nonpx6gram groups be ,

/

0
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alike do not apply. Even so, it would be a good idea tooheck with a random

assignment to see whether there- may 'ae drastic differences between groups.

Randomization is an acceptable way 'of assuring "likeness." If it is adminis

tratively feasible, it is the best possible way to control grouping.

Random

Asignment

How d nonprogram students identical with

program students compare with regard to growth'l

program student.S: premeas.--.....p.program

nonprogtam stirdents: premeas. postmeas.

Sometimes in such a design, it may be advantageous to plan for no

,pretest. ThiS may be becaUSe'new_and- unfamiliar concepts'are to be.taught
.

. .,,,f-r .,

and it seEmunfilc:eiy:. "at infotmation will be gainedbya pretest. Or, in

the caSe of very young Oliidren, the amount of,testing that can,be done is

very limited'. Or sometimes the use of a pretest itself may influence or

contaminate the behavior of the students. With random assignment of pupils,

to program and nonprogram'groups, then a.posttestonly design will yield.Ahe

needed-information on growth.

R a :id om

Assignment

How do nonprogram students identical-with

progtamstudents compare with tT,i'ard to growth?

program stddents: program postmeasurement

nonprogram students: postmeasurement

A comparison greup is one in'which existing classes of compaTabIe

pupils have been identified as nonprogram participants Comparison groups

are not specially organized,,asthrough random assignments. Both control

groups and comparison-groups must be given the same instruments on the

same schedule as the program group. Tf these groups are in the same seihoel

with the program group, care must be taken that "contamination" does not

Occur. All too, frequentl: if a new method in, the new program is getting':

gool results; the word will filter through to the control or comparison
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group teacher, and the new method will find its war into that group's

classroom.. If this happens', the entire e.qaluation may. be invalid.

Nonn.ndom

ASsignment

How do comparable notiprOgraM stu'dents

compare with program st.;dents? -

.%

program students:. premeas. ---nrogram

nonprogtam students: premeas.,,, s postmeas.

C

When neither a control nor a comparison sroup is .feasible, norm groups

may be used. Norms on standardized tests are themost common example of this
.'5 *

type. .SinCe narm groups are generally representative of a broader population,

they may not be coMparable to the particular program group, and care must be

taken when interpreting the findings.
.

When norm groups are used as a basis for comparison, the eXuctation

2

is that pupils will be.relatively higher with respect to the.. norm at the. end.

of the program treatment thaa they were at pretes,t.

Pre tes ) Pos t teS t

n North Group

= Program Group

How do.program students tomparê with

some norm group?

program students: premeasurement prograrn---- postmeas.

norm groups: norm
1

norm
2
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Another type of comparison.;that cal be made is to compare the progress

of a special program group with itS own [;').st pe-formance. Ifstudents who

have typically been growing a:: a rate of -ne-half a year for _each year ill.

school. aChieve &year's growth in the first year pf a. :sew- program, this-may

beevidence, that the program is ,effective.'

How .does studen-,:s achievement in the 1.1,.s.w

prc!,ram compare their past performau

current program premees program

past performance: avetac Lowth per year

What Elements of the Program Contributej c he Gain?'.

Why is this question important?

If we knew-what elements of the prograM made more difference and

Which made les.s:, w !ould be in a positien to make imprevnts in

the program.

Information about :-.ffective andless effe:.tive elements could be

'used to,reallocate 7...4source'.; ef time anu, money.

If,we knew what elLi,en!3 were essent.al, we could predict rhe

chances of the.program being guccessful elSewhere.

.di Unfortunat findlrigut What parts of a progr..1, contributed moSt to

the gains achiev:7d is.a ve difficult task.. Effective programs 'may critain

many factors reiazed to su6cess", and the taSk uf Separating them m'akesthe..

evaluation design.more complex. Thus with this kin.: of design there is an`

even greater rwed for planning carefullyii,n a,/ae.HOne certai:.:y would not

construct thig type of. evaluation design{ .aftet a progtam has beeu

Ideally, the evaluator' wou)d like tb take into'actunt as rany factors

as pOsSible at one tiMe in order to 4solate juSt %hat - is that is causi:

'the changes which do occur. .Unfortunately, the more factes.s that are put

into a design, the more complex the design become's. Suppose we wa,A to

inye4;tigate which of two types.of instructionalmaterials can beAlsed

as effectively without aides s with aides. This would'recare at least

four classrooms.. That is, there Would need to be at Aeasr teacher'for



each .combinatfon of aides and:type of material tides Present; type 1;.

aides absent, type 1; aides.presenr, type 2; an aides absent, type 2. ,

IustructionaI Material

Type.1 2

,

a)

-11

Present Teacaer Teacher

Absent :i'eacher .Teacher\4
N

if the teachers' skills and experience are yery sinP\le design

cc:mid be used. (in-the-real. world, however, iS very unlikely t1t yonr:

teachers will be so evenly matched in training, experience, cId talea\t\.) -

\
In-order to allowfor differences in teachers, at least two shuuld be .

assigned .to each combination of aides,and f_ype of ma.tecial; making :an

:eisht-classroom deslgn.

Iust ?.tior- M:Iterial

Type 1 Tyr:, _

a.;

Present
Teacher 1 ,

Teael,ar 2

Teacher 3
d

Teacher 4

Absent
Teachet -.

Teachet 6

Yeacher 7

Tacher 8

C-9 ,

This design i-s based on the assumption that otht- re1.?vatt -factors are hen

constant (i.e.,, amount df instruttional tirn, type of instructiCnal mcthod,

ahility level of pupils, etc.) across allt-elasses. If pupils can be random1r..

aSstgned ,to classes1., factors associated'with.pupil charactu-istics should be-

about equally distributed and should not..unduly inflt:t Ice one groun more ti

another:.

This ,tyne of design is very flexible and can be exparded tc inel-de

More factors,and more than,two categoxies or,leAiels per fiscrcr. .Obviously,

the numhee:of e1assrooms inc-reases tapidly, and only the larger -di: tricts

will. have enough classroomS,to us6 more'complicated.designs.. An-cxpanded

design-, howQ4er, makes it pessible tokseet. answe.rs to Many questions in the

.1



course of the program evaluation: 111-is is fortunate in those cases in which

it-is believed that two or_more factor's interact with each-other: the use of

aides', for example; the availability of a reading:laUoratory, or individual-

ized Curriculum materials. In an expanded design, each of:the factors'may be
I

considered individually or in terms of the effects they haVe on one Another.

lqotice that to use at( expanded design you must .define the factors very

precisely. .For example, individualizd instruction may mean a- nftudet moves-
. .

at his, own'rate or that hu receives individual help or that.he has his own

objectiVes. Moreover, you might want to look at the degree,extent, or

intensity of the factor. YoU might conpare the effects Of individual.help

every,day to' the effects of individual help every other day.

There are some complications nich should be Mentioned.. Is:the teath

ing comparable in the several classrooms?. Is the design for each classroom.'

fyllowed'with, rigot? Are staff members comMitted to their apProach?. A

-negative answer to such 'questions.could bias the results.

The questions you:must consider'in plannin9 thiS or any otlierkind of

program evaluation design are:
77 .

1. What are the most important question's that a program

evaluation'can help answer and how.much information

-do-you need to answer-ehese questions?

' 2. What other relevant variAles are there that might

have an Ejfect on the outcome and how canthey be

held Lant or randomly distcibuted among

classes or subgroups?

'The ,s,econd question invelves a faCtorial design. Only larger schools
. .

and -district's have enough classrooms to use such.a design. Under-ceriain

conditions, smaller school maY undertAke a *dification'of it.

A factorial design m4 bv used if individual pupils can be randomlY.

assigned to each different combination of factors (each cell'in the table on .

page C711). For example, to study the effects of differing amounts of, time
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jpent.in a language laboratory by :students a various levels of. -0Alitx,

one-might randomly assign pupils to mat-.e 1,7 a group fOr each_condition.

Such a'design m!...ght 169k.Zike this:

Randbm

Assignment

p

.
. ,

1 .

Amount oftTie Spent,dn Laboratory.

10 Min.
. ..

20 Min.. 30;Min.

..

40 Min.
,

,

(1.)

I)

P'l
4../
.1q

XI

.

High.
.

8

Students.

8

Stnckents

8

.Students
'8 -

Students

Medium
I Students Students, Students Scudents

Low
. Students Students ' Students

8

Students

In this example, students can be sorted on somdimenSion of ability, and

-the amount of exposurt given each student.crn.(and would need to be) care
'

fully controlled. Only factors that can be -Imaged in this manndt Can be

stUdied.using OliS kind, of design.

While designs, as extended.as.this have rJt been commonly used in

program evaluation, they are very poweeful .and have considerable pot,ential

for sitbaefons in-which the use of a reasonably sophistcatea prOgram

evaluation is critically importdnt.



3. INTERPRETAfiILITY:OF RESULTS

,

_ Wh her result's of liez.tsurement within a given design have.significance

d/pends, in part, on the pxtent to which the outcomes are the re,sult. of
1

/
treatments and not of some 'other ,cause or combination of causes. 'Some

.nontreatment causes might be the following:.

1. Differential dropout or attrition rates in groups being compared.

Even though you may exclqde from your analysis those students who

have not been in attendanCe dUring the,entire program, the transtL.

of three of your ."best" students can have.a Marked impact on your

cesulEs.

2, Eailun to account for'some related condition that directly

affected the xesults although it may not have been expected to.

,For.example,'if the program requires students toend an extra half

hour ap school- each 'clay, andmne of your objectives is-to improve

attitudes toward school, you may find that nonprogram students who

get to leave earlier will have more positive.attitudes.

3. (:ontamination betviten program and nonprogram students.6 This occurs,

For exampl,e, when your speeial program teacher becomes enthu.siasti-c

about a filmstrip used in the.program and lends it to a nonprogram

teacher.

4. The Hawthorne EffeCt. If much todo is made about a new program,

improvements that were not cauSed by.the program:may occur becaUse

of 1).the novelty, 2) an awareness thaf one is a participant in a

sp,ecial- group, or 3) a newenvironment which includes observers,
, . . -

specibl procedUres, equipment, and'so on. Idprovememts caused by

these influences are usually shorttermed and will probably dis

appear over.Eime..,

1 '5. Evaluator (or teacher) bias,'the "SelfFurfilling Propheey."- This .7

is.a welldocumented..human hazard.in evaluationdesign. .The

..evaluator (.teacher or other ol-,erver) has-preconceived .ideas pf

what going to:happen:and seeswhat he or she expects to see,

ignoring indications contrary to 'eXpectztions.
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6. Change in *School programs, personhelf facilities, class size,

-community factors and-other such conditions. T ese factors

- Pan affect student perf-bimance though none May be related to

a program, its treatments, activities,.and its evaluation.

.4.. WHAT TO.D0.70 AVOID PITFALLS

1. Be sure to take into acc6unt time spent on a given subject area.

Pupils with high absentee rates will affect res'iiltS. If yOur

compaCson'grouP is pending twice as much time as your program

group, t.ime alone may.prevent your progiam.group from comparing

favorably..

,

2. If you use a norm-referenced test, try.to..select one who e

normative data wer_e_..pollected at about the same time of year

(fall or spring) Youylan .to us'e the test.

.3. Be sure you use the appropriaCe test level. If most'students

answer nearly all or hardly any pf ,t1-1.e.items correctly,

measurement will be both invalLd and unreliable.

1 .

4. Be sure pretest and posttest are comp:arable; it is preferable to

use different fo,rms of the same level of the sate test. This is

not as critical if you have a. good gontiol or comparison group.

If one of the other designs ls used, however, there is no way
4

.to.comPare the results of two tests normed on diff.Lrent groups
,

,

:f studentS. unless those't sts have.been statistically compared.

In some,pases, conVersion ables may be avaPlable,..as in the
a

.

'case of eight of the most Lommonly used reading -tests for grades

4, 5, & 6.*

*Loret, P.C. et al. Anchor test study: Equivalence and norm- res for

selected.reading ach,ievement tests .(grades 4, 5,'& 6). Offic Lducation

Report 74-305: WaShing;::on; D.C.,: U.S. Government P'rinting OfiCe., 1974.
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S.

5. If students have been selected for a program-on,

extreme scores (disadvantaged:or .sifted),doLnot use

prodilted these scots in your reguI program-evaluation testing.

You will need tests,of leSs or g ater difficulty.

6 'Do not lean heavily on grad equivalent scotes for measuring

results. Design your st y in such a we.,y thLt raw-scores can be

converted to standars sc6res at the data-analysis stage. Grade-

equivalent Scores re suitable for descriptive.purposes (see

section on ,dat analysis).
/

7. Be sure th comparison you, plake is between program group and

compari on group at the start and at the finish. -If you have

sele ed a good comparisdn group and have an effective program,/

initial differenceS between t'le two_groups will,not be

significart,.but the posttest differences will be.

/71

5. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Part f Sound program-evaluation design is to.plan how to deteimine whether'

or not a given progtam would be effective.in another setting- Thisi may seem
-

simple until you consider the multitude of factors involved.. Think, for
, .

example, of: the variations you can expect, amonestudents, teachers, schools,

and communities: I.

STUDENT-FACTORS - sexage,'a-ttitude; courSes taken, ete.

TEACHER FACTOPF, experience enthusiasm, skills, intelligence,
et,c.

suoin, FACTORS - ctze, budget, attitUde towvd innovation, etc.

COMMUNITY FACTORS incOme leVels, parents oCcupations, perceived'
-value-of-schooling, ete.

HoweVer, the situation seemS simpler again when we.realize that not dlref

these factors,ate,likely to'be,important to a particular type of progyam.
;

The'problem,then,is to determind which factors are relevant in testing to

see Whether a program can he.gp,ccessful* exported from one place to another,'
,
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The first_ step is to revieu a very cpmplete description of 'the

program ftself. -What it about the-prAram that'is really essential?

What are the-componew6 that must .be transferrved to the new ltdcation?

.What characterized the-classes with whith the program wotked well'?

.

,

Subsequent steps in planning lor a gogsible exportat on will:carry-

the-prOgram planner through all the stageS in the new .te thatthad been

,putsued.in the old one,-bdt under an entirely different set oecond;tious.

6. MONITORING ACTIVITIES

' \

,Ohatever design is used, some procedure should-be established to monitOt the

activities to'assuu that the design-maintains.its integrity end that the
4

program is beiug implemented as intended. Are the new materials.being used

with the appropriate groups? Do not underestimate., the crossfertilization

that may take.place between teachers using different metho4 ot.M$terials.

A close check must b made geriodically to detqlifine whether the progifim the

evaluator thilnks he isas ssiug is the one being &fried out. (f." 7\4
,r 3

, ,

P

'

6

h

)



Learning Exercise 6

LEARNING EXERCISE 6: EVALUATION DESIGN

A 7thgrade special Teading pTogrom.enrolls 100 students in four diffeTent

classes. Enough new reading materials for two classes have been pUrchased.

The tea.O.ben. ,ire prepared to itpleMent an individualized approach with 'a

diagnostic/preacriptive series of teSts, and activities to accommodate

varied re-adillgsk-ills.The approachZed unt11:now.has not provided 'for
_

'individUalization:and htas not used the new been'fairly

successful. .The fàcu1ti and administration would like, to'know if the new.

.approach,iS really any letter and.whiCh'of the new' ideas is more beneficial.

Your task is to develop an evaluation design to provide them!with as much

for:nation as possible. There..are six different teachers whom you could

ssign to'the four different classes.

1. Plan a design to compare he old. program With the neW

program using program7-----.-measurement otAtion or a Matrix.

C c.

2. How woulclyou assure that the'groups of studes wore

cr1)arAhie7*

'4%,
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3, How would you assign.the egachers in this situation?

LI

4. What would you do to guard'against tontamination?

.5. What would you do to guard against any Hawthorne Effect?

6. What would you do about the amount of instruaional time
\

"devoted to reading in each ot the four groups?
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41,6 ANSWERS

Learning Exercise 6

.1.. .Plap a 'design to compare the old_progrqm with the new program. ...... _ .....

Or

Random
Assignment

c
o

11

. -New Materialg
4_1

. u

4_1

.

c
1-1

,--1

m
m

-H..
>

,-.1

c
1-1-

.

..

;

o
z

25

Students

.

25

jottudents
.

m 25

Students
25

Students

-

aew, materials
Group 1: premeasuremeqt postmeasurementand old ,instruction

individual insftuction
Group premeasurement postmeasUrement/and old materials

new oaterials and
Group 3: premeasurement postindiVidual instruction*". measurement

Group 4: premeasuremenc old program postMeasurement

2. How. would you assure' that the groups of students were comparable?

'Randomly assign'students to the four different groups'. Compare

results of pretest. Compare ethnic_composition of group, .

occupational level of parents across g'roups, and number' of boys.

and girls.'in-each group. If real differences exist on any of

these comparisons, interchange students to better balance the

groups.

3. How would you,assign the teachers in this situation?

Compare training and experience of the six teachers. Use "soft"

data if available,(What reputation does each teacher. haVevith

his or her peers and studentil). Select the four teachers Most
_

alike on these variables and agsign tham,randomly to' each of the

four groups.

. ,r
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40.

. What would you do to guard against contamination?,

Meet with the teachers to explain how yOu are planning to

study the effects of the new materials and individualized

instruction. Seek their cooperation and explain how

als can destroysharing of-either information or materi.
,

.

the evidence needed to make good decisions.

5. What wotiLi you do to guard against any HaWthorne Effect?

Refrain from. making any predictions -about the relative

merLts4of the old_program, new material, or individualized'

instruction. Be frank with the teachers; 4o not give the

impressiqn this is some kind of contest. Advise teachers

not to confide in pupils that some kind of experiment is

goiAg on.

6. What would you do about,the amount of instructional-W.me devoted to

reading in each of-the four group's?

Presbmably, in the 7th grade, cla'sses are of the same length;

thus; available instructional time is the same ior, all grIps.
s.

If this is not so, arrange schedtiles.so that'each group does

have the same amount of exposure.

AbsenteeiSm may, however, occurat different rates in the four

.groups. Therefore, teachers'should be agked to keep attendance
,

'records. Atthe end of.t1s., year, all pupils on whom there are

both pre and posttest scores *Should also hav,e complete records

a
on atendance. Before analyzing tests; attendance rates for

.the i,otir groups should be compared.

5i 9
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7. 1NTRODUGTION TO'SAMPLING
_

One of the early decisions in planning is to determine'whether data Should

be collected froM the entire population involved in a progi-am or from only a

representative part of that populatioL If only a portioli of the popt5lation

is used, that portion°-is called a SAMPLE and the process used to select it-

is called SAMPLING.

Sampling procedures are important because they allow the evaluator

to collect information moreeconomically. A sample that is representative

and carefulfY selected permits the evaluator to make inferences, general-'.

izations, and to draw conclusions about an entire population by applying

.'the evaluation only to the sample. 0

People use sampling in everyllay life,toften'unco7.sciously" A._consumer

who saMples a.quart "of milk woUld nOt need,to. drink thewhole quart to

detel-mine whether or not it was sour.; However, sampling people is not

as simple as sampling milk...-. It is, therefore,,important to specify the'

sampling criteria, as these will.define the population to which the. -

findings are expected to be generalized.,

SaMpling'is especially appAvriatp for program evaluation" 'Most
,.,

evaluation Xftivity in the classroom.is fdt the purpose of'gradibg

individual students. A score inthese cases is needed :for each individual
f

in the population.. rifformation at the individual level As mseful to the

. teacher and necessary for student assessment. Many school personnel, _as
.

'a consequence, have become accustomed to thinking only in t rms of whole
_

populations. However, program evaluation requires only iormation about

the effects of the program on students as a group, not as individuals. .

41 Furthermore, contrary to popule.r belief, Sample size'can Be comparatively

small and still provide reliable information, provided human characteris-
,

tics. known to ,contribute.to variability in responses are-used as the_

basis for saffipIfng.



It is almost certain to be, more economical and more effective to.select.

sampl,e of student 5. in the program and administer data-collection instru-,T,

ments to'them.

Most of the advantagesof sampling are related in some way to lower

costs. It is less expenfAve to gather and analyze a hundred scotes than a

tfiolfrand scores. ExPensd is an especially impOrtant faCtor, with some types
P.

of instruments. One teacher can adminis ter an hour test to 30-50 students
."1/.

at one time'within one hour. IL the:same time he could interview only, a

few. Time,andgmoney may also be saved in scoring, especially with some .

types of instruments,

As S result of lower .7osts,-sampling may make it possible to use some

types of Instruments wt..ch would not otherwise be feasible. For example;

suppose that he ideal method of data collection was by an interview.

Fathering data by this means requires not only.lille amounts of timg but

"- also considerablg.training of those who will do the intetviewing. For this '

eason, an Interview instrument might be rejected if daaivere needed from '

the entird"population. -Bu-t if a sample is used, Anterviewing may be

feasible. -

The type pf instrument used.is related to the type and number Of

objective-..: that must be assessed.. Often, the most iMportant objective of

prograL cannot be measured by a paper-an&-pencil test. dt may involVe

an attitude ot behaNAior outside the school setfing. Anticipating' the time

and trouble inv6lved in observations or follow-up studies, the school may
_

decide that an evaluation to .asserss he success of' such a'hard-to-reach -

objective.is not realistic. But sampling might enable the schoolto

gather data on a limited'number of.cases, making.it possible to carry out

. an evaluation of that,objective. Likewise, a school may want,data on

several hundred objectives. A sampling process could be designed wheieby,

different gtoups of students are assessed on different groups of objectives.

The school thus obtains the needed data,but no pne student is.subjected to

exhaustive testing.



The economies resultirt from sampling may enable the'evafUation.pro

gram'to 11F-: more than one measuring instrument for a given objective. For

exam. 1., a questionnaite may te developed, to assess an attitude But do

stu ...;° :written responses reflect their actual feelings?. Supplementary

use of iftterviews, observations, or openended questions With a sat:11)1e
. .

of the students might provide a way to validate the questionnaire .results.

,Computation skills can be,assessed by a paperandpencil test in the math

classroom. 'But.the program evaluator might dlso be intrested in whether

these skills manifest themselves in a social studies dlass'; Comments'from

other teachers On a sample of students might help to-assess the ttansfer

of those skills to othet situations.

Sampling may.be used in a variety of ways to provide new-data,or'to

improve og dat* already Collected. .For example, teacher and course evalla

tions,by students, peers, and administrators are.frequently administered at

the end'of-the::school year.. If such data were collected using samcles in.

'the fall, 'winter, and spting, guides for instructional imp,roveMent could. fpe

7,provided.during the year.
4

7 .

In considering a saffipling procedure, there ye a number of preliminary

.'queStioas Which need.to be raised: .

Will a Sample provide'the representativeness.which is necessary?

Will sampling be %ore efficient than using the total populacion?

There are'othet questions. Use of a:sample 'may result in come loss of

accuracy in the,information obtaiAred for program evaluation because'a score

from eVery student in the po011ation may not be available. This may raise

the question of.what degree of acCuracy .1.0DS is acceptable in return for

the saying of 'time and trciuble. On the other hand, gathering data from a

sample rather. than fromthe whole may Yield mo're accurnate results. A large

amourit of data which. is carelessly collected is useless. A smaller amount

collected under carefully controlled conditions is very useful indeed. ,

If a saMpling procedure is' to be used for all or part bf the evalua

tion, the ques.tions of the.size of the sample/and 'the" ways to obtaln it'must

be 'handled next. Relatively smaller.samples can be used.when -the population



tenft to be homogeneous, when larger differenceg are expected on the.

factors measurk or when many of the factors contributing to vafiability

are controlled.

C-L4.3

Relatively larger samples are apprOpriate,when the population is

heterogeneous, if-there are many uncontrolled factors, or if the differences

in the factors are'expected to be sligh-t.

The adequacy of the findings ig more likely to he influedEed hy sampl

desYgn than-by sampre size. All of the advantages of sampling are based on'.
16.0

the assuMption that the. sample is representative or'typical of the total

population- If the sample is not represeutative of the poliUlation, the data

1
obtained will e misleading. rf we assess the effects of a reading program

from one.teacher's class-7a sample;. but not a representative one77we may

have information about the effeqtiveness of that particular teachtl but

-not about the effectiveness pf the program. A gample is representative to

the extent_that it reflefts the characteristics df the overall population

in that settin4,. The technique used.to obtain rqpresentativeness is random

sampling, which is discussed in part 8.

c
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Learning Exercise

LEARNING EXERCISE 7: SAMPLING CONSIDEMTIONS

'Read the situation given.below and aiteipt tO identify some of the difficult

possible resolutions:

7 A small school has uged teacherparent conferences

as a suAtitute for'report cards. The prinCipal was

for the innovation and believes it to be

successful, but he.wishes to have the views of others

who are involVed in.the t)rocesS. lie designs.a ques

tibnnaire which is placed in teachens' boxes an. d sent'

home with Studenes. The returned queStionnaires are

to be tallied for use in determiaing whether the.

conferences should be_continued.

Difficuliies . Possible Soluti,es

2.

3.



) .
1.

/
Teachers Ind parents are only p7Trt 'f the 'population in question. What

/
? about students? The population hao not been completely 'defined. '

..-

2. What proportion of teaphers and perents-laill return the questionnaire?
_ . .

Will those who do be.representative?.

.,:ANSWERS.

Learning Exel_se 7

D:25'
41'

'3. The principal is known to favor:the use of conferepces. Will this
.

.
infl.uence the number or nature ol th'e responses' or their interpretation?'

4. It may .be advisable tO allow all parents and students.to.express their
. ,

TheAluestionnaire.6ould be made available to everyone:with the

eeturns kept segarate frod those in the'sample. Asking everyone to-

.respona'will reduce'.the chance that some people WI wonder why they.

. were-exeluded. cost factors and local cOnditions will dictate whether
. 0

or not. thii:is advisable.
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I.
8. HOW TO SELECT A RANDOM c2LE.

I

-

Ihe.method Pf %electing xandom sample is up complicated, but there are
: .0

soMe common misconceptions asto how-it I,- done. 'The selectioh must-be done

in such a way that each person in'the pc-1,ulation has ap equal chance to be

drawn. A commonly used procedurrTh tp select every 10th or 20th name on a
o

*list. If the first name is chosen randomly from among the firat.10 dr'20,

eyery naMe has the-%ame _chance cf being included in the samp/e.. Samples-

( 'cli,fferihowever, The listlpay '-e2alphabetical, it:may be organized by grade

or qge, nr it may be,totall-v unorganized, or random.

Utling an-alphabetical list iNhasy and-usually 'free of pies Unless

there are periodic features.ig the-list which coincide with the sampling'.

ihteryal. For example, if some ethnic names tencrto group'themselves at

specifi'c points in an alphabetical list,'you'could'cun the danger pf

undersampling thosegro&ps.

lb

0,

'

AlthOugh thismeth04 isjpop4lar 'and used-widely-using a table of

randpm riumbets is a belter procedure:*
-

C'

lxcerpt from 0
A Table of Random NumberS

ROw

1

2

N
4

5 ,

''.19787

50691

'16746

91039
-

13075

91,53

66937

77983

.16099

6208.1 .

.88574-

.91769

18061.-.

38824 .

8807

086/5

13399,

23664

00778

,78676

Ohe of the ways to us e this' table is to.assign anumbeetb ehch membet

of the population. Then make two arbitrary decisions:

11 Decide to Kead the table either vertically or horizontally.

Select a starting po'nt.

*Adapted from Walker, Helen, M. and Lëvy,3. Statdstical infeience:
-N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart and Winstog,'1953.

10 0

Ii
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The starting point can be anywhere (upper rftft-hand'corner, third

6-2

column line-4, lower r1ght4lartd. corner, etc.). Suppose, for purposes of_

illustration, yo:, r'cide to star_t in the,upp6roleft7han d corner and read ,'

. vertYcally. ;o)pose Ilso that the populatidh in qtiestion had'350 members.

. in it. Yoll sleqt 75.person9 inthesample.; 'The task fs to locate.
.

.the first :5'numbees that fall in ,the range of 1.tp 350. Starting:with, the.-
M'numk:r, 50691, look yt the first 3 digits- 506 is not in.,this range.v-

,
Go to the next number: 75ince197 is in the range, student_ 197 islhd,first

to.be selecte d in the sample.

Check Your Random SaMple before Collecting Data

-If yeur 9ampie is small (e.g.,clas9room uniftd), it ts a good practice to
4 0

check the distribution of important-group tharadteristiCs before calledting.

data. By chance,.a sample,may.b42 drawn Which over-'Or unden-represents sdMe

variable ybd wish to study. For example, you may qraw a cla9srooM witt'l 20

bnYs,and 5 girls; .or you may draw k saq1e withpat the ethnic r4resentation .

yeeu.:.wish to have. Some sampiers advocatevthat a second.or thirdindependent

:random sample be.drawp it this .should happnn. .

(

tr

4.

C.

0,

ealP,
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Learning Exerdise,8

'LEARNING EXERCISE 8: RANDOM SAMPLING

7

GompIete_the following exercfse for randomly selecting five.(5) stUddnEafor

classroom obsei'vation:

a. Number each name inAue list of students below.

(Start with LEFT column.)-

:Paul Adler Tom O'Toole

.

John Allen

Mary Brummer

Ken Duman

june Feng

Scott-Gofdsmith

Ann Jamison

Yoko Kimotc

Cathy Labovitz

Jerry Mann

Carolyn Mendez,

4 Ramon Nunez'

Pat O'Connei

' Brian Peters

_

Andrew Ramirez

Margaret Smit4

-,Sheri Thompson ,

Carmen Thurber

Terry ting

PhylIis.Unwin

RodneY Woods

-Roy York 4

b. Check (v/) which way you Will read the Table of Random Numbers on

page G-30:

_rHorizontally. (across) or vertically (up and down)

.cb Check (,/) where you-will start .reading th,Table of Random Numbera:

Left upper corner or right bottom corner .

';

d. Identify the number of digits necessary" for sqlecting the sample from

the list of students given aboye:.

:\l"-.7.1

u3

41.
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Learning Exercise 8
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Using the Tabli'of Random Numbers on pdge C-30, follow the instructions

given below:. EA;

44.

I. .Read the first two digits in each fivetdigit number.

2. Use the Tablt of Random NuMberg and identify the names of the'

students in the kist on page C-28 that correspond to the numbers in

3. Using.the 'method you choose to select the random.numbers (See b'and

.c,on page C-28), enter the students' names in the appropriate coluffin

Students for Classroom Observations.

Students
To Be

Observed

' Method'l:

...Horizontal

Left
Upper

Method
HOIrizontal-

Right'
Bottom

2:.. Method
Vertical
Left
'Upper

3:

.

Method
VerticAl

'Right
Bottom

4:

---7-.-

.
1.

,

, .

2.
0

'

,
,

.

,
.

4.
.' ,

.

.

-

.

4

5.

,
,

,

7

. 1

A
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0 Learni.ng Exercie 8

Row
No. TABLE OF RANDOM NUMBERS (DIGITS)

1

2

3

50691
19787

1'6746

91653
66937
77983

88574
91769
10861

08675
13399

23664

12706
96096

64557

32027
43165

78213

41034
72096

43857

56912
86350
68Q09

34264
23062
20483

77769
99419

00618
4 91039 16099 38824 007/8 23058 76539, 50584 71810 52589 32778

5 11075 62081 88977 78'676 53855 56472 13090 01708. 89016 45111
00.7.1

6 41230 92934 30342 29933 24597 72632 21727 63861 80454 47243
7- 590:28---2439-9---65075- 17559803 45717 L9025 4669_6_189.14.__01062

8 42957 25204 00753 66284 85483 34984 86637, 95354 80698 98750
9 45881 59475 64445 9.8261 55252 50788 31295 16437 49497 22493

10 75104 45319 8847: ,f-5440 55309 63481 23616 64950 73291 10964

11 78614 07347 63528 84643 10455 95596 38158 75758 65628 10498'

12 69278 59274 67459 53563 98241 18097 65247 49803ç. 99145 25320,

13 58626 91259 13832, 7509.5 08333 53845 74223 82690 89320 89565

14 81630 00339 07996 66792 05555, 79169 12136 44621 95904
15 74330 13688 02044

.65249

65/10 96007 82692 46473 ,56437 35611 95072

16 10829 66963, 86390 26458 03885 41505 06239 68990 32915 89542

17., 55084 58581 (-0759 20627 86682 76542 03648 38183 29823 68134

18 98845. -17428 97391 62400 51284 92211 40593' 82713 06067 46190
19 48116 91870 16346 97406 34649 42039 58407 84248 45780 60547,
70 82778 31709 71564 26258 07522 03825c= 92087 21809 25678 3,9987

21 - 86615 67618 07446 63129 07111 70516 67289 09457 48995 08043

/2 82558 99260 69136 .35099 68187 85382 09569 94211 57824 98100

08290 70291' 74090 96503 56140 27794 -27765 51740 07712 29816,

24 95062 76310 81603 86824j 68370 ,4601 79205 35511_91239 52961
25' 30361 66712 86801 29556 91232 98295 87322 99172 50009 27224

26 17390 96107 70391 78715 61943 33315 39778 97149 08122 86388
27. 05390 33046 63920 28733 42644 38972 .98161 79861 e8282 28279

28 06624 21114 339 20940 03732 399/3 89948 81060 36381 .06027

29 58146 77295 33742 00135 2658' 54775 94846 18587 39327 71711
30 76430 28645 62335 60393 71813 52677 09917 89100 93655 75617

31 16664 30164 22546 63538 79376 26865 61995 60418 37777 84170

32 56424 64680 81038 79364 23815 44002 38380 09864 35950 10760

33 95954' 15540 18554 63349 70259 03212 91950 16214 80378 56421

34. 59007 -56364 49965 61970 32493 55404 85950 99606 46328 17881

35 19341 87208 99853 40202 C8553, 78731 83463 19524 82542 13556

36 24505 870017 35748 54865 40209 49466 94574 31406 64422 87185 -

37 15086 92183 84632 367.90 -59608 00371 67456 55361. 80669 75402 '

38 656644 02188 09164 70939 2565,6 -24344 58859 _10454 19,212 59078

39 40'397 76835 14062 96067 70645 23695 59140 75e12 18804 55529-

4(1, 31700 24753 229(9 43207 83387 27820 12494 30041 88927 22668.-

41 14472 19372 :23759 47116 81647 44946 97716 41157 , 30913 30842'

42 18018 57089 98428 89075 77511 15194 69634. 68269 52292 6340.4

43 16752 54266 76103 05268 41145 -36100 73916 32462 01658 68565

-44 47184 331)60 96555 56656 18238 56888 29315 99813 47831 81395
45 93884 63945 06606 45545 29237 21&40 43552 02749' 19963 13705

1
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Learning Exercise 8
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os

ANSWEAS

Students To
Be Observed

.

Method 1

," . .

Method 2

.

Method.3v Method 4
,

1
.

1

,

S- 1

'

Y. Kimoto R.aYork C. Thurber

,

R. Y.ork ,

, h .

2 R. Nunez '- C.,,Thurber A. Ramirez R. Woods

.

,3 C. Thurber J. Allen .C. Mendez P. O'Conner

4 , - V. O'Conner ' P. Unwin Y. Kimoto M. Smith

5 R. York 'S. Goldsmith M. -Smith J. Mann
. * __,

4
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Stratified Random Sampling

LeaInIng Exercise 8

Another way to handle.the problem is to draw o stratif,ied random sample in

which th 4.4 lntz categories or strata and then

,random-samples are selected for each category or stratum.° The.more of these

categories you include, the less you have to depend on randomization t

handle the extraneous or uncontrolled factors, for the units within a
. .

sampled seratuM will be on the category selected for stratifying.

Here are two examples:

A. Here is a population of 7th, 8th, and 9th
grade boys and'girls given one or two
perioas of reading instruction per day.

IPOPULATION 1-

B. We might begin stratifying the population'
, by choosing the fo'ctor of SEX.

BOYS

GIRLS

C. We.might also choose the factor-of AMOUNT OF
READING INSTRUCTION. Divide the population
again into the two levels of amount of reading

,instruction--one period and two periods per day:

BOYS

GIRLS

ONE PERIOD
,

TWO PERIODS
..

Boys with one
reading period
pe.' d.-..":.

Boys with two
reading pericras
per day

Girls with one
reading period
per day

Girls with two
reading periods
per-day

4 .

-



D. Finally; we might want' each grade adequately

represented. Divide the population. again

into three levels.by gradey7n; 8th, 9th.

C7-33:

GRADE 7th ' 8th. 9th
.

.

..........."..........-...............r...

AMOUNT pr
READINC .

. Onc-2 F"riod
,

-. -,

ii.h grade- .

boys with.
. rv,

ore.period
'cf reading
per day

t----------

Two. Periods One Period Two Per-rods

-----

One,Period

..........

Two Periods

--e!:.--rade

boys with
two 'periods.

oi rcadinp,

Per day
-

--9171.grad-e.

boys with
'brie period

of reading
per (1:,5,

--.....---,..---...... ...WAN

901' grade

girls with
one period
of reading
per day

boys with
two Feriode
of roading
per diy.

4 4 I I IA ANY. AA,.

9th ',,,rde

girl,. %jai .

'two periodo
of feading
pe,r day

X
co
cd,

,:

.

BOYS
.

.......---,--

th gra777
boys with
one period
of reading
per'day

8th v,rad-E--
boy:, with

two.potiodr.,

of.rcading
per day

--
7t1., gra,;e'

.

girlt: with

GIRLS ' ()AC p'eriod
. of reading

. per day

..---

--..s...-

/t,1 grz-le

girls with
two periods
of;reading
per.day

8th grade
girls with.
ope peried"
of re'ading

per day

-.............

8rh grade
girls with
two periods
of reading
per OY

fl-le strata or aubaroups from which, we are

'..,sampling are clearly beComing:more-and more

homogeneoUs. Our originally fairly hetero,7
gene6Lis population with its characteristits
of 7th, 8th, and 9th,grade. boys and girls

with one or. two periods of read ing per day

has becooe J.2 smaller, more homogeneous

subpopulations. Random samples from,these-
smaller, relatively more homogeneous groups
yield mOre representative aamples, although
fewer-students are drawn into th.em:-

A. If,you randomly sample- 4a items ,from a

population of test items which contaips
within it si subtests,.

.

SAMPLS. 48

ITEMS FROM

ENTIRE TEST
r-

then the,randgm gample may include more items

from one. subtest than another ,by chance.

IA

A

a
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B. HoweVer, if-You dilade-thepopulationof items
into'subtests first and randomly samOle'itcps
within subtests equally,

SAMPLE .

.,

ITEMS FROM
SUBTEST 1

SAMPtE 6 :.

ITEMS FROM
SUBTEST 2

. SAMPLE 6
ITEMS FROM
SUBTEST 3

'

,

ITEMS FROM
SUBTEST 4

ITE1S4ROM
SUBTEST 5

SAITPLt--6--

ITEMS FROM-
SUBTEST 6

f

.

then your sample includes' an equal number of
items from eaCh sebtest !end you can discuss
the results mere defihitively in'terma.of 7

subtests and the test a's a whOle.. You could
also, select a variable/number of iteMs Rer -
subtest depending upoa where you want tO put
the emphasis or.according to the proportionate
allocation of items In the original test. The-
important thing is.that you have morelcoatiol
over composition oE th final sample.

...Mati-ix and MultistagO'Sampling

Another kind of sampling closely related to-the:stratified random type, i8
7-

_.-Matrix.sampling. In this instanCe, the instruments or items are sampled.

If data are needed en a large numbet of objectiv6s, forexample, rather than

subjecting oae sample 'of students.-to a lengthy tes4. or series of tests, the

evaluator administers samples of the test irems or tests to different

samples of the population.
'Pr

Multistageor cluster sampling is a technique of random sampling,that

.is frequently used. The most used method in surveys.is the successiVe random

sampling of units (or groups and subgroups). For example, in a statewide.
,

evaluation, the eValuator first randomly selects distr,icts, then schools

within districts,then classrooms wialin schools: Th1s amounts.to a narrow-

ing'dowp, in staKes, of the sample with a-randomness procedure at each stage.

2
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9. HOW LARGE SHOULD A SAMPLE BE?:-

Sampling within .a schoo. or district ,:t.;?gram evaluation pii-rrosc-; is. n"t
.

practical except for the larger schools and districts. However, sampling

pf parent or community groups is practical for all except the smallest °of.
,

. communities. The size of the population and,the amount of error the

----------evaluator_.is_willing....to_Wlet_a_t_e is what determines the pciicticallty of'
-

using a sample._ "Population" in this:sense means the grotiO for 'dhom you'

want informationAt may be al.J. fifth graders or all parents:pf secondary.,
.

school.students enrolled in noncollege preparatory curricula or.all adults-

in the community Of voting age.

lAienever a'sample is used, the ineyitabre'questipn which.must.be, faca&

would the results have been.if everyone inthe population'had been,

included? 'The sample, if appropriately drawW, gives an'estimate,df what the

results Zrould havoe been for everyone in the'population had it been pOssible-,

to .include everyone. However, there is always .Tresumed-to be' some-err

in thiestimate. The evaluator does not know how much error there is buC
.

11.70r she can control the ex'peeted amount of error by selecting a sample
, ..,

7 proportipnate to the number of persons in the total population. Stippose,%
77 .

. ,
.

. ,

.. . . .
.

.
. .

°
for exaMpl!t, you ask a sample of parents if they approye some organizational:

J,

change the board of education iii.considering. The change is a fhtrly major

one, nci.you want to bc,. sure thaC the proportion of sampled parentswho
*

aPprove'comes.withip 5 percentage points (with 90 perce6t certainty ) of

.

4 1.

'what_ the results wou1d.have been. if all parentS had been asked. If :there
..

' J
. .

..-,

.

are 2,000 parents, you would need to.obtan.322,rpsponses to achieve this
.

, ;..:;
.

.

.
.

, -.

degreeof accuracy. The thble that followswas developed using this degree
. .

,

of_acCUracy ahd shows sample sizes for var'ious'population

--- ,

Sampling cannot guarantee cerlain variation 100 percent of the fir:., but

t it is possible to know how sure you can be of your results.
A
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TABLE- FOR DETERNIN1NG" SAMPLE, SIIE FROM A GIVEN ,POPULATION*

10..

.15

2-0-

25
.30

-. 35

40

z.

.
45

-50

55

'. 60

65

, 70

.75

80

.85
_

90

100
,,' 110

1.20

' ..130

150

160

170

180

190

200

210

'S

1 1200

1300

1500
1600

.1700

1800

-1900

. 2000
2200
2400

.2600

2800
3000

3500

4000
4500

5000
6000
'7000

8000
9090

10000
15000
20000
30000
40000
50000
75000

1.000000

,-

291

297

306

310

31.3

317

320

322

327

331

335

338

341

346

351

354

257

'361
364

367

-368

370

375

377

379

380

381

389
384

,.

'

10

-14

19

24

7?..S!
32

36

40.

44

48

.52

`_.,

59

63

66

70

73

76

.80

86

92

97

103

108

11.3

118

123
12?

1,32

136

.

220

230

240 ---
250

260

270 --

280
,.

290
300

320

340

360

71 80

400

4.20

440

460
480
500
550
600
650
700

75i)

800'

850

900

950
1000

:1100

14(144)

. 14.8

152

155

159

162

.165

1.69

175

181

186

191

196

201

205

210

214

217

226.

234

242

2.48

254

260
265
269

2q4

278
285

:NOTE: N is population s-i\ze.
S is sample Size.

*
Krejcie, Robert V. and Margan, Daryl( 14'. .hetermining sample size for
research activities. Educational and 'PAycholo_gical Measurement; Vol. 30,
1970, 607-610.

1
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-Clearly, sampling within classrooms is rot appropriate for program

evaluation purposes. However, sampling on small popula,tions (such as a

classroom),may be used for ether purposes. Exploratory or.pilot studies may.-

give indications or hunches whiCh can then be studied more thoroughly with

the larger.groups.- 'Croups" of between 10 and.30 can be used advantageously

.for such purposes and are easier to'handle computationally..

Number .1

i0 TWO CASE-STUDIES ON.SAMPLINC

The English teacivers at a high school had been receiving considerable

criticist frcitk. some members of- the community Whose sons and daughters.had

dot performed welL.on the Scholastic Achievement.Tpsts. The English teach-

'ers did not want their.progrAM judged'on this single criterion' and threfore
-

wanted to gather and publish information about achievement on the.full

sp,ectrum of objectives in the E4lish progrpm. They developed a plan and .

identifia and. developed a series of instrumentS-toyassess objectives in-

five different areas:

Reading -- A standardized test will be used with
,scoring by the publisher.

Spelling Teachers will read a list of commonly
misspelled words to students.who
write he words on a piece of paper.

'Familiarity with literatuxe -- A multiple-choice
test develOPed bythe'English dePart-
ment faculty will be given by the
teachers.

*preciation of Literature -- Students will.be
Anterviewed by someone other than
their own teachur.

richers will kvaluate a paragraph

wrjl-st by ech *tudent.
,

(.
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Having done this plant-Ili-1g, the teachers realized that the evaluation

process would consume e:normous amountp of teacherand stucrent time and' would.

coSt- considerable money unless some economies were possible. IneF-decided

to explore the.possihilities of using eampling procedures..

As an educator recently. sensitized to some of One advantages and dis

.adantages of saMpling procedures, what advice would you 6ffer? For which

objectives would you sample and. for which would you use the entire student

body? i'.1hy?

The following suggestions may be sfmilar to some of ybur considerat,ions:

Reading.,-.7 fhe cos.:s. of 'administering' andscoring these
4

tests are not great. The 1.nformation may be

nceded'for student educational guidance and

- placement anyWay. Therefore, it is probably
4

appropriate. to Lest all student&i, at . least at
,

entrance-and before they leave stti.O.61:

Student.s with.deficiencies might be tested

at .inter'vals. MOreover, all pax'SAs..are

probably concerned about their own._Children's':.

achievement on this measure. 4

Spelling -7 The situation.is analogous to the reading

obli:.ctive, and the same recommendation would

seem appropriate.

Familiarity-with literature -- This test ig fairly easy .

to administer and score. Heti:ever, it may not

.be equally important for all students. Nor

:will all stlic!ents receive equal exposure.

Sampling of .differenat groups of students based-

on c6Urses ,taken,or tentative plans after high

school nuld seem sensi.ble.

Appreciation of lit.erature -- Since an interview is planned,

the time required will be consWerable. Train-

,ing will be necei3sary if the interviewer is

' to avoid biasing the responses of the person'
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interviewed. SinCe the interviewer is not to

be the.studenCs-owd teacher, arranging for

someane_to_do the interviewing may be difficult

or costly. Sampling would seem very.appropriatp::

-- Sampling would provide convenience. Students

are undoubtedly writing palragraphs for some.of

their regular assignments. These regular ass.

ments could be the'source of the sample, prov1ded
-

the teachers could agree on a Fommod assii,nment

for this purpOse. To avoid bias, each teacher

might read and.C.riticize the first paragraph of

a regular assignment turned-in.to anOther teacher.

.
In this case, all students might be assessed with

sampling to avoid-a. great amount of testing and

--evaluating concentrated at one or-two times of the

year. Sampling of regular assignments might also

cacourage consiStency in quality of writing as

opposed to a one-time effort.

Sampling is probably'used less frequently than it could be for program

evaluation. It should be remembered. that. -sampling procedures can be.applied

not only to student.s but also to test items, time of day, teacher perfor-

mance, textbook content, and so on. Sampling fits any of the many nrger

populations about which we may want information. We can-often get as much

information as we need by applying. our measurement to a relitively small

' Part of the whole.

' Number-2

The .preceding discussions have emphasized the 4ise,of samples and especially

of random samples. The electi:vm of'1936 provided one of the classic cases

of-nonrandom sampling and its consequences. The Literary pigest magazine

had correctly predicted severNl preening elections and usedjts tried and

tested teefinique in 1935 when ballots were milled and 2,300,060 re.turns were

received. Based on analysis of these dat,a, the Literary Digest'assured

0

1

t

.;
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Republican Alfred.Landon that he would defeat Franklin Roosevelt by 241

electoral votes to 99.. The election did not work out Oat way, and the

case illustrates two important p6ints:

-
1. The Literary Digest used a sample of 2,300,000.

--In-regent years, Gallup polls have used 2,000_

4,000 but'have obtained more accurate results.

2. The Literary Digest drew its sample from lists

-/ of people such as telephone directories. But'
4

.T

at that time, not all people had telephones.
4,

In particular, low-income people were less

likelyto have telephones, especially during

the depression. In the nineteen-twenties,
.

income level had not been'a significant pre-

dictor'of political preference as it was- in

1936. .The Digest had drawn concluSions about e

the voting population from a sample which ;;as.

nocxepresentative of the population.. Had

the sample of voters be.en random, each income

group would have shown.up in the saMple pro-
,

portionately to its share of the population.

The same would have been ttue for geographic

regions, race, age, and any number of other

factors that might nave influenced voting

patterns.

11. A FINAL WORD ON DESIGN AND SAMPLING
.

It is clar that good 2va1uation design produces information that is valuable

to schools. It.is aLso clear that the cosL of translating such design into

working evaluatioh of a program is frequently high.. Mistakes must be kept to

a riniimm.. Thus, it is essential to approach the de'Sign-of an evaluation,

from the pragMatic as well as the theoretical point of. viQw.
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Here are some practic?liconsideratioqs to keep in mind.when apprOaching

any program evaluatio`n design:-

1. You need to keep records.. In order t.o Compafe present programs

.with past prcTrams and Co gauge progress, yoo, must have adequate

information. You may need the .:ooperation of,other schools.

2. llge the same or comparable instrumeltS in different times and

p"laces-L_Ii_yau_keng_tng_Instruments., you can never make
. .

comparisons over time. Fortunately, sampling procedures.make

it possible to continue 'using the sameinstrumentsile also

....,adopting new ones,

3. .Resist the natural imp,`Iise to treat all studentS alike if you-
. 4

want to assess the Cflects of different programs.
a .

4. .you need to be able to hold prograMS still.long enough to 1oc.9-

at them. This means that, innovation chnnot b6 constant, but

should progress in pldnned and measured increments (4 improlie-

ment and change.
-

Ypi need to plan mUch farther in alvance hnd include planning

for evaluttion'as part of program Oanning.
.

,

-.E). You need to communicate clearly to students,-parents, and

teachers why you are'doing what you are doing.

'In thiS section, We have also indicated ways in which evaluation

1psj_gn1; can be app1ie8 more economi.cally through thc use of sampling

techniques. Sampling is particularly suited to program evalua.ion which

is based on information about groups, not individuals. Sampling exposes

only a portion oi the program population to evaluation protedures; if done

.--.properly,.however, the infOrmation-produted on'a relatively small segment

of the- population will be comparable to what might'have been produced on
.

the entire population.
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SELECT OR DEVELOP ASSEgSMENTSTRU.MENTS



PRECIS'

For ..the most phrt,-thepiogram -evaluator will prefer to select assessment

instruments from those already avairgble, though under 'some.circumstances,

iaeal d.Nielopmentof specially dev,ised inSttrumQ..nts will be more appropriate..

Map}, types of instruments are available; Which type to select depends, of

counse, on the.objecti'ves of the pnOgram.

An instrument, should be selected for each discrete learning outcome that
e

is expectgd.to result froth the program. Skills, abilities, knowledge, and

understanding are outcomeS best measured by tests. Attitudes, feelings, and

appreftations .re more appropriately measured by queStionnaires and structured
-

interviews. Schaviors, interactions, and-practices may.be more satisfact--
. .

.

.orily assessed by means of cbservation instruments. 'Highpriority objectives _

.will'require multiole measureS':

:CareEul selection and development Of instruments for program evaluation-

help assure that all the information needed to judge how effectively'objectives
_

are met will 1)e available when the data-collection effort is complete.

%.

)
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1. INTODUCTION

Now that you ha ve. seen the kinds of questions that must be addressed in thu

Dlanning stages of a program evaluati6n, we are goi ig to take time, through a

set of 'three scerarios,*to show what more typically'happens in school districts.

List of Characters Personality Type

(in order of appearauLe)

1. Mts. Smith Classroom teacher, disgrwitled with

evaluation.report on her classroom

2. .'Pric'ipal

3. Chairman of the Boaed

) f Educaticn

Sympathetic to Mrs. Smith but

painfully.trying to meet state

reporting requirements

.gesponsible member of the coMmunity

trying to look out for the schooiYs,

and the tawyer's tnterest

4.,,Mr. Worth The evaluator, who is trYing to do

the best job he can within the con-.

straints imposed

Parent

G. Phrent. 2

MOiher of two children in school--for

the program

Father ,of children in scool--bui

wants to know he's getting his

money s wortn

7. Boy An eighth grader who thinksthe

program is !'f-ar milt"

Fa. i raild A dist rict supervi son of eva 1 uat ion.

who audits evaluation plans



-

S,etting:

0

Smith:

Principal:

Mrs. Smith:

Sc("nario 1: :The Report: Useful to Whbm and for What?

(A.principal's office. You are die evaluator of a.

reading program waiting,Co see the i-,rincipal of the school

who is.busy talking with Mrs.'Smith. You know Mrs. _Smith.

She is a reading teacher and yoe.have been in her class-

rood once..or twice. Yo ,.! impression is that she is a

very. outspokea type of pers'on and that she often talks a

great deal. The door.oTLthe'principal's office is not

closed, and you heor the following conversation.)

Did yOU read that dumb evaluation report? .That 'evaluator-

dosn't kbow what he's talking about.. He
, s only been in

my classroom twice during the whole year andthen.only for

twenty minutes! 'Yet he concluded 00 SIGNIFICANT GAINS.

I'm a teacher:. I don't know .about, all-this evaluation

stuff. All 1 know is my kids and the te,rrific progress

that sdme of them are making. the whole class has imprOved.

in reading! They enjoy reading in.a Way you wouldn't.

.beliievel I'm proud of them, and IArtainly Won't let My

kids be put down by.So.le fancy evaluator.

Mrs. .Smith, we'all know that eValuation reports don't show

what's really, going' on,in th,e, classroom..., They're not

supposed to. These reports are only for the central

offiee..and the capital.. They make Us send a report.

don't think anybody -takes the time to read' them. They

,certainly don't affe,t my'feelings about our. program.

That may be so-. Tait' I think people in the .capitalHlaVe

the right to know about the good things that are happening _

You don't need to be a professional.evaluator to

figure out by yourself that all the students are different,

that theyjcarn and progress at different rates and tf,Cat

yolJ (,ught to ted0 ak3cordingly.



Mrs. Smith:
(cont'd)

Setiin

Chairman:
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He used just one test, 1,6oked at some one thing that

. 'he called the MEAN and decided, that the program was na

good. That evaluat-or cerLainlY,is.MEAN, not to mention

unfair and overpaid. Many-af these tests aren't even

related to what we're teaching in our reading program.

It's obvitus.that the individualizeti instruction program

that we.started with such a big-effort is helping students.

Even the parents noticed the improvement in their,kida.

We had an individualized program just like we talked about

- ,

in those workshOps. Incidentally, those were really good

workshops and there isn't a ward in that eValnation report
%It

about those either.

ScenaricC2:. The Program: Payoff or.Ripoff? .

.

(A school auditorium. You are "in the audience along with

many,interested parentsat a meeting of the Board of

Education.. On the stage, seated at a table,-:are members

of,the board, the principal, the prograM planner/evaluator,

and a teacher who participated in the program. The main

item on the.agenda is the experimental. [deMonstratfon]

reading program. The Board is meeting to- collect facts

''.. pertaining to the impact of the program. On the basis of.

this information, tthe decision will be made as to whether

.or,not to continue the program.' The meeting has been

under way f6r a short time.)

. . so we've:Called this meeting as part of our resp6n7

sibility to the community to see that its schoOl tax

dollar is getting the-best return for the investment.

I haVe the report that Mr. Worth, the.evaluator, has

:prepared.' -Mr. Worth; let me start:by asking you a broad;

general question. Given the fact that yell find "nO3ignifi7

cant gain," do youfeel that:there is any justification for

carrying the program for a second year?

1

t
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Mr. Worth:. That's not a simple questionto answer. You're quite'

right in pointing Out that kae found no signif,icant

reading ochieyement. HoWever, on page 37 of the regort,. I

presented my criticism of the evaluation. .Let me repeat

now, for the sake of t.hOse who may not have seen the

report, That,my total evaluation budget was $2,000.

Furthertore, no consideration,was given to an evaluation

until school opened. In this situation, we tried simply to:
,

meet the minimum district and state requirements.. Whax.we
,

did was administer a pretest in Sptmher and another form,

of the same test in une. It was a standardized reading

achieVement'test and iedidn't reallY reQ.ect all.parts.of

the experimental program. If I hid it to do over, proper1),..,

you can be sure that this evaluation would look quite

different. For example, you'd have.dato,on hoW the kids

feel about the program.

Mrs.. Smith: Mr..Chairtan, I was quite-disappointed in the evaluatiOn

...report. : I was tellfng.Mr...Jackso,a, our prinCipal, not too

long ago how misleading I thought it
;

was. Do you n& thet

some students were So excited about the progrät,that they'd

, come early in.the morning and often stay after school just .

to work Out extra assignments? .

- Chairman:

Parent 1:

Thank you, Mrs Smith. We-made this an open meeting because.

we felt that'interested members of the community ought to

be heard. 'Doesonyone in the audience igish to ask a

'question or make a comment? Please speak up and start by

stating your name. Yes, madam.

My name iS Mary Thatcher. Two of my Children are in

GardenView Elementary School. Tommy's going into grade .7

this year.. We've heard a lot abOut the new'reading prOgram.

My husband and I. know several parents with children in the

1 44 t.)
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cont'd
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program. They're extremely. pleased with the progress of

their children. Tommy could Sure use individualized

instructionhe's a good boy, but he doesn't read too well,

and thia program sure sounds like just what he neeas.
d

Chairman: Thank you, !Ir.'s. Thatcher... . Your name, sir?-

Parent 2: .T'th Farley Grant. We've'lived over on.Oak'Street, paying

property taxes, for well on.10 years now. Now that we

have school-age Children,.we. want them to' learn something.

I know that.you get by these days yithott knowing :

how to read, and I want my kids to get the best possible

start. But I.went to'keow that my tax money isn't being

wasted on some fad or other. I learned to reaa without

all these fancy frills.,

ChAirman Mr. Grant, we appreciate your views. That's why we're

jlaving this hearing. . . Yes, son, tell us,your name.

.Boy:' My.name's Jerry Bilford. rm in eighth grade andl just want

td say that the Program is really far cut. I mean; I used .

to hate reading;-but.now it's really got me going, and I

think.you should let it go on:

Chairman: Well, ladies.and gentlemen, I mUst confess.that we re

really in a. dilemma. I should let you know that ever

:since word got out that the district was considering

dOpping ehis. program, my.office has received qutte.a few
-

'letters and phone Calls urging.the board to 7keep the

program alive. Hearing,from you.today,' I get the same

feeling, But, frankly, there's no hard evidence-to say

the the program's worth the.investment.

Mr. Worth, this Board owes you an apology. Your

counsel abciut the importance of. an adequate evaluation

fell on deaf ears last summer. It's been a costly

lesson for all concerned.

I



Chairman:
(cont'd)

Setting:

Mr. Fairchild:

Mr. Worth:

a

The members of the Board would like so e more time to

digest the inforMation we've gathered today. We'll proba

bly tontinue the program. Mr. Wrorth,.we'd like to ask you

to draw.up the plans for what you consider an adequate

evaluation, along with a propoSed budget, for consideration

bythe district office.

Scenario,3: Criticizing the Evaluation Design

(Mr. Worth'has Sough.t out his colleagtie and most respected

critic, Mr. Fairchild, to discuss the task the School

Board chairman has given him. Mr.,Fairchild is an auditor.

His role is to criticize evaluation plans to ensure that

they prbvide adequate information abOUt,whether or not a

program is meeting its objectives.) .

Tom, I understand that the.School Board chairman apolo7

gized to you in public for criticizing your evaluation.of

:the reading.program..

'Yes.he did, Steve, And I don't mind telling you that I

felt relielved to.have him off-myback.

'Mr. Fairchild: I don't blame you. After all, if the man knew something

about statistics; he could really have embarrassed you

(laughing gobdnaturedly). Tom, tonfess now, you didn't

really.give.this evaluation Mt.ich thotight, did. you?

Mr. Worth: Just between you and me, I was so damned. mad.at their

attitude toward evaluatioh,-I waSn't really enthusiastic.

They don't look at the dataanyway, they just do what's

popular.

3



Mr. Fairchild:

Mr. Worth:,

Could you eye some examples of what you would have done

'differently, even within the limits which were imposed'?

Well, for starters, I could have argued more forcefully

against the need to.test everyrstudent. With.the money

saved on the cost of standardized tests, I could have

afforded to-administer a criterion-referenced test, to have

intervieWed somg Students, and-to have 'conducted.a more

sophisticated data analysis. I also would have fought to

delay pretesting by.One week. That would have giiren ds

enough time to plan a stratified random sample f students.

You knoW, Mr's. Smith was right. The kids Who really needed

individualization didjienefit fromthe program. If we

could haye selected two samples ofi.students-.-thOse identi-

fied by their teacher as, those o 'needed individualiZation

and those whOdidn't7-I bet' we could'have'shOwn significant

gains for the first group.

Mr. Fairchild: Maybe so. In that case, you would have evidence of a

.relationship between student tharatteristicsand special

.treatment--a really interesting and useful finding.. But

let'stuku to your present task: What kind of proposal are

yoU going to make for fthis Year's evaluation? .-

Mt. Worth:' It'S going eb be based.on fbur points:

1. Clear specification's of program objectives in terms of

achievement gains, attitude changes; nd changes'in

incidental behaviors on-the part of the participants-

2. Multiple measuresjor each objectiye, using a wide

range of instruments
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Mr. Worth:
(cont'd)

3. StratifiPd random sampling, and inclusion of a variety .

of student factors,. instrucvional factors, and environ-

mental,factors in theevaination design

4. Use of, sensitive.statistical tests of significance'
. T.1

Mr; Fairchild:. Well,Tom, you've shown me once again what a.skilled ibb of

conceptualizing ynu're capable of. But you're an'evaluator

not a statistician; you'd be the first to admit that. How-

do you propose to handle the data analysis?

Mr. Worth:- You're tight, Steve.. One of the things I want to budget for

is the seryice of a competent statistician so we can

get the Most out of the data.

Mr. Fairchild:. Let's do some reality testing now. Are-you really gning to

be.able to carry out this plan with' your-limited time and ,

limited Staff? Perhaps you'd better give some thought to.

priorities.and prepare some alternatives in case you're

not given more released time to devotg to the evalution.

.Mr.Worth: Yes, that makes,good sense.. I'll work up several possible

plans-7what I consider the ideal evaluationand MO nr

Mr. Fairchild:

three alternatives which meet Minimal criteria, and a cost

estimate for each.

Perhaps you sho d also prepare and subMit a list of those

parts of the evaluation you consider essential to the

program planner. Thesq ynu and can meet and'come to an
1

agreement on an evaluat\ion plan that addresses his needs as

well as yours..

I 3

a
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Points Illustpated-in the Scenarios

TO be thorough and to be credible, evaluation shbuld encompass the processes

as well as the ogttomes of a program.

Insteuments used should be matched carefully to specific.program objectives.

-.More than itine.instrument should be used for.each program oblective..

.i'aluation should include as many o the -program 'objectives as posSible,

not'just one.

The'people.in the program should be consulted and involved in planning and

.condUcting the evaluation.

If evaluation is to be respected, it must provide informatiom useful to

people in the program.

Adequate rime and money .Should be provided for the type and-amount of

evalUation needed.

Multiple instruments should be used to measure all feasible program goals. .

Technical.procedures should e usedto facilitate itae economical and more

thorough evaluation.

.All evaluators need Outside assistane occasionally and should seek it when

appropriate.

Evalu.stion plans Should be designed in accordance with the time and resourees

available.



Summarizing.the.Scenatios

We've followed Mr. Worth aS-he overheard'a conversation betWeen the prtncipal,

and Mrs. Smith who..was .complaining about the-luality:of the evaluation.

Weve attended a meeting of the SchOol Board In Which it was made'-olear

that while the cOMmuhity,"teachers, and School Board are convinCed that'

the program has somemerit, it was evidentthat the evaluation repo'rt did not:

support that propositton.

And We'v.e overheard,a'.00nversation,between MrWor,.. nd his colleague..

Mr. Fairchild, in which Mr. Worth has.sketchedjn evaluado'h plan which

will provide.the kind of information that was abSent in 'the revlous year's .

Evaluatton.:

We'have used these scenario's for two major purpoSes.:.

Our discussion has established some general principles ibout evalua

The,reading programHdiscussed in the- scenArios is.the-sett g.for.more

discussions of evaluation skills in the.subsequent'parts o this



2. 'OVEaVIEW OPTHE EVALUATION MODEL

To place the selection of instrPments in proper perspective, it max help to,

'

t'eview again tile elements that-go into- progr.am evaluation,

C
Elements in Program Evaluation

Purpose:and Requirements

, Plan and Procedures

Evaluation Design

Assesament Instruments

Data Collection.

.pata Analysis

4, Preparation and Interpretation

Of'Reports

Application of FindingS

This section will present some basic conSiderations in the,selection.of

evaluation instruMents, e.review of a wide variety of-instrument.types, a

. .

diScussion on son'iceS,of informetion about instruments, and an outUne.of

importAnt steps, which must.be,taken if instruments need to be developed

locelly:

3. CONSIDEkATIONS.IN SELECTING ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

Identifying the appropriate evaluation instruments for measuring pupil attain7

ment of a program objective Is crie of the prime taSks involved in the prepare-.

tion of a useful 'evaluation plan. It is else one of the most difficult. Thei

chief criterion foli selecting
appropriate instruMents is whether or not they

oca`il adequai.ely measure the out6omes specified by the petformance objectives.
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.ImPortant questions.toeousirler in identifying assessment instruments-*e_as

follows:

Does the instrument measure what it it supposed to measure? This question

refers to tne validity of the assessment instrument. Three kinds of validity

are important to consider: -First iscontent validity, which assesses whether..

the test=measures the-eontent of the program being evaItiated. :Second is
. -

coneurrent_validity which.compares* the test scOres with uther sidilar measures..

Third ispredictive validity, which tells how well the score can be used to.

predict future performance. -A fOurth and more difficultjcind.of validity iS

construct.validity, which refers to. the psychólogiCal processes,revealed by

the pUpil.'s behavior during the.tost. For.eXemple, comprehension, skilli :

Measured on certain reading,tests are thOught to evaluate athile.s Ability to

make inferences: Evidence should be offered ,Sy the'tes publisher that -

questions on the tes:* actUA'cfy do measele:this

If the instrument is -administered ..ma=rthan oAce to similar groups, or

the same group, will it yield consistent resUlts? Thia,question refers to the

reliability of the assessment instrument. When choosing a test, the user will
.

want it to be a reliable Measure of how much a pupif knows and how well he is
g.

able to apply his.s'kills. The-test results should be earned and under no

A circumstances arrived at:by luck, guessing, or other chance factors. ihe test

shOuld be constructed so that.'one has confidence that the scone the pupil
..

.

.
. -receives will be similar to.the score:be would receive if-the test were, ,

administered to the same person again.
-

Is the instrument appropriate fOi use on the population to be:assessed?
.

This question refers to the following:

Gradelevel appropriateness

Ethnic.appropriateness--

Compatibility of norms.,to-the grthips

Appropriateness of.instructional Cont.ent

,-Does the instrudentideld objective data? .If.it does not,_how'will you

control for observed differences affong those coilectin the data?-



Is-the instrument easy to 'administer and score? Tot exampfr. interl .ws

using structuredigilides are generally difficuiC r9..)..administer_40 to score',
-

although.soMetimes they.may he needed measures.

What time and resources are required to administer and score the instrument?

As an example, in4ividua11y administered instruments require:more time and

resources than instruments given to groups

How.disrupiiVe is the adminiStration of the.instrument to classroom

learning activities?.

Will the instrument- peovide data which are useful for decision making at

both the classroom level and the school and district level?

Is.the cost of purchasing the instrume4,reasonab1e and within-the

' allocated budget?

Each of these tinestions,should be carefully reviewed diiring the process

of.selecting.,appropriat-e,assessment instruments.
4

When the pr9g.ramevaluaCor considers what instruments .might best measure

a program'g-objectivesYhe or she needg to knoW the meaning of standardization

-and the importance of reliability and validity.. The following discussion

provideh a brief review of these concepts.

Standardization

Standardication implies: different things to different people. For the pur-

pose of this discussion, -if an evaluation instrument has the following

characteristics, it wild be considered standardized:

General Characteristics of

Standardized Instruments

jtems are systematically structured.

specific dire'ctions are given on how

to administer the. instrument.

Definite LastructionS explain how to

dedl with the information sc.cored.

t.vidence is available on validity and
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Mention of norms has been omitted from the liAt so tha.t the broader,deftnition

of standardized instruments might apply to some criterionreferenCed tests,

questiannaires, aand obse'rvation records.

fl

Reliabili.ty and Validity.

Reliability and validity are two impertant characteristics of evaluacionv

;instriments. The reliability of a measure indicates the extent to 'which it is

consistent in measuring whateverit is meant to measure. Suppose, for example,

that a rifle placed in,a vise were fired several times at the bull'seye shown.

below, and that the bullet holes formed a tight cluster, as'shown. 'In this

case, the settiag of the rifle wOuld be reliable in_that the bullets hit the

same area of the target each tirfie the rifle was fired. The validity of a

measure, however, indicates: the extent to which an instrument measures what it

.is designed to measure. In this.r.ase, the 'setting would notAoe valid'becaus-.1

none of the bullets hit the desired target (the bull'seye). Now suppose that

all the bullets were spread all over the targeLi as shown on page D-15. Even.

'RELIABLE BUT NOT VALID
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though the bullets from the vise-held rifle hit the center of the target
/ .

'Several times, there were some stray shots, which indicates a degree of

incohsistency in the w4y in which the rifle performed. Thus, the .setting of'
. -

the rifle in:this case was neither.reliable nor valid. The desired result

would be a8 shown at the bottom.

NEITHER RELIABLE NOR VALID

RELIABLE AND VALID.
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The instrument that will be mostusefuiin program evaluation will

measure in a conSistent way (reliability) What it was intended to measure:

(validity).

Validities of standardized te4,ts often are .expressed as validity coeffi

cients, numbers that express a .degree of relationship, generally between sets

of scorea.from two different measurements. HoweVer, the type of validity that

is most important to program evaluation is content validity. Content validity

is arrived at judgmentally, by comparing each item in an instrument to the

objectives of the program. The key queStion to ask is: Does Chis itemmeasure

'an outcome the progtam sought to accomplish?

It is helpful when you do attempt to interpret reliability and validity

- coefficients.to have some guidelines as to whaL is acceptable, even though

there are no hard and.fast rules., In general, reliability coefficients can be

' expected to be higher than validity coefficients, primarily because of the

fact that reliability is determined erther on a single instrument or between

parallel forms of instruments, and validity is determined by two diffetent

assessments of the same content. ,;

Guidelines on

Reliability and Validity Coefficients

Reliability .80.99 High

.50.80 Questionable

Below .50 Unacceptable

Above .75 High

.50.75 Acceptable

Below .50 Questionable
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LEARNING EXERCISE 9:' RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY'

Directions: For each statement below about an instrument's--charaCteristics,

identify .the explanatorY statement about its validity and reliability that is

most likely to Se true.

Explanatory Statements:.
)

A. The instrument is both valid and reliable.

B. :The instrument is yand but not reliable.

C. The instrument is reliable bue not valid.

D. The instrument is neither valid nor reliable,

E. Not enough information is provided to make one

of the above decisions,

.41

1. In an attempt to measure overall reading achievement, you haVe found

that the test youare using correlates highly with a widely accepted

test. of Social,studies and moderately with a widely accepted test of

reading comprehension.

2. A student questionnaire.is administered to a group Of students at two

different times, three weeks apart. The two seto of scores'are very

simtlar, '.cndent for student. In addition, the. items on the question-
,

naire haNe.been reviewed and accepted.as impqrtant and relevant by
,

both faculty and student reviewers.
:

3. 'Even though au instrument you have selected seems to be measuring

your instructi(snal objectives, you.find that the scores for any ,given

student vary widely when Ihe instrument is used the second time: An

appreciable nuather of stu..ients do less well the second time. You are

able to rule out, extraneous influences such as"phYsical environment,

tea(!her. perform3nce, etc.

4. This .arithmettc test. you are reviewing for possible use is found to

'correlate very hi;,;hly with the. Standford-Binet.

A parent questionnairc you are planning to:use is,judgedto have

item!-; more apdropriate ;..)r teachers than lor parents. In addition, ,

,:wo given to the same group of.parents two

weoks Apart, you discover v;2ry little consistency on.wl,nt pet'son

d.".s the second time as (:ompared to the,first

to.
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b. You 1-rave found an instrument to .use in classroom.observation that

Come to you highly recommended by a friend of yours in a'neighbnimg..

district. His.main caution is that the results' you get may'be

heavily dependert on just ,who -does the obserlotten.. However, it-is.

eVident that-the instrument is designed to meastire those things you

are more interested in observing:

7. 'You have discOvered that an unobtrusive measute you have been using

the last three years giVes you results which are amazingly stable.

However, the new.goals egtablished Ior Ole district make you think:

that this measure pay no lOnger be appropriate.

41'
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ANSWERS,

Betause of the higfily judgmental nature of som:.of the issues underlying some

of the situations described, four research scientiSts at the Ameritan Institutes-

for Research were asked to key.these items. Compare yodr answers with

theirs.

1. No consensus, Both A and,C Can be defended. If a test correlates

highiy.with some acceptable test seeMingly unrelated tO it, it must

be reliable: Hence C would be_ amapPrtpriate ansYer. Howev,er, in

this.case, the social studies test cOuld. be highly loaded verbally

and could be testing reading as,muc4 as Social studies. T12refore,

the test could be both'rellable and valid.

2. A. dOnsensuS ,

3. D. Consensus If you selected A,
,

remember you'cannot have validity
,

yithout reliability.

4, No consensus. Three of our:research scientists Said E. One said
-

C on the same basis that number I could be-keyed C. If the arithmetit

test correlates highly with some respected test, it must be reliable.

5. D. Consensus

6. No consensus. Both D and E c:an be defended. If the.friend's caution

about results depending on who does the observation means it is

impossible to get inter-rater reliapility, the,answer is D. If the

caution implies the results depend on a high degree of experience and

.training in use of ihe.instrument, it may be both reliable and valid.

Not enough information is given to make this dccision, hence E.

7. C. Consensus
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4. TYPES OF ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS

The SelectiQn of assensment Instruments begins with the,general question of

what is to be measured:

r.

What is Being MeasUred?

Achievement

PerfOrTance

At titucIes

Int.eractions AMong persons'

Other behav.iors

Degending upon what,is to be measured, :one of four kinds of instruments will

probably be used:

What Kinds of Instruments Will Be Used?

Achievement tests

* Questionnaires

Observational recards

Logs (puOtl/teacher/school records)
2 _

In planning ior data analysis, it Essential Lhat 'careful attention be paid

to the types of item's used an the.various instruments and .the kinds-of scores

variuus item types yield.

1 ,1.t
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I

What Kinds of Items Are There?

Open-ended

Objective

true/false. (yes/no)

-multiple choice

- ratings

-checklists

Mixed (open-ended and objective)

What Kinds of SCores Are There?

Raw scores

Grade equivalents.

Percehtiles

Standard scores

Stanines

Categories

Rankings

'Rating scales

The sections that follow will discuss each of these types of instruments and

giVe examples of item types and scores.

'AchlevementTests

In the past few years, criterfon-referenced tents have gained in popularity

_until :roday they provide the program .evaluatnr with an,alternative to the

.Mbre traditional norm-referenced tests. The basic differevca between the'two

.tyYles oi Lest Is design and usa. A.horm-:referenc.ed test is designed

1



to place students in, rank order-Or tq compare-them with other students. A 4

critetion-referenced test is designed to tell what a.student knows; under-.

stands, or can do in relation to specific objectiveS that are expected to be

realized.

Some advocates of'criterion-referenced tests say there is little need

for the traditional nornrreferenced test in program evaluation--that criterion-

referenced teSts are the only appropriate achievement:tests to use.: However,

the Auestion is not one-of either/or. Rather, it is what.kind of information.
.

you want. If you.want.to know how students,stand in.relation to some external
, I

group (other schools in the district, the'state as 4 whoe,,_or the natiSn), a

norm-referenced test.should be used. If you want to know where students stand'

with respect tp sOme standard Of mastery, a criterion-referenced test would

be appropriate.

The evaluator should consider the objectiveS of. the program carefully

before deciding whether to dse a norm-referenced test or a draprion-:

referenced test or both.

Norm-referenced.tests. Funding agencies often require comparisons of the

results obtained by students in.the program wi,th the general school populatiOn;

if so, the use of standardized norm=referenced tests in a program evaluation

is necessary.

The major disadvantage of using su!ch a test is that it may not Yleasure

the specific content of the instruction provided in the program in question.

Since norm-referenced tests are tonstructed to be administered)to student's who

have been instructed in a Wide range of curricula, the items, cannot be expected

fully.to. reflect the content of any-particular curriculdm.

When selecting a norm-referencea test, the evaluator will want to consider'

the kinds of scoresthe instrument, will provide. The two mcst commonly used.,

test 9coref, ;Ire 'grade.equivalents, and perunitiles. Each has its advantages
0

and disadvantages. Grade equivalents have been particnlarly.misunderstood

and misdSed, both by educators and by the public'. A grade=equivalent score is

the mean or median score of the norm group at the time the test was normed.

For ..,xample, suppoSe 4 test for fourth graders is notmed in the fOurth month

of the school year, and on a 100-item test the average raw score is 50. A raw

score of 50 is then assigned a'grade equivalent of 4.4.

I



Score

Grade Equivalent

50

4.4
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The ctual range of raw scores may extend from 10 to 92 and the range of

grade quivalent scores assigned to different raw scores from 2.5 to 6.3. By

definiti , half the group is below average. It may be unreaiistic'to try to

bring ..ever'bri& up t9 norm unless you truly believe your. lowest achieving

shouf'4;be .as good as the national average.

4\
Criterionreferenced tests. These tests have- become.increasingly popular in

the last six to eight years becar3e they,providea meaningful way tomeasure

aOievement of loca'lly set objectives. With a criterionreferenced test, an

overa.11 score-ls generally not obtained. Rather, a small number of test items

is used tO determine wfiethdr an obSective has or has'not been met.

There, are !two different kinds pf perf.ormance criteria. The first,

Classroom Mastery Criterion, specifies the percentage of student! :n a

classroom who are expe-_ted to mater an objectve.

Classrodm Mastery Criterion

!
70 percent Of the students

! will be able to identify

all the letters of the

alphabet-.



The.sec,ond kind of performance criteria is Student Mastery Criterion,

'which refers to number Of iteps in a criterion-referenced tgst Lhat A student

should-be able to respond td correctly in order to show that, the student has-
.

.

mastered the objective.

r

.;

Student Mastery Criterion

To show mastery, the

student should respond

,correctiy to 60.percent o

the items designed to

measure a given objective.

1

Thus, scoring criterion-referenced tests gives percentages that relat-e

either to 'the group of'students who achieve at a given level or to the

gr9up of ite responded to correctly. 1:1

Criteriom-referenced tests, c;ustov-made to Ctlool or district objectives,

are becoming,increaSingly available. Five sourCes are listed on page 23. In

addftion, the ER.IC Clearinghouse on Tests, Meaprement, and Evaluation/has
.

publ.shed a'report that cites and describes 21 criterion-referenced/tests.

Commercial publishers of the more traditiOnal,norm-referented tests are now

taking steps to meet growing demanes for crilerfon-r-:!ferencd tests.

ED 099 427. Knapp, J. A collection of criterfon-ieferenced tests. TM
Repdrt No: 31,. 1974.

1 ,16



kaw Sco,re,

.

Definition

Types of Test Scores,

Advantages

Number of right answers obtained

by an'individual

Easily, obtained by, counting

right answers, ,.appropriate

. for USe with inferential

statistical tests

Disadvantages

kust'be changed 0 some type of

derived score in order to make,'

comparisons with a norm group

Grade

. Equivalent

I.,

,A ftore derived from a raW score,

thaf expresses grade level\ as an

average (e;g., 8.2 is. the Chieve-

ment levef 'expected of the \average,

student in the second month of the

eighth grade..

.1

Reasonably sound "inherene

meaning in.lower grades.

Uses familiar units,

Easily confused with standards.

By definition, half the groUp it

was developed.on are above the

average and half are below average.

Difficult to compare results nf

different teSts. Not meaningful at'
I I....

upper grade levels,

Pertentile The'sCorg belOw.Which avgiven Widely used and easily under._

percent of the caSes lie" stood. Probably beSt all-around
-1 ,

11.)

type of scOre especially when',

4

L 4-- A A

, Score A sealed score based on the

P mean and standard deviation

'which define the distribu-

'tion of 'scores

Stanine.

Score 1 of,Scores

4

2 7

3 12 'ikscaled.score

4 17 . yith a mean of 5

5. 20 and 7, standard

6 17 deviation of 2

7 12

7

4

'8

.9

used with percentile bands that

account for the probable er:or

of measurement.

Unit's along scale not equal in

size..Differences near median are

over-emphasized. Raw score'

differences between 90th.and 99th

percentile are" much greater than

raw'score differences between 50th

And 59th peecentile.

t 1

L.
,e

-

Has equal units.through entire

range of values. Has normal

distributionliy desing, Appro-

priate for use' with inferential

statistical test.:

Gives Tgimum intormajm for a

9-unit scale.. Reasonably' easy

to understand. Minimizes non-

significant differences as do

lercentile bands.

f

Nnt.comionly used in local school'

settings except in large-scale

national testiag programs. suchas

those provided by Educational

Testing Sertice and the Amrican

College Testing Program: Difficult

for mosf'peoPle-ro understand:

_ .

A single unit. 4 Change, is very

large and so will nnt reflect'

sMall differences, In'achievement;'

widely used. I.

w7
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Where to Tfnd'Existin_t, GriteFion:-Referenced Instruments

Where

1. Instructional Objectivs

Exchange (I0x) ,

1pX.24095

Los Angeles, CA 90024

2. SCORE

.Westinghouse Learning Corp

P.O. Box 30

Iowa Cfty, IA 52240

3, Comprehenive Achievement

Monftoring .(CAM)

Sequoia Union High School

District

480 James Avenue

Redwood City, CA 94063

What

A. National Assessment of

EduCational Progress (NAE.P)
7 -

300 Linoln Tower'.

1860.Lincolnvenue

Denver, CO 80203

ORBIT

CTB/McGraw-Hill

Del MOnte Research Park

Monterey, CA. 93940

Reading, Languagek

Mathematics, Social

Studies\(K-12)

Reading/Language ArtS,

..Mathematics, Scrience,

Social Studies(K-8)-

MathematiCs, Science,

Geography, Business,

Homemaking, Language

Axts, Literature Com-

-prehension, Foreign

LanguageS' (8- or 9-12)

' Art, Career and Occupa-
-

tional Development,

Citizenship, Literature,

Mathematics, Music,

Reading, Science, Social

StudieSWriting (ages 9,

13, 17, adult)

Mathematics, Reading,

and Communications

Skills (K-12) ,



Both NAEP and. CAM are publically supported drojects, and materials are

. either free or relatively inexpensive.

Tbe types of items'used with most achievement tests are objeeLive

is,they are multiple choie, matching and can be scored by

machine.

Questionnaires -

Evaluators 'frequently use a question-aire tcrassess opinions or attitudes qf

p-articipants in a prograu. and/or thOse who are in some ocher way.associated

witti a progi'am.

.While there may be appropriate standardized questionnaires, most evalua-

tors either develop-or adapt items from existing, nonstandardized instruMents

cding te their'appropriateneSs'Dor measuring agiven program objective.

The.development of even ve* simple questionnaires is a more exacting and

demand.ing Osk than is sometimes realized. 'Every instrument se developed must

include review and field-test steps in order to avoid .ambiguous questions

which.may yield meaningless or invalid information. To develop good qiiestion-
,

naires takes .talent, -time, .patience, and money. Fox this reason, a thorough

search 'should firgt be made to see if good instruments exist that will fit

program-evaluation.needs.

.Westionnaires.may be administered much like achievement tests; they.may

be mailed to individuals suCh as iparents; or used by the prograp evaluator,in

. . .

a structured interview with a group. The need foridndividual structured

.interviews'is dictated,by the cireUmstances and may be filled by velunteexs

from the eommunity. Mailed questionnaires are especially subject to-bias.

The.people who typically fil out and return a mailed questionnaire.may be

very Aullike the-population in general. Ope way to compensate for, or detect,

'this -bias is to follow up with:telephone-or doorto-door personal interviews
.

i

With a. sample,of nonreSpondents, using the questionnaire as an interview

guide. The.interview t-chnique may alSo be called,for if the target population

is very young, of questionable literacy, uskilled in the use of English, or if

thc\questions.are \,ery. complex.



Major Uses of the Interview Technique

To'detect bias

With young children

With bilingual populations

With low socioeconomic groups

With complex questions

If an .interview is deemed best, be certain youL interviewers are'trained

and are able to aSk the question in a neutral manner without.leading the

pei.-sOn being interviewed. They sho.nld be able to recognize a vague or ambignous

response and should probe in some neutral manner such as, "Tell me more about

it," .or-Nhat-do.you mean?: until a Clear-response is 'obtained.

Guidelines in the Review aad S'election of Questionnaires. There are a:,number.

. of things to consider in the selection (or development) of a questionnaire:

1. Are the 'quesdc.il ,u4king only for needed,information? There,is a

'tendency among 012. ?erons who'develop questionnaires to include

nonessential izems just because they are interesting .or because he or

.she had always.wondered 'about such details. Avoid trivia.,

2. Are the words simple, di.ect.,- and apt
\

be familiar to all respon

dents? Education, like other proDession , has a teChnical, sometimes

rystical,jargon. If in doubt, ask one or o noneducators tO read

the items for understandability.

3. Aie the questions clear and specific? Items that a too general,

cot,plex, or therwise ambiguous will not get the iriform tion desired.

Words such as often, occcasionally, usually, many, any, muc mean

'different things to .-fferent people. If used, they stiould be

defined.

4.. Are any itemS double-barreled? For example, the question "Do you

plan to leave school and look for a job next year?" is addressin two

issues. Each question should contain just one topic.



5. Are the questions loaded or leadihg? ("Why do you think instruc-

tional method A is so successful?" assumes everyone agrees tha( the

method-is cucCessful.)

6. ,Do the questions apply to all Cespondents? A question directed to

taxpayers of the community that asks, "Do you and yOur wife have

school-a'ged children?" is based on too many assumptions.\

7. Wild the respondents' answers be influenced by response styles? A

response style is.a tendency to choose a certain response category

regardless of item corv...ent. Eiamples of well-rec.fognized response styles
_

are:

Acquiescence

Given a choice between "agiee" or "disagree," a disproportionate

number of "agree responseS will probably be obtained-. Instead of

"Do you agr-ee with the new school policy on flexible.scheduling?"

ask:

.

"The pew scool: policy on scheduling as compared with the

previous policy is

an improvement

not as gooa

abont the same

don't know"

. Social Desirability,

Some people tend to choose answerS that they think everyone else

will choose rather than thoSe that express their own opinions. So-

avoid using questions that have a strong social preference for

agreement or disagreement.

01.



Ordinal or Position Bias

if they are given- a 5-point scale such as'

, very good fair_ poor very

cooe. poor

most pexsons will tend to avoid the extremes. This can be prevented

to some degree by defining the scale points in specific terms.

For example, on a leadership scale, instead of "very good," use

'"eiceptional,L,2ader; able- to take over and pull things into;shape;

people enjoy going along with. him/her; respected-.by subordinates."

"Very-poor" might be "completely.lacking; defiditely a f011owet;

does not try to convince 'others what is 'best."

Item Types in Questionnaires. Questionnaires;and interview instruments

usually are .structured to include a,combination of two major classes of

items; open-ended and objective. The open-ended tem offers the respondent

an opportunity to give his or her own answer. The objective iEem forces the'

respondent to make a choice between two .55r more alternatives.

Open-ended Items_

f

During the second year-of. the Evaluaticm ..,mprovement_ Project, a follow-up

study was.done with a sample of flrst-year workshop participants. Questions
,

were designed to find/out. if the workshops really caused participants to
\

behave any differently in their approaches to peogram evaluation. One of

\I
the open-ended.items asked, "Are you doing dnythi g differentiy..in -olation

\to program evaluation this year than last year, attributable to .:(.,.
\

participation in an EIP workshop?" Two hundred fou'r usable statements were
.

made in response to this question. Examples of response ate shOwn below:
I

Requiring evalLtion process be,established prior to introducing new,

program
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"'Broader approach; increased awareness of need; improyed datacollec
, '

tion methods

Providing more inservice for staff and aides-related to.Objectives and
,

utilizing test.results as comparative data-relatea to those objeetives

When planning and writing projects, more caie is taken to plan for

evaluation Irom the beginning of the project.

I althiiilding evaluation'into the thinkingthrough of all department

projects.

Better process evaluation procedures and tef;hniques--t:ied to build

in the eyaluAtion design rather than superimpose it.

Spending more time selecting testing instruments to assute valid

conclusions in evaluation

'Involving more people, rather tha'n trying to handle everrehing

needed to be done in any program evaluation,

13etter preparing of objectives; better choice od instruments; better'

overall picture of evaluation

Working more with other staff members on follow up utilizing, test

results

Better job.of evaluation of. programs; beftet job of communicating

with parints,regarding evaluation; better partricipationk,of

.my staff in planning

How do you reduce 204such statements to a meaningful summary of data?

The taak is largely a matter of applying judgment And perseveranc'e. One way

'of proceeding would consist of the following steps:

`.)
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1. List all responses to the quection on aamany pages as necessary (in

,thiscaae, it took six and one-half pages_to record all.the information).

2. Read over 30-40 responses to get the flavor of what is being-said.

:Are some people saying. the same thing but using slightly,different '

words? What are the keY ideas that are,,being stated') Do categories

begin to form in your mtnd?'

3.: Try listing key categories. In the saMple statements, thefollowing':.
1

were among the key categories:

.Moreskilled with evaluation procedure
s,

Better data collection and analysis procedures

More involved with eValuation:

Working rdbre. with staff

a Bettetorgaaized

More'effective reporting

Better selection of test instruments

7

Greater awareness of need.

4. Go back to the ,beginning of the list and try to classify each state-,

ment under one of these categories.

5. If you find a statement that does.not fit any :ategory.,.create a uevi

one.

6. When you finish the CiasSification, check the, categories'. Are two Or

-udore categories near.enough in meaning And intent that the;' may be

coMbined? Are there several categories with just one or two responses

for eaCh? Should they be combined into one MiscellaneoUS category?

Categorization into mo;:e than.12 or so separate categories probably

results in distinctions that are too fine.



The final reaults on the.EIP survey were,preaented- in this rnanner:

Changes in Participants' Evaluation Activities

Attributable to Attendance at EIP Workc.hoR

Number Percent

More Skilled with
Evaluation Procedure' . 64 31

Better Data Co.11ection
and Analysis .

25

More InvdIved with
Evaluation 23 11

12

Working More with StafI _21 10

More Organized, 16 10

5,0;er Reporting

Changed/Adjusted'
Evaluation Design
and Ongoing Project

Better Selection of
Test_Instruments

Greater Awareness o
Need

.

Not. Applicable

.More.Aggressive

Used Sampling-TechnilqUe

Total Numbe_ r of Statements

Categorized.

Total Number Of
Respondents

12

11
10

6 , 3

'4 2

2- 1

204

199

r,
.
Note that. 204 statemenis were categorized from:199 persons'who responded.

Most persons gave a ne'spow3e thdt fit into just one category; a few gave

responses that fit ilto more than one.

1 :)3
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If there is a wide differ,ence between the' umber of Statements categorized

and the number of persons.responding, the evalu tor may wish to Iook back Co

find out if a few personsare being so verbal a to biasfthe results.

ThiS'type pf data collection yields category data, sometimes called

contenE analysis. The data collection section of this Gu1de suggests statist-

ical techniques .ci use in.treat:Lig, category data.

Advantres and Disadvantages of-Open-Ended Items

Advantages

1. Provide freedomand
spontaneity in response

_
. Respondents usually like

being asked for their
opinions; good warm-up

3. Useful for determining
range of responses which is
not possiblewith objective
items. .

.4. Testimonials lend color.to
the research report

Objectilie Items

Disadvantages

1. Difficult and time-consuming
to score'

2. Many.oPen-ended items make,
an instrument too time--
consuming for respondent

3. Resppnses may be related
to.general verbal faaility
of respondent .

Testimonials, ifnot balancea
by,more obiPetive.sievidence,
resült-in>evaluitions that has
'little substance

The objective item provides the respondent with a strucamed.response. There

are several types of.structures: checklists, multiple-choiCe itens, rating
. , .

scales', and tankings.

In the Checklist, the repoudent ds givn a list of items and asked to

check all that apply. For examplein a follow-up study of ET? workshop,

participants', one item'dealt with whether or not the partieipant had taken

steps to get others
411

to improve skills in program evaluation. Those who said
1

.they had were then asked to heck which of the following actions they had,

taken:

Encouraged staff to attend EIP workshop

Conducted evaluation workshop locally



Circulated EIP materi41 for review and Study

Circulted,other materials related to program evaluation .

Talked lformallY wit:h:staff about prbblems.related to program

ayaluatOp ,

Helped colleagues Withprogram evaluation problems. .

Other
specify

Items that require a "yes" of "no" respO'nse are like a checklist ip that

both create category data and would be analyzed in similar ways. Here are

tWo examples:

, Item,from a Readine

Lab.Questionnaire

1. Do you feel you

have developed,

--better-reading

habits due to

this course?

Yes No

Itei from A.-Self-COncept

: Questionnaire

1. I feel left out of

things is class.s

f

Yes, No,

-Like Me Not Like Me

A. multiple-choice item requires the responder.c '..a6raake'a judgment based

on a spedific set of alternatives.

Example 1: Teacher Judgment

Which one of the changes listed below did you find Most helpful

in implementing the new reading program?

Improved selection of .curriculum materials

Inservice training workihops

Increase in-number of teacher aides

Grouping of atudenis

IHO
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Example.2: Quantity and Intensity Scale

Tor whattportion of your attivities as a\program evaluator do
you receive clear pnd specific directionsAfrom your supervisor?

For almost all activities'

For moat of my activities

. For about half

For few of my activities

For almost none of my activities

Example : 'AmoUnt Of Time Scale

When you are Working,'what is the average day like fer you?
How often does time seem,to drag?,

\

About half the day or more

About one-third of the.day

About one-fourth-of the day,

About one-eightiClof.thp day

Time never seems to yrag.

The advantages of the multiple-Choice type of item are primarily in their

of,administration, scoring, and analYsia. The greatest problems relate to \

their-carefUl deVelopment, avoidance of'ambiguities,-and reasonableness of. \

eaae

choices. These points are discussed more fully at the end,of-this section.

Rating scales assign numerical values to the Various responses"to an

item in order to spread them. Thai is, a rating scale gives-the rater the..

opportunity to present his or,her, opinion on a continuum of judgMent.- Most

rating Scales permit the rater a choice'of.three to five Values.. Fr,r example:

Item From a Teacher Questionnaire

1.r,What is your oVerall reaction to the effectiveness of individualized

id6tructiont

Extremely
Pleased

Somewhat
'

k

Pleased

.

. Neither
PlePbed
//Nor

Displeased

.

Somewhat
-Displeased

,.,
1.

Extiemely
Displeased

1 2 // 3
.

4 .5

,
,
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'Choice of an odd :limber rating scale allows, the respondents to adopt a

neutral position. (Aweven number of choices would force him or her to take a

po9ition) Br.fore deciding on the number of 4cale points, decide whet%eror
i 1

7

not yOu want respondents to take.a osition.

))

\The.selection ot descriptor's fOrceach rating.on the scale is most important.-

.insoiAar as possible, they*Should-meln the same thing to,all expected to

respond. En the above exaMple, youlmight instruct the respondent as follows; tl

Means, in Comparison to All Tschniques

Descriptor YoU Have Used

Extremely pleased - Among the top-10 percent of techniques you

helie used

Somewhat Pleased ° Better than most but not among thetop 10

percent

Neither pleased nor About average-in comparison to other techni-,

edispleased. qus
t

Somewhat displeased .

beiowaverage,b t not among the worst 10

pecent

E,Mremely displeased Among the worst 10 percent of *techniques you'

have used

Care MUst be taken-with-rating Sedlee to define precisely what is wanted:,

-Ttie following will-illustrate the point:

° Anoth er. type of rating scale commonly used .to measure attitudes consists-.

of a series of statements, each of which has its_own_scale.value. Typically,

the.statements are arranged in order Irom highly positive to highly negative.*

The person whose attitude is being measured is simply-asked to check those
_ .

statments with Which he Or she agrees. 'The Score is obtained by adding the

values aSsigned to the statvientS checked.. An example of this type of scale

is given on the following page.

In the example that shows the tallying and scoring, on page D-39, the median

score of 4.02 for the group falls at item 6, "It solved smile problems for me."

This would ordinarily represent the tendency for the group. However, there Was a

(.

/ .___

1



.D-38 Kropp-Verner Attitude Scale for
Measurine.Effectiyeness.of Meetings.

,
. :

Directions:. C'heck (1),.below only%those'stetements which accurately reflect
youpersonal reaction to the Evaluation Improvement Program
workahop;

rs

Check Heie

;'

1. .It.wa's one of the:Most rewarding experiencds'
I.have ever had.

.2. Exactly what r wanted.

3.' I hbpe we can have another one in the neat
future.

It_provided the kind
to my own sitption.

. -personally,

It solved some ptoblems for me..

experience I can apply

, or think it served its purpose.

.8. It had some merits.

9. Ii'was fair.
`s

10. It was neither very'good nor very poor..

11. I.was.mildly disappointed.

12, It was not eXactlYwhat..I needed.',

13. It was toO general.

)

14. I am:not taking Any new ideaa

15. It. didn't hOld my interest.

16. It was much too superficial.

17. I left dissatisLied.

18. It-was very poorly planned...

19: _I didn't learn a.thing.

20. It was a complete waste oftime.

To le
Ccupleted
byTrainer

Score

Participant's
Median Score

q±opp, And Verner, C An attitUde scale teáhnigue for evaluating
meetings. Adult Edutatioa, VII(4); Summer'1957.



Scoring of Kropp-Verner Scale

:

Directions: ,Tally the items checked by participants:in column (2) of the forth

below. In colutn (3) write the totil number of tallies Obtgin

totals for cblumn (3) And find the !J,Idian st6re.

D-39

ri

(1) (2) (3)

Checked by Checked by

Participant ParticiPant

[Tally (i.e., 1Total of.

Item )) tallies)

(4 )

1- ..M.se-71/ 6 1.13

,

2 ...A./-0.-t-/ 6 1.58

r 4-4.-..--r-74.1r44

3 / r 22'.----------- 2.25

....:.-/-.444-r-.

...4-4,- 4,07.--://// . 4A 2.77

......r.-7-- 4:-/-17- .4.4....r4- .4.4-1,7.- Ji.per .

,5 //t/ .
29 -3.4G

A0*1 /...se-e-..4.4.-t-ri---rt.
t-071-t .

6 ..0.0...17 Arr-r-- ...i.o.re-7 / , - 41 4:'02

,-r.r. J.044.. .A4.e7 44-r,..-
7 -Imir'..c.;i4/-. // .. , '-'.. - . 3:7 4.44

..,4-Arr:': .i.1.4e 44er-- . -4441A 4.96
,

,7

'9 : ..!.
5.30

1G
'.../ 6.02

11 / /1 2 6.78

L. 12 / 1
°

'4 . 7.19
..-

. .

14 7.45'

15 8.19
,

16

17

18

19

8.62

Total

Median
- :

9.29

9.69

10.26

10.89

4. 02'
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4}.

.larger frequency at item,4: "It provided the kind of experience I can apply

to my own situation."' Therefote, it might be better to repOrt that a Consider7

able number of persons responded that, "It provided the kind'of. experience

that I can apply to my own situation," and that "It solved some problems -for

me."

Statements 5 and 7 were checked a numliK of times and these might be

menCioned as well. -Extreme scores, too, are interesting. There were six

'persons who said, "It was one of the most rewarding experiences I have'ever had"

(item 1). :Six persons also said, "ExaCtly what I wanted" (item' 2). But note

.that.we. do not know.whether the same six checked statements 1 and 2. At the

ther extreme, only five checks reflected attitudes on the negative side of

nutral, and this'does not necessarily represent five different perSons.-

'Under some circumstances, you may wish to°aSk respondents to arrange

rAkings, a serieS of ogtions in rank order aCcording to personal preference.

When the number of things to be ranked is small and homogeneous, the ranking

may force persons to make discriminations they would not Otherwise mal..e. For

example, this section of the Guide contains a number of key concepts oa

selecting and developing evaluation instruments. An appropriate posttest'

might seek.to find out which topics are the most helpful to evaluators.

Consider two methods'for trying.to collect these judgments. The first is a

ranking.procedure; the second is a rating procedure.

Which amongthe following topics did you find most helpful perSonally?'

Method 1: Ranking Procedure

Directions:. Rank order by assigning a "1" to that topic which was most

helpful,.a "2" to that section you found next most useful,

etc.

1. \reliability and validity

2. achievement tests

3. questionnaires

4. obServational techniques

5. other behavior

6. sources of information about instruments

7. developing assessment instruments



Method 2: Rating Procedure

Directio,ns: Rate on a 5lioint scale each of the following'major topics

discussed in 'this section, using the following scalr:

1 =,Of no use: I will never need to know or use this.

2 = Of minimal use: I may. have to use this information some

time.

3 = Of some.pot2ntial use:, If I have to make use of this ird,Orma

don, this topic wi1Dbe helpfuL

4 = Of considerable use: I expectiI will need to use this ,

information.
,

5 = Of maximum use: I will surely have to make use of this

information.

1

no use

2-

min,' use

3

some use

4

much use

5

r . use

. I

1. Reliability and-Validity ,

.

.

2. Achievement Test:3-
,

3. questionnaires
I

/

4. Observational Techniques

1

I

5. Other Behavior ,

,

\

\

1

. Sources of Information
about Instruments

_

/

7; Development AssesSment
Instruments

!

\

\
,

Different- kinds of information are asked for in the two methods. The

;

first method asks hoti eaA topic st,-.nds in relation to the other tcpics

(normreferenced approach)1 The second method asics how valuable each topic is

in terms of its usefultess! (criterionreferenced L\pproach),,

\

Ac-tually, the tvo approaches could be combined, and both kind s. of inform

tion obtained. The point is, the program evaluato must anticipate what

kind of results are wanted ,by kaowigg beforehandhow those results will be

used.
! / .

1

t (,>
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Summary of Questioynaire Item Structure

Item Type Advantages Disadvantages

Open-Ended - Free responses 0

- Reasons can be given

,

- Difficult and time
consuming to respond
to, to score, and
to interpret

Checklist - Simple options
- Easy to interpret

- Limited response
- Only present/absent

or yes/no responses

Multiple
Choice

- Provides closure on
questions

- Simple options

- Limited response f
- Only correct or

incorrect responses
- Limited information

on reason for
judgment expressd

Ratings - Degree of judgment
identified; values
assigned

- Directionality
(-/+) confusing

- No information on
reason for judgment

Rankings - Provide a norm-
referenced approach

- Easy to develop and
Ilse

- Can only be used with
limited number of
homogeneous t9pics
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I'LEARNING EXERCISE 10: JUDGING ITEMS

"At the end of the eighth more:h of the,schOol year, 70 percent of the partici-

pating students and parents will judge their reading program tu'have been

successfully imRlemented, as measured by a questionnaire."

The evaluator accepts s valid this measure of students' and parents' attitudes

about how.much has been learned and whether enjoyment Mf reading and independent

reading practice have increap,A.

The questions on pages 44 - 46 represent a prelimigarylist of those that may\

be used on the questionnaire. Your task is to critizeleaCh question and

:decide which ones should be included, revised, or discarded and to give the

reasons.

In criticizing each item, consider the following-three important criteria:

1. Appropriateness or Validity of the Item

Is Ihe item assessing something (kliowledge, behaviors, attieudes, etc.)

which indicates whether or not the evaluation objective has been reached?

2. Clarity of the Item

Is the item written in a way that everyone will interpret it in more or

less the same way? Is the item misleading or ambiguous? Does it present

just one concept at a time?

3. Accuracy of the Response

Do you think that the person answering the item will give an honest

response or an acturate response? Is it emotionally loaded? Does it tend

to bias or lead the respondent?

Study each question in relation to the above criteria. Decide Whether you

would accept it as is or revise or discard it. If you decide that any of the

items should be-revised or discarded, enter-an "R" or a "D"in the appropriate

columns on pages 44 -.46 and then state your reasons. When you have completed

all 12 questions, go back and try to revise those items you decided should be

revised, using the space on page D-46.



Student and Parent Questionnaire on Reading Program

Critique of Items

(If you decide to iocept an item, check the 1,1Accept" column. If you

decide to reviseor discard, enter' '1" orr"D'and write reakons in

the next column. After finishing all question, enter revisions.)

Item Accept Revise or

Discard

Reasons

,

.

1

.

.

.

,

)

,

a

,

,

Revisions

,

1. ,Did you learn anything frOm

this, year's teading,program?

.

.

2. DO you think the instructional
,

methods of this olass are better

than in other classes you have

taken?

.

3. Did you like this year's program?

71

.

.

,.
4. As compared with the reading

program taken last year do

you feel that this .program

was better?

5'. Do you think gatting individual

,help is a good way to learn? A

L ...4

'

.

,

1

1

I

.

,

,

.

,

o

,

.

.

.

I

,

.

,

,

.

,

,

.

,

,

.



Student and Parent Questionnaire on Reading_Program

Critique of Items,(cont!d)

0

(If you decide to adcepe an item, check the "Accept",column. If you

decide to:revise or discard, enter,,"R" or "D" and,write reasons in

the next column. Af ter finishing all question, enter revisions.)'

Iteri

Were the. teaching asSistants

pleasant and helpfui?,

,
Are parents pleased with the

progress you have,mak in

this year's reedil vogram?'

WOuid you recOmmend thip

program ,to one who weds

..to. improv:. or her

readirig?

Wh4, MMIIIMMEMMW

If a class

like ti is formed,

would 7:)c, v.dnt, be in it?

Accept Revise or

Discard

10. Do yOu ,y reading more

now beca'Ae of the program?

ReasOns Revision's

......41.11.1.11110.1101t111



Student and Parent Questionnaire on Reeding Program

,

Critique of Items (cont'd)

(If.you decide to,'aecept an, item, check 'the "Ac'cept" column, If.you.

decide to revise or discard,.enter "R" or "D" and Write reasons in

'the next column, Aftei finishing all question, enter revisions',)

t ,

1 ,

. Item

, ..

,

,Accept I
...

Revise or

Discard

, Reasons Revisions

,

11. Do you read more books on

your own than you did last
.

year tAcause of the program?

I

,

.

.

,

.12., In terms of how well you .

now. read, do you think' 't

0

,

,

.

,

,

.

t

this year's program has

something to do with that?

I

4

ov
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JUDGING ITEMS.

Learning.EXerpise 10
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.

Ltem .

(2)

* .

Accept

(3)

Revise or

Disci,rd

1. .

..
.

. -

. Possible Reasons

.

1..

.

X Too general: Learn "anything' could include-1
"Yes, I learned to hate .books." .

. "Instructional Methods" is jargon whlch may
have little meaning for. 7th graders.

1

'

,

. X Too general, vague and amtigous. May encourage

yeg response for extraneous reasons.
4

5
.

.

,

.

6

,

,.

X

,

,

Asks for two judgments in a single item
,("Pleasant and helpful"). Pleasantness-is
not necessarily related to the learning
process.

7.

,

X Should'be individualized to fit ofie studen't and

hiskor her parents.

8..
..

.

-9.
.

X

.

.

"More advanced" may be ambiguous; highly'
competitive students may be more inclined to
say yes.than others; some students may reason
that ti.ey,did so well in the current class

they really don't need more. -

1

10. X

11. X .

12..
.

X May meat.. either the student'thought his good
.

resilts or his poor results could be attributed
to the program. ...



Observational Techniques and Instruments

While both aChievement tests and_questionnaires can give valuable informatiou.
:

for program evaluation, there are.many kinds of in4ormation that'cannot be

obtained from them. Observational techdiques and ihstruments for recording

observations provide an added dimension. Like any other assessment instrument,

there are both advantages and disadvantages in using them.

Advantages and, DiSadvantages of Observation

Advantages Disadvantages

Can provide valid-and reliable
information on social-emotional-
personal adjUstment not possible
with other traditional methbds.

Can test a person's ability to
\apply informatiOn in life-like
'situations.

3. It.astly adapted to ayariety of
tlisks,-settings, and individuals

.all educational levels.

4. Provides a yaluable supplement
- to rhieyement data.

5_ Can provide both qualitative.
and quantitative data.

1. Difficult to get valid and
reliable data.

2. Long period of.traini.ng
and experience may be required
for the'observer.

.3.. Many activities take place
simultaneously in a classroom
and it can be difeicult to
record behaviors that are
significant.

4. Interpretation of observational
findings must take into
account the context, must
not generalize from a too
limited samRling of behaviors,
must not give disproportionate
weight torhegative incidefits,
and must be as objective as
'possible, given the.data at
hand.



In yrogrem evaluation, observational techniques are"most helpful in

obtaining data:Pn:
e,

Group phrticipation and responsibility

.Individual student interaction with:the group

e 'Teacher interaction with class

3
A wide variety of inSruments may be used to record observations. Rating

scales and che lists are commonly used. Bur'anecdotal recprds,. soclometric,

"techniques, Ay developed systems, sudh as the Flanders Syst m of
* ,

Interaction Analysis, arePhlso ways of collecting observational data. Two

e.xa.ples follow:

ExamPle 1: 'Observation and Analysis of Question

AnswerFeedback Sequences in Classroom

'InstruCtion

Suppose one objective of a proaram is to iMprove teaching techniques that

encourage student.participation in general classroom discussions. Suppose

.further that teachers have been told that the use of praise and affirmation of
I

students, correct responses is to be preferred over negative or critical

remarks about stUdents' im:orrect responses, and that-directing a ques ion to

fanother<5tudent or rephrasing to make it easier are to be preferred dkr r simply

giving the class the answer.
1

if.

The observation sy,stem shown on the following page could be used both

before teachers rcceive instruction and afterward to determine tlie efFective

ness Of teacher training. The insCrument for recording observation cOuld be

printed on.both sides of 4",ix 6" 'cards, as Illustrated in Figure 1. Effective

.use of this instrument would require setting Up a schedule for obser ing

each teacher, both before and after they hilvereceived instruction. Several

observations at pPriodic ntei-vals aftersinstruction might be.scheduled.

Import-ant cOnsiderations include:

1. The amount. Of ubservation tir4e b.,.? the same for each classr60m.

Wag&

*

Flanders, N.A. Tencher influence pupil attitudes, and achievement. Coopera

tive Research Monograph Nu. 12, OE 25040, Washingi_on, D.C.: U.S. Government

Printing Office, 1965'. ,

I J i

_



Figure 1. System for Recording Observations of Teachers' Reactions*

Coding Categories tor Question-Answer-Feedback Sequences

STUOEN: SEX

SYMBOL LABE,L DEFINITION

M Male The stuperril ,,venng the guestion is male.

F Female. The ludent answering tne question is ,

STUDENT RESPONSE'

+. Right ' The leacher accepts the student's response as

correct or satisfactory.

Part right The leaeier considers the student's response to

be only panially c'orrect or to be correct tut

incomplete.

Wrong The leacher considers' the :.tudent's response to

be incorrect

o No answer The student make;no response o; says he

doesn't knowlcorle student's answer here if

teacher giveS a leeloack reackin before he is

able to respond.)

TE iCi FEEDBACK REACTION .

Praise Teacher praises student either in words ("line'

"good," "wonderful," "good thinking" ( or by

expressing verbal affirmation in a nOtably warm,

joyous, or excited manner

Aft irrn Teacher simply al firrns,thet the student's re-

sponse is correct (nods, repeats answer, says

"Yes,"'"OK,",e)c.), _

CI No reacPon Teacher makei no response whatever to slu-

'den( s responsehe simply goes on to something

else.

. Negate Teacher simply indicates that the student's re-

sponse is incorrect (shakes head, says "No,"

"That's not fight," "Hrn.mm," etc.),

Crcize Teacher criticies student, either inwards

('You should know better than that," "Thal

doesn't make any senseyce bet ter play close'

attention," etc.) or by expressing verbal nega.

lion na frustrated. angry, ordisgusled mann&

Gives Teacher gives Teacher provides the correct answer,tor the

Ans anlwer student ,

Ask ,Teacher asks Teacher !ecliretts the question, asking a differ.

Omer another student ent student lo try to answer it.

Citi Another student Anothestudent calls out the'coriecl answer,

Calls calls CO answer and the teacher acknowledges Mali! is Or rec I,

RePeal Repeals Teacher repeals ttie original quesPon, either is

queshon rls'entirety or with a prompt ("WelP" "Do you

knovir" ':Whal's the artswerr),

Clue Rephrase or Teacher maket original question easier for stu.

clue dent to answer by rephrasing if or by giving a

due

rv,,w Pew quest on Teacher asks a new question e., a question

that caMs for a dillereil answer than the original

question called lor)

STUDENT SEK STUDENT RESPONSE TEACHER FEEDBACK REACTION

N , M F. + + ++ +
. GIVES

ANS.

ASK

OTHER

OTHER

CALLS

RE-

PEAT CLUE

NEW

QUES.rL _ _
,

, / VI

0

7 ,2

vi 8
.

,

9' 77
11

:
_, __ ,_- __

..12 _

7.--
---- ----_

----

0
Good, T. L., and Brophy; J. E..Looking in classrooms. San Francisco: Harper

q and, Row, 1973, pp. 62 and 63. Reprinted with permission- c 1975, Tarper and

Row, Publishers, Inc.
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2. Set observation times that will-be best for all classrooms. A.TOid

periods immediately preceding or following vacations or special

events. Early Monday morning and late Friday afternoon should be

avoided.

3. Where possible, assign classrooms randomly to different time'blocks.

'
Classes and teachers vary as the school day goes on. In classroom

observation, you want to get a fair sampling of classroom climate

across all classrooms.

4. If a number-Of different observers are used, be,sure they are adequately

trained in the observaton procedure and that interh-rater reliability

has been checked (this '1.s discussed in a later section).

Example 2: Interaction among Groups

The next example4s an observational technique that was.used in a national'

survey of 13- and 17-year-olds as a measure of an objective dealing with

.che'ability to apply democratic procedures on a practical leVel when working

in a group. It Azmonstrates one way of measuring interaction atong students

and illustrates the need' for very explicit directons in,the training of

observers-and the recording of data.

Setting: (A group of eight students was asked,to choose from a list

the five most important issues between teenagers and

adults, to rank order.them according to importance, and to

write a recommendation for at least the two most important

problems, and for all five if they had ,time. They had 30

minutes to complete the takk. The only rule was that a

majority of the group must agree on anything ti,cy wrote.

Two observers recorded individual acts of the voup members-

as they discussed the issues, each observer ri.::)rding

different types of behavior. At no time did the observers

participate in the discussion.)

*

National Assessment %J.f Educaiional Progresp. Citizenship: National results.

Denver, .Coloradof NAtional Assessment of Ecicational Progress' November .

1970..
1:.

' *- I 8 0
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List of Issues

Age 13 -Age 17

. Time Limits (for being home, in bed, etc.) Censorship

Home Duties. Curfew

School Assignments Voting Age

Adult Books and Movies Drinking

Sports and Other Activities Smoking

Dating and -Partiesctivities Working Rules and Laws,

Parents' Approval of Friends Marriage Rules and Laws

Money (where from and how spent) Auto Insurance

Dress and Appearance Dress and Appearance

Smoking Military Service .

Swearing School Attendance .

Being Talked to Like an Adult Civil Liability

Criminal Liability

The purpose was not to find out how studentsranked igsues but to observe

the process by which they arrived at ranking decisions. Specifically, the

behaviors to be looked for were:

Took a clear pugition

Gave a reason for a point of view

Sought iniormation related to the game from,other
team members or from the adininistrator

Steered the task by organizing the group or by
suggesting a change in procedure

Defended the right of another group memben to be
heard or to hold a differedt opinion,

Defeelded own vi,ewpoint contra.ry to a.preVious
consensus

Nontzisk behaviors
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. The recording forms were something like this:

,

School
.

Date
. .

,

Locatian . Time
. .

. s

Observer I

'

Gave a

Reason

S_
* .

1.

Took a-

Position

S_
1.

Op-posed Group Alone

Yielded

S Convinced_
1. .

(Q)

(Y)

(C).

. .

,
,.

.

.

2., 2. .

3. 3.. 3.

4 4 4

5. 5. 5.
.

6. 6, 6.

----------7-:---- 7. 7
0

d.

0

8.

4

8.

.

*
Each number identifies %a given student.

,

-

School Date

Locaiion Time.

Observer 2

5teered.Task. . Sou ht Information Defended Anbth r Nontask Actro

s
* .

1._ . 1.

s

1.

2.
. 2. .

2.

3.
,

.

,
.

3. 3.

4. .
.

4.

5. 5. 5.

6.. .
6. 6.

7, 7. 7.

u-. 8-

f

8. 8

_____

-*
Each nUmber identiUer; a given student,.

1,
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However, the general instructiohs to observers and the specific behaV.. ;s to

be obserVed were more explicit:

General Instrv,&,IAL.as to Both Observers

1. Only oVert a4ions are to be recorded, not general,impressions

2, A sine; ,-/ent or action may be scored dn more than one category.

Many made by group members will not bg scoreableA.n ani
, -

category . a, ver.

3. When th observers,should.take positions in the

- backgro t. ,1 as members of ,che working. group, so that the

group lot depend.on. the observers as moderators, leaders,, etc.

The .jbServers mus';. tie seated close enough-and in such a way that they ,

can easiiy identiLY who is tallang. So as not to be confused.Ly

numberiug, bcAh.ob:iervers should probably sit w!lere student No: .1 is

at thei-r immediate left.

Reliable observation can be maintained'only -by intensive effort and

practice in use of.the categories.p Before each session, an observer

should_review carefully the eategories he is to observe so that he.'
% .

can keep incisive definitions, clearly in mind at all times. Tryouts

Ihave indicated that it is all too easy for the observer to err in two

directions inpaxticular: .(a).The concept of the behavior category...

is.loosened- so that too maav.ipropriate behaviors are:included.:.

,(b) In concentrating on certlin cltegories, other categories are not .

atcended to; c1:1 behaviors fitting thcs,c categoriesare thereby not:.

ineluded.

Wheneve an incli:oatedbenavior occurs, the observer should make a

&deck (V) in tc,-nropriate column on the line for the student,who

demonstrated :-hIt 4icr. .1,ith the exception of. the Oppose ,GroUp.

_ AlonP category,, a student is scorec only the first time heAemon,

strt.os the tehavimr. uoservers will' find that some categories will

be score, lor most students,quickly in the !, lision. Observers shOuld -

then focus ther 1.ter.t.i.o: mainly on those categories not yet scored'

(Continued on 'next' page)

y
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end on ise students who speak infrequently, so as not to 'miss the

rare times these categories and Students will be sCored.. There is no
\ .

need to.give further attention to categoriesand.students already'

checked (except instances of "Oppose Group Alone").

6. Ii in,doubt whether or slot a particular behavior should be\sCored,

the obierver shouldnot score it: After each-sedsion,: any Confusions
6

a5out scoring should be discussed .between 'team members Vhd the\

project 'director called if necessary to resolve a frequently oCcUTr-

4.ng problem. 0 .

Each of the stlen behaviors is,given in as much detail as th ;! general instruc-

tions., .Examples of directior,s to observers for 6ne of.the seven,behaviors to.

beobserved.Zollow:

Directions to Observer for Behavior

"Steered Task"

Score subj-..s ir Ile "Steered Task" cblumn on prge D-45 i'or the kinds of ,

behavior listed below. (r:. not score nonverbal.behavior which might seem to

,fit the catlagory-or-an-iutterance you are in doul)t about):

d

1. Attempr:s t6 )rganize ehe task for the group or attempts to change some

procedn,..: for ac.comp1ishing the task- .(Dó not score when S tries tO

steer the group tflward an incorrect or irrelevant performance of the

task, e,g.--"Let's not worry about wricing anything 4doWn; let'S just have .

a good dis.c.1Gson oA these issue.")

`.2. Notes the need fOr.organization .(:c change in nrocedure (Asking .whether
.

- the proper prqceditre is or is not scored)

Of .

3. Notes the need for a chairperson.

4. Calls for a vot. or notes tht need for consensus.

5. Reminds others What the mali taPk is or what the rules are. -(Merely

- reminding otherS of the,r next step is not scored.)

6. Tries to stop others from cutting up or armises drifters. (Merely attempt-

ing to quiet the.group is-not scored.) ;

(Continued on next page
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11

7. Notes that preSent discuSsion is on a tangent.

8. Notes time priorities and stresses the impnrtance'of time in completing,
\,

the task.

9. Volunteers or agrees to write down task,prnducts or expresses the need

for such a recording.

10. Tries to move the group.on to the next step and gives a specific procedural

.reason for doing so. (Trying to 'change the topic or propoging.a new 'tdplc

to be discussed is not scored unless S gives,a procedural reason for doing

so such as Lack-Of time. Don't score "Whaes nextr)

For those who may be:interested in results, this.is what happened in the 1970

survey:

Results of 1970 Survey

i Took a clear position

Cave a reason for a point of view

. Sought information related.to the game rom
other teammembers or from the.a4ministl.ator

Steered he task by organizing the group or
. by suggesting a.change in procedure

Defended the right of another group member to
be heard or to holA a:different opinion

'Defended'own iewpoint- nontrary to a previot. i

consensus

% Who Did This

at Least Once

Age

- . 17

62% 67%

67 79

54 55

.39

4 .1

,

6 24.

Cautions in the Use of Observation Instruments. Any time more than one
,

person is involved in collecting data with an observation instrument, the

program evaluator mutt be conterned with consistency of thoSe data. Standardized-
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A

instruments usually.have spc-fic directions and informatipn on inter-rater

reliabj1._ty: InstrUments 014c are not.standardiied probably do not have this

featur!, and the program evaluator must make his own provisions. In general,

whether or nc.,;, the instrument is, standardized, it is good practice tq use the

following procedure:

AssuringInter"-Rater Reliability, on

Observation Instruments

rain raters in use,0f instruments.

Have raters use the instruments on a group similar to
.0 .

, that they will be observIng (field test.).

3. Compare results of raters at field-test sta'ge.

4. If results are not the same, dtscuss

and retrain raters, or reviSe instrument:

5. Repeat steps 2.through 4 until satisfactory resats are

obtained.

Selecting an Observation Instrument. When selecting an obeervation

instrument, consider the following four steps:

1. Define the factors'on traits Oat match the prpgram/evaluation.

objecti'ves. For example, if the objective stated that individualfzeA

instruction should. occur in the classroom and that teachers.should

uSe a range of equipMent and materials and aides, all these factors.

ihOuld be covered Somewhere in the observation instrpment.

'Identify existing obServation instruments and determine that they

deal witlithose factors. For example, use the Simon and,Boyer (1967)

editedtext Mirrors for Behavior, volumes 1-4 as a resource for

identifying appropriate observation items and LorMats or mal< adapta7
J. .

tiOns from existing ,..instrumems. (Anita Simow.and E.-Gil oyer,.

Philadelphia, Research for Better Schools, 1.967.) Or, refer to Good

and .Brophy cited earlier, in this section.

.Gauge the advantages and disadvantages of the instruments. 'Use .

questions duch as the.following to he.lp assesS the worth of an

instruthent: ?_
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.Content Validity:

What kinds of data can the evaluator collect
when using the instrument?

.

To what extent. are the data going to'provide
'the evaluator. with the: needed information?

Reliability:
r

'0 To what extent can the eValuator trust the'
data produced by the instrument?

Technical Information: 5

7

Is there back-up statistical information?

Scoring:

;
What kind-of scores are generated?

How long does it take to administer?
,

How much support equipment is required?

Are the instructions.easy to understand?

How difficult is it to train someone in
its use?

Cost:.

How mudh wfll it require in resources
-(time/money/personnel)?

-

4. gemember need 'for:

k.
. ,

a Comprehensive set of instructions; and
: s Training for the obaerver(s):

I,.
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LEABNING.EXERCISE 11. CRITICIZING A CLASSROOM OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT
r

Directions: Study the observation instrument on the next page an/I make judg-

ments'about its adequacy. On the sheet following t e instrument,

rec9rd your responses. :Think about how you would use it apd the

kinds of information you would get from it. .1!Acceptable" nieans

you thinkyou colld use it and get usgful informatioh. Consider

-the following:
4).

1. Identifying informatiOn: In six.months will you know where,it came

'from?

. Scale points: Are they well-defined and functional?.

3. Directions for use: Is it clear how the observer proceeds?

Coverage: Are most important classroom variables included?

S. Clarity and acorability: Are iteka to be\observed clearly specified and '

free of ambiguity?

9
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Classroom Observation InstruMent

Teacher
Observer'

learning Exercige 11

, .

RATING SCALE

Goo Adequa te

Below_

Ave. Poor N/A

Students
1.. StLidents begin work with minimal

teacher direction.
2. Students concentrate on their own work:

with.minimal distractions,.
3. Students seek.put Staff and other

,students for assistance.

Staff
4., Staff prepares materials in advance

and is available before and after,.
.

class,
5. Staff interacts appropriately with

students at their level, in converse-
.

tional manner, and with enthusiasm.
b. Staff operates in team-like,manner

and asSists each other 'as needed.

Room H
,

Classroom zoaes and areas, are well-
defined for stuaents and staff.

8. Classroom is.comfortable temperature,
visual.displays, physical Arrange7
Ments):

9. PhysiCal Space isefficientiy us0
by Staff and students.'

Materials
10. Materials Are clearly marked and

.available to-students.
11. Books and other materials.are cO.splayed

.to catch atudenc,interest.
12. Adequate amount of materials is \

-availagle for carry..ng out the'
program.

PrograM.

13. Realistic student goals are encourai,:ed
and appear-to he icnown.by the-stuckats.
Iecord-keeping proCedures .(attendance
-and student progress) are.maintained
and easily proyide,information to
the staff all.the time. .

15, Student prograMs are. checked and
modified as needed.. .

16. Some evidence nf the purpose and
'offering0 of the- vrograM can be S'een
in the'room ot in the students'
materials.

.10

1.

z
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Critici4ng a-Classroom Observation Instrument

_REOONSE SHEET.

1

Acceptable

1. Identifying
information

2. Scale ,

points..

3. DitectiOns
for use

4

4. Cover&ge.

.5. Clarity
,%

6. Storability

E.

Yes N,o

\

If not acceptable, what is the reason?

J

4

1

7

a,
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Criticizing a Classroom Observation Instrument"

ANSWERS'

.. Identifying .

.infprmation'

Acceptable
. .

,

iltki
If not acceptable, what is the-rE son?

. . . ..
.

Not enough space to write I.D.1.no-date .'

$k en;. layout unifitrIptive

Yes 0

X
.

'

. SCAle,

.tintspc

, X

N,

c-.`tNo attempt to provide obServer with frame
4.ilof referente;'what.is "good"ziwhat. is

II poor"? .iabels don't seem to:fit with
iteMs to be'observed.

4.
t ,i'use

'.:1

,;...1. .

X ''

.
.

.

.

None xitt! .How'iong does one.observe
-an. rwhat.tonditions? 'What it the.
pur.. e.of.this in&Lzument?

. ,

't rage/
'..i

:
.

.

/ Clarity. ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

1.) ...1

Too much is le;t: .,t8 the interprexation ,-.

,,of the obServel. 1hat.i6 "miniMal teacher:-...
. .

directioh?" -How ./an ,IDIA tell if laceAS:
"efficientlxkusedi." . .

- ,..

- , ..

6. 'Scorability
.

,

.
.

.

.

.

.

..

-. ...
,,-.

Sensible scoring system cOuldeasily'be-.
° devisedi, and dir ctions igicluded for

- (:-applying it..-_ Summary information tould ,

'then be.taien off the complete4;ineiuments,
. .

. foi.analysis.-
.

. ,

4

- 4

4
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Other Behaviors

Often-an.evaluator can gain access t.kj?, data which are readily available and

which do not require a formal 'data-collection instrnment. Such data are

called unobtrusiye measures:

Use of these types of measures is apprppriate if an evaluation objective
.. .

suggests that gpecific changeS are expected and if available informatiOn-

shows-that ttlese changes are .occurring. For example, the attendance rate of

students will increase; the use of the realing lab will increase; the grade-

point average will improve; tne number of cuts from a class will decrease; the

number of-discipline refcrrals to the principal's office will decrease, and so

on. Data of these kinds can be useful tn the,evaluation design as additional

indexes of-program success-.

Unobtrusive, measures can also be' used as indirect measures of attitudes

and interests. For example, instead of asking a 'student, "Do ,you ever, of

yodr own accord, read -humorous stories or books of satixer, you might check

the school library to see what the circulation.records show for Ihis Category.

To find out what science topics are most popular, you could look for pages in

the'encycIopedia of science that are worn, have thumbpriffts, or are dog-eared.

To find out if a new unit or program interesting to its participant, you

could check-absence records before it starts and periodically while it is in

progress.

The greatest advantage of unobtxusive measures is that the data-collection.

procedures do.not themselves influence tbe results. Students may behave

differently when ah observer is present-or when they are taking a\test'or

-answering a questionnaire.. The experience of taking tests itself may influeace

-subsequent performance. But with unobtrusi*e measures, students are 6naware

that program-related data are being collected. As a consequence, their '

behavior in the program is unaffected.

;

4

(,,
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Metfessel and Mich* (1967) have compiled an extensive list of unobtrusive'

indicators of student behaviors. An abbreviated list follows:

Indicators of Status or Change in Student Behavior Oth'er Than Those

Measured ,by Tests, Inventories, and,Observation Scales in Relation

to the Task of Evaldating Objectives of School Programs.

Anetdotal retords.andcase-historiesT --crit±tap.ncidents noted

including frequencies of behaviors judged to be highly whdesirable

or'highly deserving of commendation

.

2. Attendance: frequeacy_and duration when attendance is required,

or considered optional. (as in ,cluh, meetng, special events, or

off-campus activities)

3. Autobiographical data: heuaviors reported that could be classi-.

fied and subsequentlyassigned judimental values concerning
7

,their appropriateness relative to specifit objectives concerned

with human development

A. Citations: commendatory in both formal and informal media or

communication such as in the newSpaper, teevision, school

assembly, cla:..toom, bulletin board, or elsewhexe

5. Exbracurricular activities: frequency or duration of participa-

tion in observable behaviors amenable to classiTication such as

talLag part in athletic events, charity drives, cultural activi-

-ties, and'numerous. service-related avocational endeavors

6. Grade placement: the success or lack of success in being
4.

promoted or retained; number of times accelerated or skipped

7. Performance: awards, extra-credit assignments and associated,

points earned, number of books or other learning materials

taken out'of the library, products exhibited at competitive

event.s.

8. 'Recidivism by students: incidents (presence Or absence or

frequency of om.irrence) of a given student's returning to

probatiogary status, t9 a detention facility, ot toobseryable

behavior patterns judged to be socially undesirable (intoxicated ,

-
state, dope addiction, hostile acts, sexual deviatien)

* a,
Adapted from Metfessel, N.W., and Michael, W.B. A paradigm involving

:.multiple criterion measures for the evaluation of effectiveness of schoo1-
programs. Educational and PsychologicaE Measbrement, 1967, 27.,. 931-943.

(i'
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Other possible indicators include:...absences, appointments kept br

broken, assignments completed, changes in program on in teacher s

requested by student, choices expressed or carried out, disciplinary'

actions taken, number of dropouts, elected positions held, gradepoint

average, grouAng, homework agsignments; leisure activities, library card

possessed, numbers of units or courses carried, peer gfoup partiCipation,

recommeddations or other referral's,. skills, social mobirity, tardiness,
1.

transiency, and transfers and withdrawals from school.
40

Ihdtcators of Status or Change in Cpgnitive and Affective I3ehaviors

of Teachers and Other School Personnel in Relation to the EvaluatiOn

of School Programs

1. . Attendance: frequency Of, at professional meetings or at inser

vice ttaining programs, institutes, summeT schools, colleges

and universitieS (for advanced training) from which inferences

can be lirawn.regarding te profeSsional person's.desire to

improve his competence

I '

.frequency of positive and negative statements in writter.r\

correspondence about teachers,' counselors, administrators, and

other personnel

3. Memberships, including electve positions held in.professional

and community organizations;. frequency and duration_of Association

4. Ratiug scales and check)/ists (e.g., graphic-rating scales of

the semantic differential) of teachers4 behaviors in the cidis

.room or of administrators' behavior in the school setting

regarding .1riges of behavior in professional-competence,

attittldes, adjustment, interests, and work efficiency

, 5. Records and,reporting procedures practiced by administrators,

counselors, and teachers; judgments of adeqUacy'by outsi'de .

consultants

Other possible indicators include: article written; gradepoint

average; load carried by Ceacher;.moonlightini;;'nominatiOns by

peers, students, administrators, or parents for outstanding service

and/or professional corgpetencies; termination; request for transfers.
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indicators of Community BehavioL:, in Relation to the Evaluatiovvof

School PrOgrams

1. Alumni participation: numbers of visitations; extent of invol.ve
,.

ment in PTA actiVities; amount of support,or. a tangible (financia0

or'a service nature t.)) a continuing scliool.program or dctivityi
,/

Ar, attendance at special school events, at meeting of die ,board of
th.

education, or at other group activities by parents

2. Conferences between parentteacher, parentcounselor, parent

administrator sought by parents; frequency.of CY.

. Letters (mail): frequency. of xequests for information, materia_s

and service; frequency 'of praiseworthy or critical comments about

school Rrograms and services and about,Tersonnel paxticiRating
.

in them .

1

4. Participant analysis.of alumni: detetminatiOn pf locale of

graduates, occupation, affiliation with'particular institutions*

or outside agencies

5. Parental responso to letters and report cards upon written or

oral requeSt by school personnel: frequency of compliance by

.parents

0 MP
6. Telephone calls from parents, alumni, and from personnel in

communications media (e.g., newspaper ieporters): frequency,4
.duration, and quantifiable juagments a.)out statements.monitoY'ea',

from telephone conversations

7. Interview data

Even-though no formal instrument is required, some device (logs-or

summary sheets Must be devised to collect uRobtrusive measures.

5. SOURcES OF INFORMATION ABOUT INSTRUMENTS

Butos' Mental Measurements-Yearbook is the bestknown resource for locating

published assessment instruments, but certainly not the only one. The. .

references Listed here give fairly comprehensiVe coverage over aide range

of instrument types,"' except for criteriynreferenced tests', which, have been

treated in some detaif in the discussion on achievement tests. More complete

references.can be found* in item VII,An Annotated BiblLography of Guides fyr
,

Test.Selection, of Section J in this Guide.
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3uurce Type of Information

Buros' Seventh Mental
Measurement Yearbook

Buros Tests' tn Print

Center fiat Study of

of CaltfOrnia at Los Angeles.
(Hoepfner)

g

Test Publishers' Catalogs
f

Tests anl Measutementa
in Chil4 Development
'(Johnse- .and Bommarito)

SocioemAional Measures
for Preschool and Kinder-
garten 'children Nalker)

.Measutes of Social..
Psychological Attitudes
(Robinpn and'"..naYer)

jtirrors for Bei"avior
(Simon and Boyer)

.

ERIC Clearinihouse-on
Tests, Measuremerlt, and
Evaluation (Educational
Testing Service)

ETS-Test

Profeasional Journals
Nicational and Psycho-
logical Measurement

Journal of Educational
Measurement.

Journal of Counseling
Psychology

Personnel aud Guidance
Journal

.Critical review oncurtenty published standard-
ized tests

"Comprphensive teSt bibliolz,raphy and index to
first six Mental Measurements Yearbooks'

Ratings on validity,.reliabi.,.1y,+appropriate-
..

, on -pub_l_i:shed
standardised tests

Newest materials (sometimes not found in
BurdS)

Experimental instruments in child development
.(self-concepts, attitudes, social behavior)

.

Descriptions of,143.tests and mlasur.r!s of
social and emotional development (incl.udes
some technical information),

Critical reViews of teatscSmostly experimental)' .

in 8 general ,categories: life satisfaction,
self-esteem, alienation, auXhoritarianism,'
sociopolitical attitudes, values, general'.

+attitudes toward' people,, and religious attitudes

ExistinCbbServaCion insttuments

Has annotated bibliographip of ...:ests in many

areP.s: maasures of social skill:3, measqles
related tp.school-based attitudes, self COncept,
educatiOnally disadvantaged, assessment of
teachers, criterionreferenCed tests )

A library-of some-10,.000 tests-and othet-
meaSurement. devices representing the instruMents
of all pOblishers. Access is based .on guidelines
of the American PsYcililogical ASsociation.
-Address spegifir: inquirieS by Mail'or telephOe.
A quarterly Test'Collection"Bulletin is
available on a subscription basis

Reviews and validity studies of recently"
published. or. revised tests
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0

Ns.!-

Use Multiple Measures Whenever Possible

It is sometd.mes easy uo shoot down a single measure of student athievement by

discrediting its score for some teth,nical reason. Credibility of program
4

evaltiation may be enhariced`by the use of tever6l measures of.program effective-
.

1

ness. The inclusion of attitudes of parents,-students, and staff as well as

unobtrusive.ma:asures of4Student behavior will brOaden the base of inc_ormation

be tade,

Summary of FactOrs. to' Consider in Evatitating ard .S.O.ecting.

Assessement Instruments,

2. Validity,:'
q.

3. Content,

.

4, Administration Mode
.2nd Time

5. Scoring

6. Format and IntereSt

7. Scores arid Notts

4?

-Does the instrument give The.same
resultS when. repeated?

Does the instrument measure what it,says
it measures? .Does the content match your..
program.objectives? Is it fiee of bias
for different subgroups?

Are Lhe items rel,ated to program objectiyes

Is the instrument adtiastered in groups -
or individually,'by interview or observit- 9

tihn? What qualifications does .the
Actministrator need? Are directions for
administration adequate? Is equipment
required for administtation available?
Is, time required reasonable for the
.results expected?

c

Is scorihg by.hvAd 'or -by machine? Are
directions for Scoring adequate?

r?

What is the general-editorial quality? '.

Will it hold the test taker's interest,
and are directions easy for-test takers
to understand?

If nbrited,--what are the characteristics
of norm groups? When was it normed?
Are interpretive aids available?
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LEAUING EXERCISE 12: SELECTINCNORM -REFERENCED TESTS
'

'Directions: .Se ect and check one of the four objeceiveS listeo belo, then

Objectimes

nsult the descriptive information on D-71 7 D-72. Select up
* .

three instruments 'you think would be appropriate tor that

objectiVe and list them on ehe following page. .Record a "'yes" in

.those bOxe$ in which answerS to' ehe questions seem:to be affirmative.
_ -- ------ _ -- - ---------

I oN,

.1. Second-.and thirdrgrade students.participating in ehe b,ilingual-bicul-
,

. --, .

. ...

tural program will haye a mean sccire of 20 Or higher on the '

series of tests of cultural similari-

ties,and differences. (Ine test will be:.given after.completion of

each culturel unit. .

. ThA median peycentile rank in reading comprehension for third-grade

students.partiCipating in the remedial. program will be eight points

A. higher op the pottestsiven in May than on the pretest given to the 4

same .-tudents in October. The.test to bA used is
test

3. Kindergartenichildren at School Z with a 15 percent or better atten-

dance will show nine months gain of morein languag_:. usage on the

language test after nine monthsof instruCtion.
/.

4. All tenth grade .students receiving reMedial math instruction will

show at least a five-month mean gain in math computations for every

five months'of instruction. Gain will be measured by the

*

test

At page D-73, judgments by specialists about the listed tests ate shown.

I ;) 8
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Selecting.NormReferenced Tests
0

Crieeria

Instrument 1.

Name

Insttument

Name

Learning Exercise 12

----

lnstrumenC 3
. 1

Name

. Is the instrument

a valid measure?

\Is the instrument

a reliable measure?

. Is the instrument

appropriate to use

on the population

to be assessed?'

4. "'Does thei.nstFument

yield-objective

data?

5. ;Is the instrument

easy to administer

and score?

6. ,Are mignimum time

and resour,,,s,s required 1

.to administer and 4 o

score the instrument?

7. Is,the administration
,

of.the instrument

agadiarlipzive co

classroom learning

actimities?'
.

Will the_inst,-umant_

provide data wrsich ard

'useful for decision

Making at both the

clasSroom level and"the,

progamadministrative

level?

9. Is the cost of-the

. instrum,nt reasonable.

t'l-fand:wit n budgetary

constraints?'

I.

_

o-

,
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TESTS

Learning Exercise
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..

)
Me'Lcan SchOol AchieVement iests by Robert V. Young, et. el.;Leyel -.

Primary I XGlade 1),' Primary II (Grades 2-3); Intermediate (Grades 4-6),.

7 .Advanced (Grades 779); F6rms' A,B,D,E; 1955-59 (BMC)
. .

.
.

.
.

Subtest: 'Primary I:, Wcird recogniti, word meaning, numbers. Primary.

IL: Sentence,andword meaning, paragioph Meaning, computation
.

c

.peoblems, language usage:spelling. .

.

,
. .

Intermediate.: .Sentence and wordmeandng, paragraph meaning;
4 t

arithmetic computarion; arithmetic probl'eps,.language, Social1

0

.studies, science.

er
Advanced: Sentence and word meaning, paragraph meaning,

arithmeric-.camputation,'arithmetic pri,oblems, languor, spelling,

social studies, science.
-

%

GIRCUS% anonymous; Age:. 4-5 years; 1972 (ETS).

Subtest: What wards mean, hoW much and how' manY, coPy whOt

you,Slee, finding letterssand numbers,.noises, how words sound, '
. .

how words work, 11:sten to.the story, say and tell, do you

know, see and remember, think it through, make a vree, activiiies7

inventory, teacHer questiOnnaire, test-taking behavior

Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills, anolymous; Level I (Grades 2.5-4),

Level II Grddes-4-6), Level III (Grades 6-8), Level.IV (Grades 8-12); Forms
. .

Q, R &'S; 1968, 1973 (CTB) ;(:)r.m S only:. A & B (GradesK-l), C (Grades:

SUbtest: Reaaing, language, arithmetic, study skills.

7---CD-OpeLd i-ve-Primary Testsanonymous; Level: Grades 1-3; Form B; 1965.

SubteSt: Reading, listening, word analysis, mathematics, writing.

skills.

Durrell ListeningReading series by Donald D. Durrell, et. ol.4 Level -

Primary (Grades l-3.5),.Intermediate.(Grades 3.5-6), Advanced (Grades 7-9

'Form DE; 1969 (HBJ).

'

Subtest: .Vocabulary listening, paragraph listening, vocabulary reading,

paragraph reading'

200
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Learning Exercise 12
0

Gates-M4cGinivie ReadinT;-s's by ArthUr Gates, Walter 'MacGinitie; Level.-

Prilary B.,(Grade 2), prrioary'C (Grade 3), Survey D (Grades 4-6), Survey. F

(Grades 10'-.12);-1964-9 .(BEM)

_Suntests: Ptf.adry Vocabulary and comprehension

c* Survey levOls: Speed, accuracy, vocabulary and_comprehension'.

Metropolita% Achievement Tests, 1970 Etition by Walrer. N.-Durost, et. al.;

Level - Prmary I (Grades 1.5-2.4), Primary II (Grades 2.573.4), EleMentary

.(Grades 3.574.9), Intermediate (Grades 5.0-6'.9), Advanced (Grades 7.0-9.5).

Firm F & G;..1.959 edition, Forms A and B alsOSvailable1W).
.

.

Tests.: .'Primqr.y.: :Listening for.sounds; reading, numbers. Fnimary I:

Test 1 - Word knowledge, Test 2 - Word analysis, Test 3 7
. .

Reading, Test 4.- Mathelltatics. Primary If: Test,1 - Word

knowldege, Test-2 7.Word 'ana1ysis,.Tesr.3- - Reading, Test. 4

Spellfng, Test 5-7 7 Mathematic computation,,concepts,

Troblem solving.

Elementaryb: Test 1 -'Word knoieledge, Test 2 - Reading, Test

'3 - Language, Test 4 - Spelling, Test 5-#.7 Mathematics

computation,. coricepts, problem Solving

intermediate & Advanced:. 'sTest 1 7 Word knowledge, Test

Reading; Test 3.- Language, Tet 4 '9Spelling, Test 5-7 -

Mathematics computatiOn, 'concepts, prob:lm-solving, Test e-

Science, Test 9 - Social stydies.

Stanford Early School Achievement Tests bY Richard Madden and Eric Gardner;

Level - I. (Grades K.1-.1.1), II (Grade 1:0-4.8); 1969. (HBJ)

Subtests: The envixonbent, social studies and scitnCe, mathematics,

letters and sounds, aural comprehension, word readilg,

sentence reading -

.Tests of Basic Experiences by Margaret H. Moss; Level.- K (Preschool-k); L

(Graaes K-1); 1970/.(CTB)

kubtests: General concepts,-mathematics, language, kcience, social

studies (Also', Spanish directions, supplement to manual

available),

OD
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L___'LEARNING EXERCISE 13: SELf.CTING APPROPRIATE INSTRUMENT6
1

-Directi.ons: Abbreviated portions of objectives are listed below. Decide what

type of measuting instrument would be most appropriate to use fcr

eath. Record th-e-Tetter representing that type.

Instalment Type

A. Norm-Referenced Test

B. Criterion-Referenced Test

C. Questionnaire

D. Obsprvation Record

E. ':-Log

F. Not enough information is .provided to makd a decision.

1. Parents of participating compensatory education students will have.
.

,

posi4ivé attitudes, .

. Twenty-five percent of the studeuts will achieve' one staRdard devia-

tion above tne national mean.

--
. Students will interact in a positive soEial manner during class

activities. . .

0 ..,
4. Given list of South American countries-,students. will be able to

11s,t the capitol_ Of each country.'

a.'
5. The number of discipline referrals to,Ihe principal will be.reduceti=,

by' 50 percent. 0

6. Studefit,s_will check out books in categOry "A" more frequently than

books'in category "B".

7. At the: end of the semester, students'in the values clarification

class will exhibit Positive atitudes,toward their parents' ethnic

background. .

8. At the end of the inservice workshop, teachers will.be able to answer

correctly 8.out of 10 cognitive questions based on Content of,the

workshop,. .

. Teacher'effectiveness in promoting student interaction will increase. .

10. The majority of parents with students attending schdol "X" will be.

.aware of Oleauxiliary services available through the school. . .



. C

2. A

3. D

4. B

5. E

6. E

7. C

8. B

9. D

10. C

rVISWERS

7
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6. LOCATING EXISTING ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS VS.

DEVELOPING ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT& LOCALLY

Examples Df,every type of instrument discussed in this section exist somewhere.

The program evaluator'who spends time §earching-for available instruments that

will meet his needs usually will tie far ahead of the one who'decides to

launch a school-wide or district-wide effort to develop tests, questionnaires,

or observation records 16cally.. The development of good assessment instruments

is a much more exacting and demanding task than is often realized. Question-

' naires and observation schedules carCusually be adgpted-to-local.needsBut..
. .....

even adaptation takes care.,and thought. Criterion-referenced tests that can

be assembled for your purposes from existing items ste becoming increasingly

available through commercial sources. jhe selecticri oi:any type of instrument

must, of course, be doge with care.

Developing Instruments

Unless you have highly trained technical staff and sufficient time and money,

the development of instrum-ents lOtally should only be undertaken as a last,

resort. TiMe and costs will vary with the magnitude of Che job. Development

Of a reasonably straightfoTward achievement test should take eight months to

year to develop and a year to review, field test, and revise. Tpd adaptation.

of an existing instrument for local use may be done in Considerably less.tiM,
,:but even so, field test, review, and revisions steps should be given.time to

run their course.

People who write items, whether fqr achievement tests, questionnaires,

observation,- or other measures, must knoW the content.prea to be measured and

must know basic techniques for itet construction. In most ca'ses, it is easier

to train a content person in the art of'test construction than to take a

professional item-writer and teach him/her the content area. However, it i9

sometimes advisable to get persons with the two separate skIlls and have them0

0work as a team. In any case, the content person should know the basics of

good. item cOnstruction. There are easy-to-follow rules in any basic test in

measprement and evaluation. (See selectel bibliography at the end of the

Guide starting at 1-1.)

The development; of an evaluation instr=ent begins with a plan that

specifies the information, wanted. Determirn wha cidestions you want answers

to. Program objectives serve as the basis for planning measurement needt;.



Items are then Written. It is good practice to develOp more items.than

.will be. needed in the final instrument because sothe will be lost through

reviewand field"testing.

One of the greatest difficulties in constructing objective items is in

-getting plausible options. In the 'case of achievement tests, there must be

one and only one be,st answer. The other options (or distractor's) should be

plausible answers-Tor persbn-S-who-do not-know-the-right-answer. In the__2_

development ,-.eltionnal a items, it is often impbssible to anticipate all

appropriate choices a person could make. A preferred procedure is to first

..... ..

administer items either in open-end or partial open-end:rbrmiCarid-USe-terutns- ----------

from field tests to set options. Alternatively, an item writer might try to

guess what these options or choic,:s are. For example, if you are designing an
,

item to determine professional growth among staff member's, ybu might guess at

some possible activities, and then allow for an "Other" response.

4

Example:" 1. In which of the following professional.activities have you

.D-77

participated in.the past year?

Enrolled in College or universi:ty course

Attended special workshop sessions

,Observed in other classrooms

.
Done independent reading

Consulted with specialist

Other

For achievement test items, a completely .open-onded format sheuld be used

if there is any doubt about being able to anticipate good distracCors. In

-
such casL, ,he most frequently giVen wrong answers provide the best disEractors.

Fivld,teSting should include all concerns related to the collection of

data:

1. Are there adequate procedures4for training persons who will

collect the data?

Are the directions for administration clear and understandable?

.
3. Ooes the instrument itself give the kind of information you Are

iseekiag?

4. :low'loiTg (lo)&s test administration take?

5. Does the scoring key work?

i
1"

1^*
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The answers to such questions come from varioussources and include both

"hare and "soft" data. There are statfstical procedures for analyzing.the

. data fromthe instrument: itself, but getting oral responses by interviewing

participants (both data collectors and persons tested) in a field test may
-

also be necessary. This may be by group interview and should .cover such

points as clarity of tlsks, ambiguities in individual items, "and the actual

mechanics_ _ _

ObviOusly, the .2,1.-sup on whom you do the .field test should be similar to

_ . the-groups on wham you expect to use the instrument, but should noE consisLof

members of that group.

Evaluators who find they must.produce locally developed tests are strongly

advised teeek help from measurevient 'specialists. The essentfal steps in

instrumentAdvelopmedt ateoutlined

Aceivity

Develop plan.

Instrutient Development Procedu're

Questions'to be Answered and Cautions-

What information do you want

Prepare draft. Developers should be able to Write well
and haVe knowiedge about program content.

Have several persons review
, the first'draft.

Develop directions for
.administration.

,

Develop scoring key

Field test and prepare draft
including t,he directions'
for administration.

. Revise, the instrument.

Repeat revigw, fieldtest,
and' 'revision steps as .

necessary.

2k 0

Are there ambiguities, 'omissions, and
unnecessary pieces of information
requested?

Try.to assure that data will be-colldtted
under standard conditions.

Can each part be scored, and is there
agreement on the scoring?

'Administer it to persons like those on
whom you plan_to use it.; ask- them to
ctiticize it; get time estimates.

What went wrong? ,Fix it.

Are you satisfied that the information
obtained from this instrument will
answer the originl questions you, wanted.-
to-have answered in the first item
above?
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The preceding are management steps and do nothing oo assiire tecHnical

adequacy. Validity stu.dies can be planned which Use an outsixte criterfon you

believe to be independent cf what you'are trying to measure with your instru-

ment. Fof example, if You want to Nalidate a xest of reading coMprehension.,

you might do any or all of the following:
,

1. Ask teachers to rank:students tn order of their respeettve cbmpetencies

'in reading comprehension.

2. Ask parents how well thei,r children can read and'understand newspapdr,

items.

what proportion of their Students will pass

each item on the test.

Checking for reliability is more involved And beyond the scope' of the Guide.

..REVIEW

As you haye seen, there are,several kinds bOlnstruments that can be.used for

.program evaluati6n. Which one(s) you select will depend to a great extent upon
.\

the natureof the evaluation'design apd the kinds of. information tht need to.

..be, collected.

N

Here is a rcview of what we have covered in thIs-section of the Guide:

_

1. It'is important to match instruments to pnogram objectives.

2. Multiple measures for each prbgram objective are desirable.

3. Different techniques,and various types of instrpmenLs can be

usod.

4. There are both advantages and disadvantages, to using different

instruments and data-collection'methods.

5. There are manysources df infbrmation on eXisting ins.truments.

6. It is generally better to adapt or adopt existing instruments

.than to develop-new ones locally.

7. The-development of adequate instruments-locally is a costly,.

tiMeconsuming, and demanding task.

2 k
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SUMMARY OF BASIC EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS

Types of

Evaluation Categories of

/nstrunents

Pribary.

Structure

of Items

Primary

Kinds of

scores

NormReferenced

A
t)Achievemen Td/sts

..... -_

Griterion

Referenced, Tests

PROGRAM ---111.

OBJECTIVES

. Objective_

. True/False

. ,Multiple

Choice

. Matching

Raw Scores,

Grade Equivalents

Percentiles

Standard Scores

StanineS

Percentages

Attitude

4!

Que'StiOnnaires.

OpenEnded

Objective

. Yes/NO

. Multiple

Choice

. Ratings_

Mixed

Gategories

Frequencies '

Percentages

Ratings

Interaction

Observation

Record Forms

OpenEnded

.0bjectiNie

. Ratings

. Present/

Absent

Categories

Frequencies

PerCentage

Ratings

Time

Other

Behaviors

Logs

. Referral Reports

. Attendance

. ,Cuts

. Grades'

. ,Diaries.

2

OpenEnded

Objective

Frequencies

Categories
`I'
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PRECIS

After available instruments.have been selected or plans made for developing

new ones, the evaluator must then plan how to collect the. data. Collecting
- _ _

data is a sensitive part Of program evaluation, because its success depends

so much op the cooperation and often the hard work of others who are 'not

connected with the evaluation team. Moreover, the logistics of moving

evaluation instruments and data from place to place and the complexities of

schedules involving hundreds of people present challenges not encountered

Planning, for data collecting involves: specifying the subpopulations

that are to serve as sources of information, deciding on who will be

responsible.t6toilecting the information, and, deciding whether the

collection will be carried out on an individual, or a group basis. Special

arrangements need to be planned to follow up when geople are absent from

group sessions or when individuals do-not teturn questionnaires.
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1. INTRODUCTION

/

No matter how reliabl,eand valid an instrument is, its usefulness can be

completely destroyed by careless'ness in the collecti.m...-nid handling of the

data,

The problems that can arise during the datacollcction stage are many

and varied. Among see of the more common arr n7Se:

AReahing gcores o',./tained the day Befo:e a

vacation may not be comparable* to tbose
obtained a week earlier.

Responses in an.interview dituation may be
. .

,influenced,by the race, sex, or status of '

the interviewer:

Interrruptions or faulty.directions can
"destandardize" a standardized test.

Voluntary responses to:a Mailed question
naire may not be repreSentative of the,
total population.

In addltion, any datacollection plan must take into account a variety of

O

logistical ilroblems, Ne importance of which increases geometrically as,th&

number of students, teachers, and schoOls involvedinthe program evaluation

'increases.

2. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS .

Some of the most important considerations in planning for data collection

concern:

arrangements with school/program personnel

perSonnel who will collect the data

traintng needed

time schedOle

monitoring the total data collection process
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ArrangemeAts with School/Program Pefsonnel.

In the several stages of collecting data, the evalw,tor needs tile

cooperation of schaol personnel. For example:

The evaluator May need ;:o obtain from
the school C,artain records and lists of
students, class'roomskiteachers, holidays,
jaculty meetings, materials, etc.,,to
select appropriate instruments ,and
populations to be included in the
program evaluation and to Carry out
other plans.

4.°

The eValuator may need to:train school
personnel in the administration ancLus

. QL emaluatiaa_inatruaeata.
ardizethtests., questionnaires, Surveys,
checklists., etc.;.

al The evaluator will need petmission and
active cooperation in collecting data
in the school.

The kind of cooperation received often depends on hoviaware school.personnel

iire of the benefits for students, teacherS,sand administrators expected to

resuit,from the program evafUation.

-If, the evaluator is a,ble to explain the putpose of the,evaluation and

how feedback from it can be used, school personnel will respond mor_e coopera-

tively. This understanding is the key to obtaining cooperation.

There are several ways to create,a favorable attitude towerd evalua-

ion. The evaluator could cOnvince the pri,ncipal of.the school to reserve

a ,column lin the school's newsletter for periodic teports on the program and

.L.,; evaluation. The evaluator might meet with the participating teachers to

-discuss: the expected .outcomes of the-evaluation, the types of information

needed and why that information is important and necessary, and what theY

will get for their efforts. The evaluator might also make personal contact

with :6ume parents of participating students-to brief them and,to help Organize r

a parent-evaluation dommittee to help disseminate information related to

evaluation activities.



Personnel Who,Collect the-Data.

One of the decisionsto be made in planning for data collectifon concerns

those who will do the actual collecting. Should they be teachers? SeCre-

tarie-_,? Students? Should they 5e people from inside,the program or-someope

t:ot involved in theprogram? How much working time wIll be reqpired? How

many people?

In a program evaluation involving large-seale standardized,testing, all
. .

teachers may be assigned i'El--adminigter tests in their classrooms simply --

,

because they are the only available staff resources and physical facilities.
/ .

5Ma1lar.Mg-r:APIS-3/Pluation, perhaps tests would be administered

.by a small team of teachers, orteams ,of teachers and aides.' In any caSe,

test administrators will need.ample, orientation and training. v

a.,

Tile evaluator :mist also deciCte whether the persons collectingdeta

should be from the program being evaluated or rom'ouc.,,,,..! L4,,, program.

Some authorities have suggested that data .-,P_ection should be carried out

by outsiderS unfamiliar with the objectives of the program,to bring a totally

unbiased viewpoint to the testing situation. The use tof"outsiders May

serve' to prevent, two types of bias:

1

.

7

Program personnel may have vested interests in the

program: They may tend to F...cus on those aspects

of the program which'are suCcessful. They may

,interpret the data in a fa!rorable tanner, whether

justified or not.

2. Program personnel May.be particularly attentive to
program objectives and might pian.their evaluation
accordingly, overlooking effects of'the-program
that are obs,n-vabla but unant:cipated.

EXAMPLE: Programmed instruction in'mathematics
often has the side.effect of improving reading

ability. Narrow prdgram evaluation would focus on
-mathematics.achlevement and might not uncover the
positive effect yin reading achievement.

/

&statewide survey in California condueted in'I975 by Evaluation Improve-

ment Project staff shrAwed that most program evaluation data are collected

b',1; classroom'perspnuel.

2



Training Needed for Those Who Will Collect the Data
'

. _ .,......

TyIe evaluatshould-asSess the ty
.

pe and athount of training required to
, ..

administpr the di,fferent eValuati.on'instruments and plan accordfngly:.

P

'4"In the case of Administering a standardized test, the basic requirements
.

. .

for data Collectors are a willingness and ability to follow-directions
._ i.

precisely. %:training46..Ehe task will probably' pot need' to be_ ext.ensive--
al-,

a byief orientation.suliplemeatbd by a checklist for uSe during test-adris-

tration. Hbwever, do not pnderestimate.the nec:d to periodically.remii&test.

administrators of what good tostIngoOoriditions 'consist of (proper, rOom.
k

environment,techniques of distributing and collecting Vaterials,'moniloring
.

.students, noting conditions,that may invalidate.a.suden.C.SZankWgr.O.y..L..M.d.A______

not make themistake of thinking that anydne can administer a atandardiz30'
e.

test. Be sure to speciPy what should be done if a'i3e;son.,"is absent.
. . .

If the ,evaluation inVolves the intervlewing of parentasnsing an

interview_guide, the decision as to who will,.administer.that.instrument is
.

More critical thanfor a standardized .test becausethe.validity

ability of the data colleced may be, anbstantially influenced by the

personality of the interviewer. :Training.in.fhis case-would be mdre
;.

When observation instrupents are used, as in our reading..yrogram
, 1

.example, the evaluator needs.to carefully study,the instrument, atiange

several pilot observations in a nonparticipstipg'.'echool, a.nd posibly
I

train a second person-to participate in the. pilot observations-for purposes'

Of comparing thle data collected by two Observers.

. Plans should be made for both training And practice by observers.

This is especially true with instruments'Ideveoped'locallyWhen observa-

tibn iastruments require judgments', some theck of-va1I4lty and reliability'

fa.

,

..

4 -

of the data collectors' ratings should be made duringliilot situatiOns'.

This should be done when the,instrument is being developed and early mir11,--

to.allow changes to be made.prior to use.

-

'Thus, the training of those who will participate in 'the collection of

data ia very iMportant. In effeCt, if the data.collectors aretnot Carefully

trained; the; evaluatbr may have no data o analyze.

2
I.

4
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co

Time ;Schedule

Th4bschedu1e forpdata collection-will,be partly trrrni.ned by rhe evaldation

design.and by the cieadlines fOr analyzing and reporting results. Itlwill also

be infllienced by other.fctors ranging from school cale6d4rand vacation

.days tocurviculum plans.pd grading periods, The schedule.should bal5 as

detailgd as posbible.intiuding suchthings as training sessions,'testing-

.r.00m prepar4tion4.4p space.adjustments, materials delivery,4s men as the

actual.data-c011ection activities' DO-not SchedUlg testing sessions just

:,beforf or after holidays or in clOse proximirty-to major school events..

.
.The evaluator should coOrdinate, prepare, and issue a data-collectiop

sclagdUle for each evaluation event.' This scbeduie should indicate at

leaSt the following information:

1. 'WHEN the data are going tobe collected
(e.g., datesu- October 22 from 10:00 a.m:

to 11:45 a.m.)

WHER2 the data are to be collacted'(e.
Classroom A)

3. WHO'is going to.:col.lect the data (e.g.,
the names'of the persons respbnsible at
each location)

4. WHO is to be eValuated, (e.g.,names of
the students or otherg)

5. HOW.the data will be collected (e.g.,
name of the, idstrument[s] to be used).

,

Monitrbring the Data-Collection Proctss

'

And f.inally,.there must be assurances that thg:plans are.carried out as
.

eXpected, instruments are applie4 properly, ciad are reCorded accurately,

absentdes are accounted for properly, =Id that steps. are taken to correct,

or note untoward .incidents.whicb miz.ht biaa the results, Monitoring can

help assurd that factors.are measured in the ways )011 intended

meaSure them.

t
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Procedures that are carried out careless17 during data dollectiOn may

result in the measuremeftt of extraneous faCtors such as the clarity of the

direction given at the start of a test rather than of what was' learned 4S a
, .

resalt of the program. Failures in data collection can jeopardize the entire

program-evaluatioh effort.

Group Discussion

What experiences have you had in collecting data that could help others? .

What are the littLe things that can trip you up? Materials not arriving in

time? .Wrong materials distribeted or not enough materfal,A Has security

been 4 problem?

How would you have prevented the situation deacribed in the ancedote

below?

The principal of a small elementary s,__hool L, Led that the

answer sheets from one particular class were-only about half

filled. A large portion of the class had completed only about
.2

half the questions. Upon questioning the teacher who had

administered the tesf,, Lne principal found that a stop watch

had been ysed to time each section of the test. However, this,

particular Stop.,watch had a sweep-second hand that revorved

twize for each minute. Theteacher had inadvertently read one

revolutiOn (30 seconds) as one Anute. Thus, the entire test .

had been administered in half the time it should have taken.

\

3. THE MECHANICS OF DATA COLLECTION

Collection of Data from Groups of Persons.

Most data on students are gathered in a classroom setting.(or in large units

such as the school cafeteria or auditorium). When da.ta are gathered under

-such conbentrated conditions, it is.far'easier to cOntrol,the situationoand

get valid data than it is in a survey. OrganizationLand attention
4

o Aare the keys.

2

detail



Except in the smallest of schools, the collection ok data from groups

requires cooperation among people and coordination of activities by many

persons.- The respective roles of the program evaluator-and-theetazsToom

teacher (or other persons responsible for administer,ing tests and question-

,

naireS or collecting observationri'data) must be clearly.recognized and

,combined if.valid data are to be gathered.

The follawing Checklist for the' Program Evaluator and.Sequences of

Activities for the Data Collector specify the steps which must be Laken ln
. ,

/.

implementing an effort to collect data from groups

E7



Checklist fot the Program Evaluator:

Collection of Data from Groups

1. Instruments have been,delivered to th,se administering them well'

in advanee of the time they are to be used.

2.< Quantities, levels, and.forms of instruments bave been Checked

Against actual needs.

3. Storage.in .secure-places has been arranged.

4. Instruments and accompanying manuals and,other materia1s have

been thoroughly reviewed so that data collectors can,be trained

effectively:

5. Persons to administer datacollection instrumentshave been

carefully selected and trained and proyided with their own sets

of materials in advance.

6. -A detailed schedule has been prepared and distributed.

7. C1 sstoom distribution and collection procedures have been

ca efUlly worked out.

Data c011ectors have been instructed what

duJing testing periods.

\

9. .Spe ifiCations and arrangements for scoring have been made.

10. If 3coring is .to be done by an outside agency, answer sheets

hay been Checked-for completeness and organized for processing.

\

. 11. Test bookS and ell other materials have been returned to secure

sto age after use.
\

to do aboUt absentees
_

2z i
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, Sequenc-e of Activities for the Data C011ector

Before data dollection:

1. Study.the directions fbr administratiOn,exmine assessment

instruments and answer sheets.

2.. Rehearse process of administering instrumOts.

-3. Clear Up any.potential Problems with the program evaluator.

During data collection:.

1. Prevent disruptions from outside sources

DISTURB sign is recommended). Make

comfortable:

2. Make announcements-Slowly and clearly.

without causing'anxiety.

3. Be sure each peraon has all materials

4. bAlloW sufficient'time for each persOn

ing information (for youag childrerf,

do this steE in ,advance). -

5. Use exactwording given in printed insttuCtions.

or use short cuts unless directions

variation: Be sure each person understan

6:Oncetesttngbegins,walkaround-th&roomto

working... Do not answer questions related

pure

J

Tty

and

to

!

theldata.collector

for aministration

1

(la TESTING--DO NOT

room environment is

to motivate participanti
1

equipment needed.

fill in reqUired identify-

may need to-

\

Do not improvise

allow for

s what he'or she is to do.

be sure everyone is

to test content.

("Do the best you can" or "skip that-one and go on to the next"

Can be used as a response, if necessaty.)
), 4

7,, Stop immediately when time is up.

After data c011ection:.

1. Collea answer sheers first, then booklets. \

2. Count all materials to be-sure none-is Missing.
.

3. Alphabetize and check papers ;,gsinst group. roster.

4. Check all paperP-for zompletenesoof'identifying information.

5: Prepare an exceptions list. (Did anyone become ill or leave,

the room. during-the-session? Was there an unexpected fire
I

.drill during the session?) Any condition that could potentially.

invalidate the results of one person or the entire class should

be noted.

6. Arrange and organize for scoring.



Collection of Survey Data

-

'When data are,collected at a specific time and at',A specific Tlace

(i.e,, in the classroom, after an. inservice training sessiOn, at a mdeCing

of the parents' groups), the program-evaluatdr has greatercontrol over'.

conditions during data collection. However, not all data can be collected

in this manner. The field survey, for example, has become oneimportant

method of obtaining informationparticularly Irom parents and community

groups. The conditions -under which data .are collected from mailed Snrvey

are subject to very little'control by the program evaluator. However, thei.e

are. a.few things the evaluator can do that may help.increase the pexcentage

of eeturns and usefulness of responses.

1. Keep the survey form short and to the point. Ten-page

questionnaires dften go into the roural file.

2. Make your cover letter of instructions clear and concise:

Explain why this.information is important and why the s

recipient of the letter was included'in the survey,

..../Motil.tation is critical in getting responses,te'mailed

surveys.

3. Encourage the respondent to complete the questionnaire.:
at one 'sitting and when he or she is free of interruptions..

. Follow up the questionnaires to inCrease returns. It takes

75 percent to 80-percent to give you unbiased results.

HThis lAst.Toint is so important that it'calls for a more-detailed discussion.

HowAo.lou obtain a high percentage retUrn on surveys? A high rate of

return on ku:rVeys comes from a high level of. effoet. Mailing survey forMs

.or sending rheffi home with students and waiting for the,tesponges td come in

does not inVolve a high level of cffort. Most persons who are going to

respond will do so within the first two weeks aftee receiVing the forms.
______

F.ollo..wi.4gu-po-nthem is essential.

2
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The folio% up may be done uging a numbet of techniques, bUt geneially these:

1. flotices in the press and on radio durine, the iirst- two weeks
_

2. Sending axemtpder and another copy of the questionnaire to

nonrespondents near the end of the second week
,

, Organiztng some system of personal contact to try Lo reach

Donrespondents and invite their cooperation

.
To take on.the joh, of personally contacting all nonrespondents Is

generally notA;tractical for the_program evaluator. Consider what the other

resources are. Are there school personnel who can be given lists of persons

to call?- Are there volunteer parent., studeat, or community groups whose

aid can be enlisted? Are there "telephone trees" alreadY drganized by'

parent groups that might be used?

The amount of tollow-up effort that can reasonably be eXpected is

related to the number of persons in the original sample and,-.in turn,ttie

number of'nonrespondentS who must be contacted. This argues for selection

of the smallest sample feasible to achieve the desited result.

If the number of persons to be surveyed is not prohibitively larg P. and

if the evaluator can Organize and.train a small cadre of persons, a straight

telephone survey rather than a mail suryey oould be planned. Each telephone

interviewer would fill out' a structured interview guide for each call Made.

This generally gets quicker results and a higher response rate: Ho...lever, it

may also mean making phone calls at night for a large portion Of persons

surYeyed.
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LEARNING EXERCISE 14: PLANNING FOR DATA COLLECTION

Directions: Assume you are the evaluator for a program and the deciaion

has been made that evaluation data will,be collected frpm

students, staff, and parents., using a variety of assessment

instruments, If possible, put this'in the context of an

ongoing program you have planned for:next year. Columns-(1)

and (2) on.the next page give general background qn the types

of Enstruments that have been selected and the populations from

whom the data are to be collected.

In filling out the Plan for Data Collection on Page E-13,

consider the questions:

Column.(3): Who cdtlects the data? -- classroom teachers, program evaluaror,

other designated staff members,.yolunteer parents, independent:'

observer; other

Column '(4): Will the data be collected from the target population in gtdups

or will this be dOne'indiVidually?

1

Column (5): What will you plan to do .about. follow.up? If persons are.

absent from a group session or do not respond to a survey,

what provisions will you make?



(1) (2)

_ _ _

Plan for Data Collection

(3) (4)

,

Learning Bitercise 14

(5)

.

TYpe of
Instrument

,

Population
on

Whom Data
AreoTo:Be
Collected

Person
Responsible.

:1 for
Collecting

Data

Group or
(Individual

Activity
.

Type of
Follow up

.
.

1. Standardied
Achievement
Test

students

.

_

.

2. Questoionnaire

,

-:-- staff

=

I

. Questionnaiie. parents
1

,

,

.

,

-.T.Classroom-

ObserVatiOn students

Scale .

, .

,

-

.

.. Attendance-

Log staff
(inservica
training)

,

.

.;
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(1) (2)

ANSWERS

( 3) (4)

.\7-- Learning Exercise

(5)

..;

Type of
Instrument

.

Population
.on

Whom Data
Are To Be
.Collected

.

Person
Responsible

for

Collecting
Dath

.

,

.

,

Group or
Individual

Activity

.

Type of ,

Follow up

1. tandardized
Achievement
Test

students i

,

classroom -

teacher
-

group .

1

test absentee
at later
ddte

. Questionnaire

. .

::.staff
program
evaluator

.group*

contact
absentee

individual contact
non-
respondent

. Questionnaire

.

.parents .

program
evaluator
Or
designated
staff member
or
volunteering
parent teams

.

.individual

contact ,

non-,

respohdent

,

4. Classroom..

.0bserVation
.Scale

students

Independent
, \opbserver.

o, r\ .

clds,Sroom

teacher

.

group,

\\ group--

\
\

.

, none

-n-a-i-e----
\5.. Attendance

Log
(inservice
training-)--. -1.-

--- :

.

staff
____----

,
\\

program \evalnator,
, Or

---de-TrghaEed

staff member

, Preferred, if convenient, as at'a.staff meeting

,2
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4. MONITORING AND RECORDING DATA ON PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

AND CONDITIONS

One of the iMportant tasks of the evaluation process 4s the monitoring of

program activities and conditions.that affect the implementation of those

activities. If the program'staff does nol carry out the activities as

planned or if unusual or unplanned events" odour, the program 'esults may

be seriously affected and the evaluation report will pot accurately reflett

the true,situation. The monitoring of program activities is called formative

process evaluatioa. The observation of conditions affecting the implementa-
f.

tiop of program activities is called formative context evaluation'.

Formative Process .EvaluatiOn

The major purpose for monitoring planned project activtties is to identify

.
deficienc:ies in implementation and to develop strategtes for making improve-

ments in the process being followed in time to correct the sitUatiorn.

Here are some examples of-formative process problems:

Two teachers have.decided that the commercial math

materials being used in.the program are not doing .

a good Job so they haVe begun substituting their

oWn math.

Time spent on the teaching of.reading Varies from

classroom to classroom.

Three instructional aides are teaching reading..

Aides.were,not assigned^thth 'responsibility

nor have they had tiaining for this task.

Formative Context Evaluation

The major purpose for observing and notating contextual problems that occur

throughout the operational. ?eriod of.the program is to be able to plan and

introduce alternative actions for alleviating the effects' of the problem.
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. .

Here are some. exampleS of formative context rOblems:

A.teacher quits in'the middle of the sChOol year.

The reading resource room is vandalized, and all

-the equipment a

(

d files hae been destroyed.V

An epidemic of chickEn pox oCeurs, and over

. half of the pupils are out of school for a

period of four weeks.

Procedures for Collecting Process and t nt.ext Data,

1. Set up.record-rkeePing forma; such as vohitoring

forms, and management records: The forms should

be comprehensive, siMple, and serve as many Purposes

as pOsSible. (Two saMple Monitoring forms follow.)

2. Establish data-oollection procedures. Decide who

will 'be' asked about activitiesand'operations
-

Decide when the,activities should be mon,itOred.

A master schedule Should be developed.

3: Deyelop procedures tor acting upon problem

.situations that require change..

(J.
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PRECIS

A good program evaluation design,'pertinent. measurement instruments to use

in executing therdesigni and careful administraiion of those instruments to

collect the necessary information prepare the way,for data analysis. There

is a large array of statistics_th-at an be used--some that are descriptive,

others that_arei-nre-rential.

Descriptive statis,ics include measures of central tendency (mean,

median, mode), measures of variability (range, standard deviation, variance),

and distributions that are'other than.normal (skewed, bimodal, rectangular).

The inferential statistics presented here include ttests, analysis of

-variance, and multipleregression analysis (which are useful in analyses of

test score data), several statistical tests for tre'atment of ordered and

ranked data, and' the chisquare test for use with category data in testing

frequtncies experienced against those expected and to test crosscategory

associations or the relationship of two variables.

The presentations in this section are on ad'intrOductory'level. They

are not meant to make statisticians of readers of this Guide. They Will,

however, show what sorts of data analyses are'required in thpse program

evaluations that deal with "hard data" and they suggest implicitly what

kinds of people might be sought to bring a program evaluation satisfactorily

past the dataanalysis stage'.

2 ,)
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1. INTRODUCTION

This section serves as a brief introduCtion to,,statistics and data analysis.

;-

Because some program evaluators may have receive& little formal training

in this area, we have prepared the exercises, concepts, and examples with.

this in Mind. We do not expect that-you will.learn all about.statistics

from this, brief treatment. 'If you complete the seetiOn feeling more

comfortable with.the'statistical notions expressed here, feeling that you

have an intuitive grasp of the concepts and that, you have a better idea of

, what data'analysis can buysin the way of useful information for program

evaluation, then we will have achieved our purpose.

'A Working Definition

FirSt, it is necessary to have in mind the difference between descriptive

and inferential statistics.

Descriptive

Inferential

Types of Statistics

Numbers that describe a set of data

Numbers which enable,one to test

.hypotheses and make inferences

about the'effectiveness of a program

The following demonstrations will illustratea. number of -different descriptive

statistics:



2. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS'

Coin-lipping Demonstration-
s,

Directions:

1. First.:take a penny, or other coin, from yoUr pocket.

2. Flip it 10 times and tally the number.of heads anti, tails in the

space below:

Number of. Heads and Tails in 10,Flips

Example

Heads Tails

1111 1-1-1-4. 1

Participant's.1ndividual Tally

Heads Tails

3, ,Combine your results with others at your table in.the space below,:

4 .

Example

)"

Participant
No.

Heads Tails

1. 4 6

7 3

3 5. 5

4 2 8

5 6 4

6
.

7

8

Total
.

24 .

.'
26

Participant's Group Record

Participant
ilo.

Heads Tail's

1

3

4

5

6

7

Total I
.

At this point, the workshop trainer will get totals from

and record them on a master record for the total group..

each 'table



:Theoretically, if acoin is flipped a,very large nutber of times, the

number of heads and tails dould be expected to be approximately equal. By

this time, yew have probably noticed that there is randem.variation from

this expected 50/50 .split among the individuals sitting at your table and

among:the different tables'in the room. You have probably also noticed that

as the number of'coin flips increases, the deviation from'a 50/50 split

becomes less (i.e., your overall table totals'come closer to 50/50 than'

individual totals in your table, group; when all tables.are combined, the

total comes closer to '50/50 than. when several,,are-.combined).

This concept is basic to what happens with test. scores. A single test

score of a single Student is always an "eptimate" of his true score. .There

are many reasons why. we cannot expect to get an exact. score, some related to

the inherent difficulties in making these kinds of.Aleasuretents and some

related to the specific conditions under which data are. collected. However,

when groups of,ptddents are combined and as the groups become. larger, we can

have increased confidence that the overall group picture is a better represen-

-
tation of that grours status.

This is also related to the concept of randomness. Those persons who

got 1/9, 2/8, or 3/7 splits'on flipping their coins deviated randomly from

the expected 5/5.split. However, there was.a tendency for those to be.

balanced out by persons who got 9/1, 8/2, or 7/3 splitr. This is how randot

selection of studentsand random assignment to groups can assure that certain

factors not controlled by the design are controlled through random selection

or random assignment.

At this point, we have certain Ildsic raw data but they are not yet

organized in a very Systematic fashion. Now we will organiZe the data into

freqUency distribution, display them graphically, and get some descriptive

statistics. Using just the information on ndmber of' heads will demonstrate

the point:

2



For your future reference, copy in the frequencx column the nuMbers

compiled by the trainer for the total group.

t

Value
(No. Heads)

,

.

Frequency
Nalue

x
Frequency

' 10

8

.
.3

1

'0 .

Total
.

Mean (X)

Median (Md)

Mode (Mo). ,

Range t



6.-.Using the frequencies.obtained from the total workshop.group, draw

a.line graph below following the .instructions given.

Instructions:

a- What was the highest number of heads anyone had? How many

persons had.that number?

b. Place an x in the graph opposite...these two nUmbers on the

respective scaleg.

c- Do this for each'vaiue and freqUedcy.

4, Connect the x's with a line.

1

0 1 2 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Number of Heads



;;

Measures of Central Tendency

. There are a number of conveotional descriptive statistics which,may be
_

used todescrIbe the distribution we jtiat graphed. One is a measure of

central tendency. If we select one value which typifies the group, we

would select one towards the middle of the range. 'three such statistics

are commonly used--the mean, median, and mode. The mean is simply the

-.arithmetic average--all the scores divided by the oumber,of persons in the

group. In the coin-flipping exercise just completed, to get the mean we

, could have just listed each.person's "score," one after the other, added

them, and divided by total number in the group. However, thiS become's

'unwieldy, especially as size of group increases, Insteaa, we'llave prepared

a frequency distribution. When data ard in this form, the score value's must

be taken into dccount. To do this, multiply score value by frequency of

thatscore, take the sum and divide by number of persons.

The median is the middle value in a,set of Scores arranged in ascending

or sescending Order. 'Count up from the bottom or down from.the't0p. If

ther .1s an even number.of scores, the.median is.:the average of'the 'two

middle\score..

\The mode is the most frequently occurring value. Sometimes distribution

of test scares will, be bimodal--this is often seen in hctelneous classes

where there is a proportionately high number of bilingual (Jtolents whose

command of.Sngiish is not as good as that of native-speaking Englisi.,

students.

-1-1-1-1

Bimoda:

Just, a few extremely high or ex.tremelv.jow unres can sometimes affect the

mean substantially. For this reason, the moE:di4n is sometimes preferred.

,Suppose, for example, in an acbie're:Teric test, a class of 25 studets (Case 1)

obtained the following scores (out 'cf 100):



RESULTS OF ACHIEVEMENT TEST .

Case 1

'Student No.

N=25

Score

=

Case 2

Student No. Score

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

-,-
13

14

15

16

.17

18

19

20

21
29

23

24

25

98

98

97

81
80

79

78

-77
75

75

73

72

71

71

70

6-8-

68

68

67

65

5
63

. 60

'60
_

f

R.ange = 98-60
Median = 71. .

Mean = 73.6

4:-Modd)

-

1

2

3

4

', 5

...J 6,

-7
8

9

10

11

38 12
13

14

15

16

,
17

18

19

20

21

'22

24

25

23

98
98

97

81

80

79

78
,

77

75
.75

s/3

72 Pange = 98-20 =
71 Median =.71
71 Mean = 68.8
70

6

68'4-Mode
68

67'

65
65

63

20

20

The median (in this exampl?, the 13thscore) is 71. The mean is 73.6. P,ut

now suppose that Ole lowest.three score4 are,21,20, and 20 instead of 61, -

60., and '60 (Case 2). The.median remains the same, but themean is now 68.8,

a drop,of 4.8 points. 'bixty'percent of the pupils scored 70 or better, but

the mean does not,reflect that. lt has_been affected by three uncharacter-

istically low scores. In this illustration, the median would be a. better

indicator of central cendeu,y than the mean.

78.
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The three measures of central tendency Will vary in their

relationship to each other depending on the shape of the

The two illusttations below demonstrate this:

5<- Nd Mo

Measure:: of Variab.Aity

distribution.

x Mean

Ma = Median

Mo = Mode

Giving the central tendency is necessary but not sufficient to adequately

'describe a set of data. The amount of variati,m in scores is. also important

to consider. Three such statistics will be discussed--the range, standard

deviation, and the variance.

The range. In the example we just used to demonstrate the_effe-'1 of

extreme scores on the mean, the range .of scores forr the first case was

98-60 or 38 and for the.second case.it was 98-20 or 78.

Here arp some other examples of measures of variability:

5

o
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Case 1

Mean = 50
a

Frequency \ Range: 100 - 0 = 100

x=50

SCORE

Frequency

/
20

Case 3

Frequency

35" x=50 65

SCORE

lob

CaSe 2

F., _
x=50

SCORE

Mean = .50

Range: 80 - 20 = 60

Mean = 50

Range: 65 - 35 = 30

80



The stand.7.rd de'!-Ltion. Another statistic that will help Us.as we look

at.distributionr of scores is the standard deviation. .Thl .asure tells us

more about hoW Lhe sCores spread theMselves around the mear

The Closer the scorer, clusteg, around the mean-, tho smal'

deviatioL::

iverage-score.

.A10 standard

1
.

Continuing with .the same three cases,,the_f4gures g F-11 show.

how the size of the standard devia-tion from the mean reflects the spread'or

varii±ility of scores. The more spread Out.or variable che scores, the

larger the -p.tandard deviation.

The- familiar bellshaped curve, or normal Jistribution, shown on

page'F-13, forms the basis for making statistical interpretations, and there

ae known relationships between standard deviation units and the percent of

cases.falling within-those.units.

1

.Id the theoretical curve, 68 percent of all scores lie between (+) and

.() one,standard deviation;-:95 percent of the scores lie between (+) and ().

'two standard deviatiOns, an4i almost all lie within (+) and () three. standayd

deViations. This reJationship enables us to determinethe likelihood that

differences between two or more grOUpsor.two or more sets of scores obtained

atr'differenttimes are significantly different from each other.

4. The normal distribution does not exist in nature. It is an idealized

mathematicai distribution which.approximates many "real" distributions that

are found in nature. 'Its usefulness lies :Ln the fact Chat known pergents

lie within given standard deviation units.

In CaPe 1., with a mean of .50 and a standard deviation Of 15, 68 percent

cl the scores would fall between 35 (mean 1 S.D.) and 65 (mean + 1 S.D.).

Further, 95 percent ofthe scores would fall between 20 and 80, While.
.

99 percent of the scores would fall between 5 and 95.

_If iwo individuals in Case L made raw scores of 50, and 65, their

percentile ranks (P.R.) would be 50 and 65:. These pame raw scores in.

Case 3 would yield P.R.s of 50



mcy

ncy,

Case'l

////

r-i-' 1 S.D.= 65

- 1 S,D.= 35

4

Mean = 50

S.D. = 15. 4

Range: 100 - 0 = 100

10 20 30 40 60 70 80 90 100

SCORE

Frequency

Case 2 .

Mean = 50

S.D. = 10

1- Range: 80-20 = 60

- 1 S.D. =

+ 1 S.D. = 60_

20 30 40

Case. 2 ,SCORE

35

SCORE

65

Mean = 50

S.D.-= 5

Range: 65-35 = 30
- 1 S.D. = 45

+ 1 S.D. = 55

60 70



Percentile
Equivalents

Typical Slondord Scores
r-sircrect

4 0
Tixoros 1

ACFCTwoms1

o 4 10 20030 40 50 60 70 80 90 *,

. I.

1

0 1 0 0 1 0 +2.0 -{ 3 0 + 4 0

1

-.2

1

20 30

1 1
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1 1 1 1 1
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Note also the relationship among various kinds of scores discussed

in the previous section on instrutents. In the figure on F-12,.the unequal

units on the percentile scale can be asily seen. This has important

implications for the kinds of Statistical tests that can be usea: Four

different kinds of standard scores are shown--each with -a different mean

apd standard deviation. Stanines are also shown in their relationship to

other kinds of scores.

Now, looking .a,t the curves in the three different cases, notice

they ,all,have the same .mean, median, 'and mode. But the spread of:szoxes

differs mori,edly,across the different caseS. So far, we've just calked in

the abstract about the spread of the scores. Now let's consider an example

As an evaluator, you are ,collecting a varietyof

measures.by whichjou intend to see to what extent

your program has met its objectives. For example,.

one anticipated outcome-is an increaSe_ in achieve

,
ment. To meas.ure this, suppose yob administered a

standardized achievement test 'at the beginning and'

end of the year.

The mean.on the_pretest was 67; the posttest

mean was 70, a mean increase of 3 points. That is

a change, but,can you now say,4"The program was

success. 0iir.kids'gained tbree points bn an

*achievement test administeredloa a prepost basis."?

If you answered that question "YeW you were mistaken. Think again.

Remember when we _changed the last three scores in our table;."Results

of Achievement Test,".the mean dropped from 73.6 to 68.8, a drop of.4.8

points? Yet only three scores changed! Now think of the first 25 scores

.as a pretest and.the secondset'as a posttest. You would think twice about

reporting a loss of 4.8 points without some careful examination of the

data. So be-as skeptical about that increase of 3 points in the above

exaMple as you are, rightfully, about that loss shown in Case 2 of the

table.

The variance. The variance is closely related to the standard deviatin,

and mathematically it is simply the square of the standard deviation.

24.1



Sliatistical tests that are made to see if there has,been "real" gain

.hetween pre- and posttests or those madeto_see.if "real" differences exist

between two or more groups are cvlled tests Of sigificance. .They .examine

the differ-encq betweem,means in relation to the variance of the groups and

then use the normal curve .or other theoretical urves to interpret the

results.

Consider what happenS wheii We want to compare two sets of scores, such

as a pretest and a posttest. Ideally we would like to see two nonoverlapping

set s. of scores:

10 15, 20 5 30 35 40 '. 45 50

The lowest score On.the posttest islligher than the higilest score on

the pretest. Clearly, there has been a significant change. Unfortunately,

real data do notuually behave this way. Usually.there will be less or
,

more overlap
,

in score, like this:

1 I 1

5 IC (5 20 2 5 30 35 45 50 55 60



or this:

e
I .r

5 I 0 15 25 30 35 40 . 45 50

As the overlap between pretest and posttest _scores ihcreases,'we become

less re that a "real"'.ti change has occurred. Inferential statistics looks at

the-amount of-change in relation to.the variahce and_gives. the probability,

that a "real" change has occurred.,',

The visual comparison below readily'Illtstrates whvvariance is

important.

_difference of twenty units between
groups with relatively small standard

ations

.

1 20 units
X1

Mean difference of twenty units between

two groups with relatively. large standard

deviations

4;0



Ditributions'Other Than Normal
,)

While test scores from normreferenced testsgenerally distribute themselves

somewhat-like the theotetical normal curves we have been-discussing, not all

scores do. A basic underlying assumption for many tests of significance is

that the data' are distributed normally. Befofe.proceeding with any .planned

analysis, it is a geod idea to draw a graph and look atthe waY7 the data

do-di.striloute themsEthii!s If in doubt, there are procedures for testing

whether .a given 'distribution departs too.far from normalcy for you .to usc a

statistic based op a normal distribution. Here are some other than normal

distributions you may run into:

.Negativeli Skewed Positively Skewed

2,

,- If a test is too ea::,y, you scores may look like the figure on-the'left.

TherR was not,enough "ceiling" on the test to adequately differentiate among'

the best stildents. If'a test is, too difficult,, the.scores may look like the

figure.on the right with.little diffeLentiation among the poorer students.
. ,

Most normreferenced tests do not mc well t either extreme of, the range

for which they are_intended.

Bimodal Rectangular

A.bimodal distribution mentioned earlier is one which has scores heavily

concentrated in two distinct parts pf the scale.,:This may:tendto happen In

some bilingual programs if you have a mix of natiVe Englishspeaking and

native Spanishspeaking students neither of which have good command (:)-f the

other's language. One way to treat thiS problem is to consider eac .group

separately in the analysi.



A rectangular distribution will be obtained if you ;plot percentile

scor6s for a,group that is similar to the norm group. 'Thi$ is a function

of the percentile scale. The. kinds .of program evaluation ciuestions you-

want to AnSWer and the kinds of,data You use to develop the answers will

guide you in.the selection of which statistics to use.

I

In summary, you have been introduced to the following d>scriptive

statistics:

Frequency

. Mean

Descriptive Statistics

7,he number of times a given Itvlu&I occurs

,jhe average Value; the sum of a 1 values

A
divided by the total number of .alues

Median The middle value in a distributipn
arranged'id.order f.rom high tu low, or

from low to high

Mode

Range

Standard
Duxiation

.t

Variance.

The moSt frequently occurring value
I

The difference between the highesand
lowest volue. -

A measure showing how scores spre'ad them-
\

selves around the mean .

Th-e_square oi the. standard deviation, the
basis .for Mast inferential tests pf 'sIgnif-

icance



3. INFERENTIAL STATISTICS

Infere'ntial statistics provide a way to test the significance of results

obtaineil when dala are collected.. As noted in the discussion Oh descrip.

tive sttistics, all mea'surement is subject ro error (due to-inherent.

difficies in Measuring behavior and tospecific testin3 conditions) and

to random fluctflation (due to the particular persons included in the sample).

Inferential .catistics'provide a wayto separatc chPnce errors and random

: fluctuation from,real changes.

selecting a particular statistical test, it is i rtant to know what:

kinds of data you are dealing with and what the basic assumptions are about

those data. Program evaluators will encounter.three basic kinds of data:

Scoredata

order data.

' category data

Score Data

,Each persdn has a-numerical score that represents his or her peefOrmance or

behavior. These are the kinds of data- that come from any'standardized test.*

Techniques used with score data make some rather stringent aseumi:tions:

1. Intervals between icores are erfual; that is, differences '

)aetween scores at one _point on the'scale are equal to the

same sj.2e differences at any pther point on the scale.

(Note': Percentiles and.grade equivalents do .not qualify .

on this'point.)

2. The scJres are assumed to be normally distributed within

the llopulation from'which they are, drawd.

a. The variances in two ot more groups bel:ng compared are

the sang***

' *Percentile,scores excepted

, **Actually, the assumption is that the yariances in the populations are
the' same, where population is defined as the.total group to which you
can generalize.



However, empirical studies have showt:that some violation of these

assumptions by some tests does not impair their'usefulness.

Ordered Data

Each person is assigned a rank that.represents his position along a scale.

If you have five different ce4ts'you are conSiderit3 for adopti n and ask a

committee to place them in order from the most preferred to the least pre-

ferred, you have orkiered data. Sometimes score data can be treated as

ordered data, particularly if there.is reason to believe the assumptions

underlying score data have been badly violated. Statistical tests for

ordered data do not make stritgent asumptions.

Category Data

Each person is counted as belonging in a particular Classification or

category. Number of parents for a band A.crease election and number of

parents against the election Constitute categorY data. Or a comparison

which ihvolves,numbers it different ethnic groups gives category data.

Statistical Tests for Score Data
,

If the data you havc ..an meet the assumptions underlying tests for score

data, there are many different and potentially powerful tests that.,,cat be

u.Fed. Most inferential tests for score data require special training for

their proper selection and use. Unless the program evaluator has had this

,
training, he or she is adVised to seek the help of someone who haa.

Seveal commonly used tests will be,mentioned, but no effort will be

made to teach the computational routines. Program evaluators who have

access to a cOmputer center may wish to seek assistance from that sourae

'once chi:: decisions have been made as to What.kinds of analyses are appro-

pri te, Do not expect computer people to help you decideuthat analysis

.isot apPropriate. They may be statisticians as well as data processors,

but most are not,

1.

2



Th-?. t-tests. A t-test compares two" means -(prétest*vs.' posttest or-

group 1 Vs. group 2) to detetrmine whethsr 7rear.dlIferentes\exist. There'

are several variations in computational routines depending updn the kinds

of data being used. In order to select the appropriate computational

routine for t-tests, t,he evaluator must know:

1.- Whether the groups beihg cdmOared are independent cr\

correlated. If you have two measures.on each person \

(pre- and posttest), the groups are correlated. If

you are comparing two different.groups, use the

t-test for uncorrelated means'.
14

. Sample size. N = 30 for each group being compared

ia the generally.a,-.:epted lower limit for uSing the

t-test. For smaller groups, one of the tests for

-ordered data may be more appropriate. A description

_of this type of inferential test will be found below.

3. Whether-the variances differ markedly. Unless the

variances of the two groups are similar, use-of the

t7test is questionable. A separate test can be made

to determine whether unequal variances is a prOblem.

Note: A t-test Used under Ore- and posttest conditions.must take into-

account what the expected gain would have been without the special prOgrarn

Given ao specidk program, average students are expected to,gain one mo?th

for each month of instruction. To demonstrate Superiority of a special

program, it shOuld produce gains beyond those expected in the-absence of ,..

the program. Expectations for an educationally deprived group may be only

one-half year for each scool year. Past growth history of pupils Involved

can help deLermine what this expectation is.

Analysis of variance. In its simplest form, analysis of- variance is

used when you wish to find out if differences exist in more than two groups.

This is a practical method for program evaluators to use.

Analvis of variance can also be used when you wish to examine various

factors that may be affecting a progrnm (instruCtional method, amoulit. of.

time devoted to instruction, use,of teacher aides). This is called factorial



design and is'poteatially a very powerful tool. Unfortunately, its useful-

ness is somewhat limited by the

\randomly to'each possible combi

For example:

Aides
Present
Aides
Absent

need toU
assign eit.er pupils or classers'

ation of all Variables' :)eing investigated.

Method I MethOd.2

D

min. mist min. min.

In,this very simple design,

situatiops'(method 1, 30 minutes

.30\mintixes of instruction,''aides_ _

'you would need to set up 8 different

of instruction, aides present; method 1,

absent; etc.). and then randomly place

students into each of the eight rituations. Or you could assign intact

classrooms (those not.dlvided_into_suPgroUps) to.each of the eight cwiditions.

But just orie_classroom per situation is not sufficient to take into account,

he teacher variabld. For this reason, powerful'as they are; factorial

.designs may Iiot'be%mery practical for program evaluation.

Multiple-regression analysiS. Multiple-regression analysis deals with

prediction. In.the.case of progXam.evaluation, at might be nice to.know which

pupils would benefit most from certain instructional units or which combina-
,-

tion of'program chaxacteristics pxoduces the greatest student achieVement.
__

.To set up a multiple-regression analysis, the program evaluator must do-

the following:

I. Identify a suitable criterion tha Ls aCceptable evidence of achieVe-

ment. (End-of-theyear achievement test may serve very well.)

2. Identify a set of predictors--those things that either preexist

or measurements that will be taken during the year that you think

will affect student outcome. Preexisting factor may be such

things as age, sek, general ability; socioeconomic status, grador;

in related courses,.etc. Predictive measurements taken durini.,

year may-be test scores on units of instruction, teacher judgment

about.pupil progress, pupil Self-evaluation, and .the:like.
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Statistical Tests for Ordered Data

,grdered'clata maybe obtained in twobasicways. First: No numerical scores-

are obtained, but you are able to place persons or''objec..1S along some dimen-

sion of interest (as when,a coiamiCtee reviews five textbooks up for adoption

and can make o Series of'decisions as to which is !aost preferred, which is,

least preferred, and which fitn.between). Second (and most.common): You

have obtained numerical scores but..Teelthe scores'are not precise enough

to meet the assumptions to use tests for score data. If.you must convert

score data' to drdered data,_be aware there are standard conventions'for

dealing with thiS:

Scores Zanks

13 1

11 If two scores are equal-, the average

11 3.5
rank (3 + 4) 1 2 iS assigned.

,

9 Rank 5 '(not 4).'is assigned to next score.

Scores Ra'nks

13 1

12

11 4
. _

if 3 scoreS'are;e4Uall;:the av.erage .
.

,

_11 4 .rank,:(.3-4- 4 + 5.W..:::aris:.as.O.gned-:
.

.,_ ,

,

" .- ' ' -, ^.-:,- :` ....-:`,.,,1II 5
4):-

:-

.

9 6 Rank,.:6 (not 5t,iS,--.assi,gn4dt&next score.
..:

; .

..The Sign Test. The ,Siwt Test can.b... used determin'e whether changes.

have occurred between two different paints in time...'Formple., suppose an
. .

. , . .

, . A '..
evaluator Oants to det6rmine the eff.ectiveness.of a new unit on citizensliit

,

.
, .-,

des,igned to encourage pupils to'take a more active interest in 'a coming. ',,-

,

community election.. The evilluator rates each:student on.a.scale of 1 to 10
.

before instruction begins by getting informatIon bn'such. things as his or

heriknowledge of who is running for office, 'What thessup's are-,:.1)ow mUch
.

time isspent watching ioca1 TV newscaSts. or readA;ng abdut the election in

local newspapers. Alter the nnit,'the_masures are 'repeated, an6 new values

an a scale of 1. to 10 are assigned.

1



- Data are recorded as follows:

Pre- and Posttest Scpres on Community Election Unit

Pupil No. Pretest Posttest. Ch.ange

1 4

4 5 L+

3 1 3

4

4 3

5

6

8

9

6

1

4

3

2 .

5

5

7

--- ... ,

Note: Pupils who do- not change are elimi.natedfrom tbe table.

_

The test consists of counting the, number pf "--changeS," noting' the'
,

- total number of /ludents who change in eithex dieection, and consulting a
. :.

taible ddsigneafor this test.*;tc In thiS tase,,the charme is.not significant.

1

.

. . .

The iCruskal-Wallis Test. ThiS.test can b used' to detvmine whether

there- are differenCes among grouPS. \

-_

SuPpose t'he evaluatot wants.t0 examine'*th0. selfConCep'e of students 'in

three different groups (those who'have had p.?.6yearsi;ofc-Ompens,atory educa-
. . . .

. .-, .

tion, those wfio have had'one year, and'thOse-,Whe-;h:Oe_hcad-no exposure to
;

compensatory educacipcY. .The evaluator giveaself-Concept:meaSure and

converts thP scorfstoxanks. T;ota are:xecotded a8 fdllowSf

%

4.

,+Jand - are cor.Eiaexed a A'orm of ordered qpta./
.i/

, .

FOr complete description, see Linton, M. 4 Gallo, P. S. Jr., The practical

statistician!'simglified haridbook of statistics. MOnterer, CA..: Brooks

Cole, 1975. ::,- .



Time Exposure to Compensatory Education

Score

2 Years.

Rank

1 Year

Score Rank

None

Score Rank

18 3.5 12 1 18 3.5

28 8 16 2 21 5 -

32
_

9 37 11
all

26 6.5

46 13.5 40 12 26 6.5

52 16.5 46 13.5 33 10

62 20 52 16.5 51 15

63 21.5 61 19 53 18

63 21.5 68 23

70 24

T
1
= 92.0 T

2
= 96.5 T

3
= 111.5

n2 7 n2 8 3
= 9

For the computationminded, your workshop trainer can ;ive you the

procedure to follow or consult Linton and Gallo cited on pa,-e C-23.

Two other relatively simple tests that can be used with ordered data are

as follows:

The,Rank Sums Test. This is similar to the KruskalWallis Test, but.can

be used when there are only two groups to be compared.

The Friedman Test: The Friedman Test ts appropriate when more thad two

0 measurements are made on the same persona at different times.

Tests for Ordered Data

Test Use

Sign Test Tests.pre and postmeasurements
on a single. group.

Rank Sums Test

KruskalWallis Yost

Friedman Test

Tests differences between two groups.

Tests differences among three or
more groups.

Tests differences When three or more
common measurements are made on Op!
same perSons, over time.



Statis'tical Tests for Category Data

The most commenly Id test for .category data is ,the chi
,,2

-square ) tet
However,jt may be used in a number of different ways for difrent purpoSes.

The two most common uses of this statistic for the program evaiu3ror will be

1) to test the deviation of obtained frequencies against some a priori set of

expected frequeficies,:and 2). as a.test of association.
/

Deviation from expected frequencies. To return to our seventh- /

grade experimental reading program, supposelone of the objectives de:als .

with the attitudes of, students in the i.rogrem. An attitudinal questionnaire

is given at the end of the year to see howIthe group felt about the program.

One of the questions the evaluator asks itiv

All things IcOnsidered, did you enjoy

the experi.ental reading program?

The students respona "Yes" orl"No."

If the students really have no preaisposition toward the program one way

t!)r the other, we would expect that abot4 half of them would. rePly "Yes" and

about half of them would reply "No." f the overall response,is generally

.ppsitive, we would eXpect more than half to reply positively.

Suppose that out of 100 students sLimpled, 65 students said "Yes"

(they enjoyed the experimental readingprogram) and 35 sai4.21ao," Is 65

enough greater than 50 to conclude that the overall response is generally
V

positive .and that iCdid not just occur\by chance?

\

The statistical question is: Is a 6' /35 split signitif.cantly different

from the 50/50 expected by ciance if - students really have no predis-

pOition one way or the other? Th- X2 te t may be used to answer this

qudstion. The first 0.cp is to const.cuct thie table:

itimbTr of.Students Who Res'Oonded "Yes" :and "No"

I ohselrved Frequency

Lxpe,J4_,(1 Frequf:ncy

Yes\ I No Total

.1 4-

35 100

50 50 100

J



For these data, x = 8.41. (Those interested in learning how to compute

chisquare (X-] should see the Learning Exercise that begins on.page F-32.)

This result must aw be referred to 41 table to determine whether it may .

be cOnsidered significant. To use the table, it is necesSary to knoW the

degrees of fTeedom for this problem and to select a level of significance.

.The concept of degrees of freedom is related to the number of categories

being treated, For this kind of problem, the number of degrees' of freedom.

is one less than the number of categories. Since there are two categories,

there is one degree'cif freedom.

The selection of level of significance is somewhat arbitrary ,and indicates

the amount of risk the evaluator is willing to take. The greater the magnitude

of an observed difference in relation to the variability of the score involved,

the more likely it is that a real and significant difference does exist. It is

statistically possible to state the chances-that an observed difference is'a

reallone or one due, to chance. In our example, we will select the .05 level of

significance. This means the evaluator is willing to run the risk of being

wrong five times in 100 if he assumes that all differences larger than the one

read from the table are considered to be real and significant. It. is also

important to note that sample size becomes important when attempting to

establish whether or not there is statistical significance. The larger the

number of observations, the greater the opportunity is for che effects oF

chance to.be reduced.

Now look at a portion of the table on significance levels for X2
.

Portion of Table Showing Significance'Levels for )(2

Degree of Significance Levels
Freedom .25 .10 .05 .025 .01 .005

1 ' 1.3 2.7 3.8 5.0 6.6 7.9
2 2.b 4.6 6.0 7.4 9.2 . 10.6
3 4.1 6.3 7.8 9.4 11.3 12.8

5.4 7.8 9.5 11.7 13.3 18.5

2



This table gives X- values for significance levels from .25 to .005. Since

we selected the .05.1evel and we have one degree of freedom, the value of

interest to us is 3.8. In order for the difference found in our probleM to

be consiciered signifLant, our ,(2 value' has to be greater than 3.8. Since

our value is.8.41; we can conclude that students in this group really do

have a generally favorahle attitude toward the program. In fact, our value'

is greater than 7.9, the value, given at the .005 level of confideace. A

Value as large as 8.41 occurs less'than once in 200 t,imes.

as a L..est of association. The Most frequent u

of association.

2
of X is as a test

This test will tell yoa whether or not there is a relation-

ship between fwo variables. For example, you may surv y your communty to

get information abcut wHether they would support a tax increase to ptdvide

additional school services.. Because having or not having children in

school may influence the vote, you want to analyze your data to see if there

is a relationship between'the responses you got and having children in

school.

Responses onlax Increase Issue

Rave Children
in School

Do Not
Have Children
, in School Total:

Approve
Increase.

in Taxes

60 20 80

Do Not Approve
.
Increase in
Taxes

30 40 70

Total 90 60 150

For these data, X2 = 14.76, again a highly significant value (see

computation on page F-32). We can conclude that there,is a definite relation-7

ship between having children in school and willingness to support a tax

increase. Course of action: Get the parents out to vote!'



X2 s a test of association can-accommodate more than two levels for .each

variauLe, provided certain conditions are met. In the above example, there

could have been three categories of response--,"for," l!against," and "undecided."

Or you may have wanted to do the analysis by age group of respondent .(21-35,

36-50, over 50), or by some econumic index mediuM, and'low), or by

ethnic group (white, black, Chicano, other).. The degrees of.freetlom change

as-the dimtnnsions of the table change,andvre equal to

df = (r-1)(c.-1).

where r equals number of rows and c equals number of columns. For a 3 x 4

table, df = (3-1)(4-1) - 6. SoTong zs the rUles shown b.elow are observed,

7' an be a very flexible tool.

Rules to Follow When Using X
2

1. The raw data must always be frequencies. Counting peoply

who pass or fail z test is.legitimate. Counting the-number of,

items that each person pas'ses and getting. an .average score

is not legitimate (this is score data). If your'data are

presented percentages, convert ba,c1c to frequencies,

All dalyses require that each subject or event be.
4counted only once. In some.cases, you may have more than

one measure of a given type on each persdn. Special tech-

niques must be used when this occurs.

3 If samples are very small, or if some expected events are

extxemely infrequent, t- .ayr not be zppropriate. TUere

must be ekpected frequencies for 2 x 2 tables of at least

5 tallies in each cell. For larger tables (2-x 3 or

great('r), all epected frequencies must be 2 or more.

Special tests can be applied to make adjustents if this

criterion is not met._

4. Mn something is counted because it is present, absencr!

must also bu counted. For example, if you w',h to see if

related to passing or failing some objective, you

rer:, cd f.ii I I f.'S ii hU



Rind of

Data

a

Score

Data

Ordered

Data

Category

Data

SUMEARY UF INFERENTIAL STATISTICS

Statistical
T

Nets

t-Tet:

Analysis of

Variance

Purpose.

To determine whether a significant

difference exists between two'groups

To determine whether a significnnt

difference existS between pretest

and posttest

ifo doterminewhether significant

differences exist among three or

more groups,

m-

To determine what factors account

for outcomes of a particular 'program

Regression

Analysis

Sign Test

Rank Sums

Test

Kruskal-

Wallis Test

Friedman

Test

Chl-Square

It)

To predict whatufactors Account for

student outcomA

To determine whether a significant

change.has taken place between two

different testing times

. -

To cletormi Ine woetaer toere .s a

signiticant ttifference between two

groups

To determine whether significant

differences exist among Oiree or

more groups'

Lxample ot Question Asked

Did students in .the demonstration program

perform better on a test of Achlevement.

at the end of the year than pupils in

the regular program?

Did a 'significant change fake' place ov r

normally expected gain during the course

ol the yearT

To deLermine'sighificant differences

WInni.three oi'Mdee,cOmMult measure-

ments are made 6n the sare peisons

over time

To test devfatCon,of obtained

trequencies against some a'priori

sot of expected freqUencies

To determine wheelie, there is a

significant relationship between

two variables

Is student achieveigeht affected by Cut-

ting instructional time irom 6U minutes

to SO minutes or 40 minutes?

Are gains in student aclievement due.

primarily Ao ceachimg methods, to time

allotted for instruction, or to the

presench of .aides in the classroom?

Is it possible to predlct uhich students

will benefit most from a unit on Alcohol

abuse?

Did students take a MOre active fnteiest

in the cormannity election.after a special

unit on citizenship?

Are stod,hts -ranked dilicrently

aggressive behavior iwschool

'compared to school li?

bnAlle Self concept of pupils o'co ,,,.ing

degrees ot exposure to C.T c ii .-

tion dater frets one on,"

.

Do students' ;,eriepticrts 0 t,l,tr

'change ov,r the 000rm, of

Did parents -Ake favorable .

signIfloont-If more times t, .

expecAuti h7 chance?

Ad be

Are parents i..th eliiNren in h.':nol

more likely t, ',cur a tax Increase

electicrn than p,.sons out havic,:

children 'in school?

2



F-30

. 4. ,I)ATA INTERPRETATION GUIDELINES.

Once the analyses have been perEorthed Ad certain outcomes have attained

statistical significance, and once the descriptive data have been'summarized

'and presnted in tabular and graphic form:

What are you justified in saying about the results

of the evaluation? What cautions must be observed?

What kinds'of remarks avoided?

AL, a general rule, thaevaluator js advised not to make broad,'sweeping,

obal statements that the data "prove" the success Of a program. Statistics

o not jirove,anything. Statisti proVide the basis upom which 'people make

ferences and interpretations. Be sure you distinlLuish between the facts

given by statistics and the inferencas made by.people.

Moreover, the.evaluator must bE careful to define the population.to

which the results are generalizable,.citing sampling techniqUes used to

support claims of generalizability. For example, suppose a suestionnaire

intendeL to obtain a random Sample of teacher opinions about an innovation

drew a response from a disproportionate number .of female,teachers.. The

evaluator would have to decide how much stock to place in the questionnaire

responses and would haye a respOnsibility'to report his or her professional

judgment on tl)e possible effect of lacking nsc,lomnoss.

Furthermore, the evaluator needs to knowand repnrt the relative

strengths anEi weaknesses af the various 'instruments used. It is advisable to

acknowledge the difference between data collectiop instruments which require

people to perform.or demonstrate what-. they know as.opposed to just asking

them to make judgments or offer opinions. 4udgments, particularly when made

about other people, are prone to large fluctuations due to diffarences which

exist among people because of their varying standards and background

influeaces.
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Thus, with a good design and apRropriate analysis, the evaluator at a

minimum shogld be able to say:'

1. Which students,or student groups are realizing
-
achievement and other benefits.from the program

and whfch are not;

2. Which components of the program are paying off

in student gains and'iMprovements', and in what

ways;

3. What impacts other than changes in. student

learning iqave there been which have affected

parents, students, teachers, administrators,

%add others.

'7
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. ,

In 2 x 2 table:

LEARNING EXERCISE 15:' COMPUTATION OF X21

-

Learning Exercise 15

Do Not
Have Children

in School
Have

in

Childten,
S.chool . ' Total

Approve
Increase
in Taxes

60

()
20

-(b)

80

(a + b)

Do not Approve
Increase in.'"
Taxes

Total

30

. (c)

40

(d)

N(lbc -adi

70

(c + d)

150
(a+b+c+d) = N

(a + b)(c + d)(a + c)(b +
.

2 150(1600 - 2400] 75)2

(80) (70) (90) (60)

150(1725)2
30,240,000

2 446 343 750
X- " = 14 76

30,240,000

In tables larger than 2 x.lt:

40.

The computational scheme for tables larger than 2 x 2 requires that. an
.......

.

expected frequuncy be teveloped for each cell in the table. The expected '

-

cell frequency is obtained by multiplying the total of the row to which the

cell belongs by the total of th.e column to which the. cell 'belongs and then

dividing by thC'grand total.
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Learulng Exercise 15

F-33

'In this example,.dAta are arranged fot an analysis of tY;e returns from a

'questionnaire which asked parents of three different ethnic groups how many

pupils in their 'school needed a,bilingual program.
,

Ethnic Geoup of Parents

StudentS Npedihg
Prrams I II

so. I

A

III Total .

All' T5 ,(471) 54 , (68.2) 12 (25.7) 141

'Host 64 (66.1) 106. (95.8) ° 28 (36.0) 198

Few 28 ..(53.8) 2 (78.6 51 (29.3) 161

167 242 910 500

1,

'The 'expected ftequencies ate givpn in parentheses ( ) and the 47.1 iivep in

,

' the first box is
a'

(141) (167)
500

- 47.1

.x.' is calculated by subtracting the expected value froM the obtained value,

squaring and dividing by 'the expected value. When this has been done for'

each cell, the resu1ts are added.

X- =
(fo - fe)2-.

fe

(25 47.')2 + (54 - 66.2)- + (12 - 25.7)
2

- 47.1 68.2 25.7

+ (64 - 66.1)- + (106 - 95.8)
2

+ (28 - 36.6
2

66,1 95.8 36.0

2
+ (28.- 53.8) + A82 - 78.0

)2 + (51 - 29.3)4

53.8 ;'6.0 29.3

= 58.36
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X2 Hxercises

Directions:

Learning Exercise 15

\l. Using the 2 )5_2 methoa of computing x as a test of association just
..

\illustrated, compute r. for these values, rewl the level of signifi-

cance from the k2 table at F-26, and draw a conclusion about these data.

I.

1pprove

o Not

A prove

Have'

Children if

50,

1

40

Do Not
Havse

Childrem Total

30 80

30 70

90. 60

N(lbc - ad

(a + b)(c + d)(a + d)

150

1-

Assume -Jour data have a third category of response--"undecided:"

Co Ipuf e for this 2 x 3 table using the formula

.07 -'f
o e

determine the Levu of si.gnitl ance, and draw a conclusion about these
data.

Do Not
Have Have

Children Childlren Total
--h

Approve
.50 70

Undecided
10 20

Disppro
!,() 30 h0

Total
60. 150

.

2 I 1



ANSWERS

X=2. (11200 - 15001 75)2

30,240,00Q

2 150(225)2

X 30,240,000

2 7,593,750
X- = ---- .25

3g,240,000

Sig. > .25 (There are more than 25 chantes in. 100 that th.e observed

diffefenCes are due to random fluctuations.)

ConcluSion: l'here really aren't any differences of Opinion between

persons who have children in school and those who don't.

"(f y }2
o 1'

.

Have
Children

Do Not.

4 Have
Children Total'

Approve 5 0

(42)

20

(28)
70

Undecided
10

(12).

10

(8)

3.0

(24)

-
ii)

90

60
.

Disapprove
.

30

(36)

Tntal 090 60 .150

Y-351.
,k

\ ,

+(20 - 28)2.
+

(10 12),- +
(10 - 8);- (30 - 1 +

6Y (30 - 24)2

26 12 8 36 I 24/
I

= 1.52 -I- 2.29 -1- ."0 ± .50 1.0) -1- 1.50

= 7.1" di = (2 - 1)(3 1) = 2

Sig. at .65 level (There are 5 chances in 100 that the observed

diffeTence!-; al.:: due to random fluctuations.)

Conclusion: ,re iS a relationship betwec;r1 having children, in

,ichool and .che opini,-)n adults held.

4



PROGRAM. EVALUATOR'S GUIDE

..Section:t

REPORT EVALUATION RESULTS

0
1.112
"r The Evaluation Improvement Program



PRECIS

Program evaluation reporting is largely a.matter of good schoolcommunity.

rel3tions. The principles that apply to positive and open school public

:relations apply here as well. Some of these principles, particularly

those.that are significanc the framework of interim and annual program

evaluation and. the:impac* 6, on longerterm improvement, are-treated

briefly in this section.

Relevance,- clarity, and specificity are the three critical character7

istics of the program evaluation.report. It shodld address each of the

program's Objectives and report forthrightly on whether or not the data

indicate that such objectives hav.p or have not been met.. WordIng should

be clear and concise with modifications of style_and approach wherever

.appropriate to'fit various addiences Statements.should be specific

enough s-o that readerS wiilunders.tand what 'aspects of a program can remain

.unchanged, Ighat needs changing, and what needs to be quietly laid to rest.

The report should-bd sent to those who will lend vigorous support to

,a) the continuation of.those-parts of_the program that have been shown tO

be 'Successful, and b) improvement of whatever aspects of the.program have

been sild.11 to be negative or neutral.,
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1. IDENTIFYING AUDIENCES

To assure continued program support, it is wise to submit evaluation

information to as many audiences as- possible. These audtences may include:

Instructional staff

'Administrative stalf

Parents

.Students

Citizens' Advisory Committees

Superintendert

Board of EdUcat,ion

Total community.

Funding agency

Aglcies vary in the.-heeds they have for eValuation data. The needs,

in genera., should correspond to the purposes .of the evaluation proCess.

The purposes of program evaluation may fall into any of a numbe: of cate'-

gories, among them the following:

1. Ascertaining program quality for all concerned.

2. Providing information for decision makers

3. Ir.roving existing programs

4. ViOViding satisfaction to participants

5. Coumunicating with the public

2. WIIEN TO REPDR:

In planning the program evaluation, .the evalui.)r must determine types of

evidence acceptable to each audience. It must also, be determined when ea,ch

audience needs to receive the results of the program evaluation. Some

audiences need evaluation reports .whilethe pruram is in pryiress. Such

reviews are called interim evaluation reports. Other audiences need .

0
Sc
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G-2

evaluation reports only at'the end of the program in what is commonly known

as the final project report. A number of Audiences will require both interim-

and final evaluation reports.

3. THE INTERIM REPORT

The purposes of the interim report are to monitor the'prograM in progress,

to derive information that May improve the program, and to get any early

indications about the probable outCome. Interim evaluation reporting may

be done formally or informally and.occasionally, orally. The report should

be timely and ptovide the information needed by specific individuals and.

groups waen they need to act on it. The report should be brief and concise

without being cuTsory, and it should, make'very clear how the informatiQn it

contains is to be used. Learning Exercise 16 focuses on the variety bf uses'

and audiences for interim reports. See page G-4.

_

4 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT REVIN RECOT.,D

-

ThePrograrriManagement.Review Record shown on page G-3 can be used both .to

monitor an Ongoing program and to prepare interim nports.

Both program objectives and activities are listed on the form..

ACcompanying columns allow for recording infermation on interdm pxogreSs,

specifying the additional Assistance that-may be needed to sharpen the

objectives and facilitate the activities, noting whatever corrective action

needs to be taken.

This is a sampleof a management support tool that:is easy to use, that .

assists the program evaluator.in monitoring the completion.of activdties, and'.

that provides. information for interim reporting so .that decision makers may

more effectively direct the progiam. Changes may be made to cotrect a

possibly serious deftciency, or not so critical%but nevertheles' important

omissioh"in ,time tojbake an impact on ,the final outcomes.

1
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COMPLETION

OBJECTIVES AND ACT1VITIS DA1F,

PROGRAM MWGEMENT REVIEW RECORD

COMPLEIB

Yes . No'

REASON im DEFICIENCY

(if applicable)

.

SUGGESTED ACTION-TO CORRECT DEFICIENCIES

Person

. Responsible

Action . Cololetion

T:o Re Taken Date

1.0 OBJECTIVE: 4 Jdne

pupils will liave

mastered an average

of 10 or more com-

prehension skills

as, measured by

'attainment of 80

percent or.higher.

on the criterion-

referenced tests

accompanying the

skills sequence.

June ,1974

ACTIV [TIES:

1,1 Administer CA.,ag- .
Sept, 18

nostic test

1.2 Dewlnp pupil and
Sept. 25

profile

.1,3 ?lace 'mils in 1

instructional Oct, 2

equence_

1. Etablish learuiq,
kt, 16

centers

,t

1.5 Develop independent
Nov, 16

xtivities

2 6

insufficient

time.

classrom assitance hy

teacher .resoarc.! tea:her
Dec. I

44,
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.A.,earning Exercise.16

LEARNING 'EXERCISE 16: RECEPIENTS AND'USES OF\WERIM EVALUATION DATA
\

This ./exercise is designed to provide ,experience.workin\ in small ,groups to

determine who needs interim evaluation data and hnw the nformation may be
,

used: .Three stateMent-s of object.ives are shown together with

interim information available on each. You itard.asked to complete the

exercise by predicting which group.s will need to have each clus er of

tnfe.rmation and wi:at uscs they will 1iely malce of it.

Complete the blanks iu column three of tie table on page G-11.b

indicating for each .infOrmatopn cluster one or a combination of the

fot'owing:

Students-
.

Teachers

+rincipal

Citizens)Advisory Louncil

Aud others as you wish.

I.

Next, ,-.A-Iplete tn blanks inolnmn fOur. Sample Statementg dre asd.

follows:

To de3ignate the ki1ls to develop

in 0.e r:xt n.nservice sessions

To d .L:mine whether the objectives

arc being m?.t

To determine methods of increasing

f:at 'al iv-olvement

31J.

1



OBJECTIVE
'

INTERIM hVALDAT1ON DATA

.INTERIM INFORMATION ,

AVAILABLE

School

Date

COLUMN COLUMN 4

?ERSON(S) NEEDING !,

INFORMATION

By:June, 75 percent of the

participating-pupils will.have

mastered 10. or more criterion

objectives relating to reading

comprehension skills. (Check

off on profile when teacher

determines that the skill has,

been zastered.)

Number of skills mastered

each 'pupil

USE OF TF:E

INFORMATION

Number of students mastering

skillS A, B, C (etc.)

By. Jug, atieast..40 lierints of

participating puPils will have

provIded volunteer help in,the

classroom, as, 'shown on records

kept in the dfice.

Number of 'parents involved

to date

Names of parents not yet

involved

Tbree../fourths of, the staff-

''.developmenl sessione held

during the year, will be rated

as effective by at least 75

.

percent, of the participants

respOnding coda locally

developed rating form,

Number of participants rating

sessions as effective

Rating forms with suggested'

changes



5. TUE r'INAL OROJECT REPORT

The purposes of the Final Report are to summarize the results.of the

evaluation: What was the.program designed to accomplish? What was done

to accomplish the objectives? What did the program .accomplisil?. Hew was

the program eva144ted? What recommendatPons are there for further action?

Like the interim repatt, the final project report should be timely, provide

the information needed by -.§pecific individuals when -lit iS needed, be clear,

brieE, and concise.

End7of-the-year.program,evaluation reporting,typically is more formal ,

in nature than interim reporting and generally is in written form. OnP must

consider the variety 'of audiences to whom the final Teport is to be:directed

and select the formats, presentations;.dnd visual aids that will be appro-
. . .

ptiate for each specific group.:

The evaluation will convey the same basic information to all audiences;

however, the de'tails in'thb several reports Will vary aCCording to the needs'

and purposes of the several readerships. WhaLeler the expected readership,.

brevity and clariy alwayS are paramount consideraEons.

A Suggested Outline

Below are some suggested headings and guide for writing,each section.

1. Program Goals and Objectives

a..° 'Review and translate the goals and objectives of the program into

the language of the Teader.

,

2. Program Description

a.. Destribe the population p.articipating,in.the program. .Include the,

number of Pupils, teaching taff, grade leVel, subject.matter; and
2

.schobls in the study.

w,

b. State the length of the OrogrSm with beginning and ending dates:

c. Describe the significant activities, mat.erials, and personnel used

in the program.

d. Note parts of the-program that are unique.



3. Program Evaluatfoa Procedures

a. -Describe the design, instruments,. and analyses which we c used

!ri evaluating the extent to which the stated objective were

accomplished.

b. Tailor the language and terminology tothe audience thatds to

receive the report, .

4. Program Accomplishments.

Describe theopositive'results.of successNa activiti'eL

4 . Descnibe the marginal result of unsuccessful activities.

c. Describe unanticipated outcomes 'and'side effects that have been

observed:

d. Zmphasize changes'obserVed such as score gains, changes in

attitudes and behaviors.

G-7

5. Program. Evaluation Conclusions

a. Present judgments as to why each objective was or was not' met.

b. Pr.t.s.cnt alternative proposals for different approaches in those

insCances in which objectives were pot realized. '

Present'alternative proposals for improvements n thoSe instances-in

which realized objectives could be Surpass'ed' in future programs..

d. Firm, summary statements on program effectiveness through a balanced

reviAr. of successful and notsosuccessful outcomes.

e. Whenever, possibde., relate )program effectiveness to progranCcoSts.
. . t

6-. Qt he r Find

a. Report on the reults ofsurveys,.questiorknaires, intervi.ews, and

other such data that may not fall under the heading'of Program

Accomplishments, but ar-. relevant to program outcomes.

b. ;2 on informal firdings and conclusions drawn from'infoxmation

.;e.Mbréd outside th e! fraMework of the program.evaluAtion..



G-8

_

//

7'Recotmendations Related to the Ilrogram and Program'Evaluation,

a. Recommend.' a preferred alternative for each new approaCh nnd improvemct

in the program which would 4ad to greater achievement of objectives

in the future.
1 /

b. Suggest.revisions in objectives and in affected prograM features,

especially regardiug rhose objectives that were nOt mrt,

c. Suggest revisions in program evaluation design, instruments,_analyses,

and procedures that can bd. applied to subseqUent program evaluation

efforts.
/

p. REVIEW-. --AND----RELEA-SE OF -THE FiNAL -REPORT

The evalu'ator should arrange to have the information in the final report '

reviewed by. selected members of'the program staff and by a sample of those1/1
I

for whom it'is intended. This xeview_should take place while the rdpOrt ij

being written'. The reviewers should be 4sked to verify the description Of

the program and that the types;of. information presentedare those that are

needed, that the fotmats, explabations, and visual 'aids in the report ar4

cleaT,. and that the recommendations au appropriate and cc.nsistent 4tn1
-4*

ekisting policies, directives,'-apd

'

\

The final draft shouldbe reviewed:,by the project director, chief,
/

.

admnistrator, and staff who were involved'in the colldcting and summa1r4in

of infoxmation. This will provide a final check Oh-the repoet's accUraCyf

and approTlriateneSs.as well as asstAanee that the'report will have, the

support of all the.program participants,\
\'

The publiCation and.release of the final-report of a program eiValuatton

is usually 'the responsibility of tne chief. administrator.



Learning Exercise 17

G-9

LEARNING EXERCTSE 17: DETERMINING APPROPRIATE DATA DISPLAYS

Examine the documents on the next fout pages. Each forma contains the same

.inEormation on pupil readiug ac:'5,.iement,-but the information is reported

in three different displays. YoL ,ire asked to list theupper right of each

display the audiences in voL d:.ict who could make good uSe of, informatiOn

of this tYpe. Judge.the effectiveness of each display for the chosen group's,

decide whether.or not it would be satisfactory as isand what modifications

would make the display clearer.

Audiences may include program staff; citizens 4dvisory council, superin-
,

tendent, board of edqatiOn, a special interest group, and the\total community.

Add.,thers if you

a
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DISPLAY I

Learning Xereise 1

Audiences:

PUPILS' GROWTH ON READING TESTS

FROM BE.GINNING TO END OF YEAR

1.0 1.8

3.6

2.8

' 4.2

3.5

5.1

4.5
' SECOND THIRD FaIRTH: PIFTH

'Vie pre and postte1L11,,,, ,:overed an instructiodal period of

vcn morii,ths; thereforge ixpected 6-ain is.7.0 mont2.-,s.

For example, the vaeanco'co on the third grade'pretest was

2.8 (eighth m nth of second grade) and the Mean scbre on the

postteS't given the same year. was 3.6 (sixth month Of' third
.'

grade).ifor a.gain.q:eight months based on ap inStructional
,

. .

prpdram of seven months.

2

a.

6.0
:.

5.2

SD6TH



DISPLAY 2

SOMMY OF TESTING FROM THE READING DEVELOPqNT COMPONENT
.

Grade

level
%,"

4 (1)

.

,

,

Name of Test

(2),

4/ ?,
1 1

'17 0

,'.'

(3)

'8

()

,

>1)

(5)

Months

between
0
.pre- and

nostrests

,

(6)

NAer,pf

pupils

receiving

both pre-

and post-

tests

(7)

estresults expressed as

median grade uquivaleatn

Test results expresspd as

mean scale scores

Pre-

test

(8)

r '

Post-

test

(9)

Difference

(col, 9 .

minus col, 8)

my

Pre-

test

(11)

Post-

test

(12?

Difference.

(col. 12

minus col. 11)

(13)

.

,

,

...

Cooperative Primary

Reading

Pre B

Pst A

12

12 7
433 1.0 1,6 .6 132 135. 3

7---f7---

3,

Reative-Primang

-Cooperatii .9 136 142

.

Cooperative Primary

Reading

B

B
,

23

23

540 2,8 3,6 .8 142 148

.

.SAT,-Total'Reading

S

I? Intl J 536. 3.5 .4.2 .7

CTBS, Total Reading

Pre Q

P Q.t

20

30

525 4.6 .5,1 .5 355 386 31

,

6
CTBS, Total Reading.

,

Q 2 7 521 ' 5,2 6.0,
.8 396

.

417 ,21

7
t

.

.

.

:
.

,

.

,

,

10. e t

9

,

li
I,

1

12-

I

,

238
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DISPLAY 3 ,

.Audiences:

The objective of tbis reading program was to increase pupil reading gin at

least one month for each 'month of ,reading instruction. The pL)gram began

-in September. There was a full teaching stff s well as a complete comple

ment of teacher aides Assisting with the program. '

The pretests were administered On October 1-5 and the poSttesth on
.1a

May 15. Pupils received :leven months-of instAtction during this program.

The tests used.included the Cooperative Primary. Reading Test Form A and Fotm B,

the Stanford Achievement Test-Form W, and he California Test of Basic Skills

. Form Q.

Scorp§ achieved on the administered standardized.achievement tests varied
. ,

somewhat. between the grades tested. The.scores are reported b'Qlow:

Grade 1 "' .Pupils in grade 1 made six months'

growth between th'e -pre and posttest.

The pretest score was 1.p, and the .

posttest scare 1.(.., 7

Grade 2

Grade 3

'Grade 4

Pupils in grade 2 made nine monthq'

growth between the pre and posttest.

,The pretest score's were 1.8, and the

posttest scores 2,7.

Pupils in. grade 3 made eight months'

growth-between the pre.and posttest.

The pretesL scores were 2.8, and tthe

posttet scw;es 3.6.

Pupils fn grade 4 made seven months

.growth between pre'and_postteste.

The pretest score- was 3.5,-. and the

posttest score 4.2.

2 w)



Grade 5.

Grade 6

Pupils in graq 5 made six months'

gtowth between the prel- and posftest.

The pretest score 4.5, and the

Posttest score 5.1.

Pupils in.grade 6 made eight months.'

growth between pre and posttest.

The pretest score was 5.2, and the
. "

posttest score'6.0.

Le'arrdng Exercise 17'

Theobjective was reached at grades 2, 3, 4, and 6 but.was not Met at

grades,1 and 5.
7 0

The objective was- exceeded py one month at grades 3 and..6, and

exceeded by two moliOs at. grade 2.

0

tfe

(
1.

a
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Learning Exercise 18

LEARNTNG EXERCISE 18: WRITING RECOMENDATIONS FOR THE FINAL REPORT _
L

T .is dxercise concc;rns pupils in a prograM who have ilad seven monthS Of.

'ilstrutionUsing a diagnostic/prescriptive teaching approach. Your group

be asked to complete a staff Feview of the,infor64....ion provided and
. ,

deVelop.recommendatidns to be considered by the approviate decision makers...

You are asked to assume that this,report. is being subbitted by-a progr.am

evaluatOr to a person in your district who will take some decisive action

based on fr.fs.or her recommendations. In some situations, the recipient would

be the principal: in others, the program manager, the superintenden, or the

assistant superintendent.

(011 are asked to write the recommendations sAtion of a final report 'on

the pasis 'Of the information in the sections that are included below .and On

pages-G-15 .and G-16. Considering this information, what recommendations'

1\would you make:to the decision maker? yhat shOuld be'left as is? What

changes should be made?

es,

EXCERPTS

:FROM A FINAL REPORT

PRCGRAM OBJECTIVE

By 'June 1975, the medidn score for program-participants will have increased

ic,y one month for each mon0 of.instruction as measure,0 lay pre-, and

posttesting on a-standardized reading achievemen lest:,

It a class ha's a median score of 4.3.on November 1 on a standardized

reading est .ind a median score of 5..1 on May 1,11the-class has gainee.8

years or 8 months. Since the instructional time span vas 7 months, the

objective of one. month of gain.for each month of instruction has been

exceeded.



Piit':aAM DESCRIPTION,

LearnIng Exercise 18
4

G-15

in part,.teacHers used the Diagnostioc/Prescriptiye,Tea4ing (DPT) approach

to instruction deVeloped by the Title I Program. This.approach involveSN

testing each pupil to determine..the 'reading skills he needs to master during

the yedr. The teaCher.then uses special materials designed to help each-

:,

'pupil in the area of greatest need. To determine whethpr instruction was
es .

effective, the teacher.next asgesses the- pbpil for mastety of those skills.

.If thepupiI has mastered the.skill in qUestion, the teaehec moves on to

work with the pupil in his or her next area of need.

Using this approach, pupils spend less time working on tasks that are

too easy or too d,ifficult and thereby spen&moxe time,experiencing Success

,with reading taks at their own respectiVe learning levels.

.

\ To make this- apPrOach work, teachers can and should use a wide variety,

.of itistructional.materialS to,help.the pupil master needd'reading skills.

a

PROGRAMACCOMPLISaMENTS

TableI be1oW-shows how we11 the participating pupils,did this, year in

-...iMprdving their i-eeding skills. Pupils in grade 2, for example, began the

year ,with an average reading score of 1-.8. This means they scOred the same

as.most first graders who are Al the eighth month of school.

12

GRADE
LEVEL

1:6

PUPILS' GAIN 0 READING ACHIEVEMENT '

TABLE.I

2.7 6.0
3.6

.2

5.1

1.8 2.8 3.5 4.6 5.2

FIIZST SECOND THIRD. FOURTH FIFTH SIXTH

(r (

. ;

40'

(',

CV
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G-16 Learning Exereise 18

8y the end of the year, second gr,aders were scoring at about 2.7 (an

_increase Of .9); . This means they gaineenine.months in readihg.skills

during thekyear...--.

The tatile shows that pupils in grAes 2, 3 'and 6 gained dt least7

seven z6nths in reading skills. Pilp.ls in grades 1. and 5. grew six months and

pu ils in grOe-5 grew 'five moot In read'ng skills.

in.summary, the objective as7met at four of gix grade levels,'nearly
.

met at two.

'OTHER FINDINGS

AAluestionnaite was administered to particiOating teachers. The foll,owing

findings came'from this questionnaire:

Eighty percent of he teachers reported.that more

individualized attention could have:been given tG

each pupil. if the teachers had received more adult

assistanEe cin the classroom.

.Ninety Percent of the teachers reported .that their'

Pupils had a wide tange Of academic.weaknesses and

that it was impossble to provtde adequate help to

each pupil.

Sixtyfive percent of the teachers requested ach_i

"Zonalinservice training in-managing the Classroom

and ip grouping-pupils for individualized instruction.

(

CONCLUSIONS

The Diagnostic/Prescriptive.TeachingApproach tO instxuction met the

objectives as planned in grades 2, 3, 4, and 6.

First and fifth grade pupils achieved_six months growth.during the

seven ri,nths of instruction. This I.ower=tbananticipated,rate of growth.

suggeststhe possibilitY Of problems.in the instructional program at these

1eyels th,lt need to be rectified.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

0
Learning Exercise 18

G-17'

Please.'.evelop at least three.recommendationA. After writing them on this

transfer them Co the transparency .prOvided for you. All-transparencies

.
will be collected at the conclusion cif the exercise-and 'used later tn grodik

discusston.

o

Oks
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,Learning Exercise 49

LEaRNING EXEIL:ISE.19: ANALYZDNG PROCR'AM EVALUATION RECOMEND

t

Every.priotgram evaluation reporr should contain conclusions and reCommenda-*
,

-.. ..
tions. These usua.1.1y. are drafted by thOse.Who are respOnaible feranalyZing

and repor'thg the data and reviewed'by the-project director an4. perhaps

by,othe s. Both 'conclusions and recommendations ,are based 0 the inforMation

developed during the evaluation process, and on the analyses and interpreta .

tions made Using Opt information.

"Rating of Recommendations" sheet which fgllows'contains ten reeommenda-,

tions which have been submitted as parts of .a-Variety'of Program, evaluation'

reparts.'fIri.the left margin, the recommendations ,are cobsecutively:numbered

^

Ad recorded. In the two columns to-the right are sp^ces to rate each of the

recommiltndations acc'ording to two criteria:

e.Clarity wording is clear; you understqnd wilat

the evaluator iS. trying Co say.

Specificity. The content is specific enough so you have

definite'clues as.to what needs to be,done.

2

sIS



Leatning Exercise 19

C.49
/

RATING OF RECaMMEATiO.NS.SHEET

-Rate each' of the recommenciation: a: the .left aCCot.ding tci its claritY and
,

specificity. Use a scale frrim 1. - 3'; a 1 means it.is clear, s 2 means

it Is not as clear'as i ,,houl! be, and a.3 means it is not clear. DisCuss

with others at ycl)ur tahlo che 'reasons why you.gave any 2- or 3 ratings.

RECOMYE4DATION ' CLARITY SPECIFICITY'

. Contiwied emphasls should be
placed on individual and small-r

. group dnstruction:- . . . .

.

.

,

2. Decision makitt. relative to the
Title .1 .(Compensatory Education)
Program should'be done whenever.
'poSsible by 'those directly

-

participating..
. .

'

..

.

,
.

.

a

,,

,3. Thete shoad be continual
. evaluation of the elements rn'
the school which 'can cause oi
'encourage hostilityamongpupils..
Means eo elibinate.ihose. el,ements
...thould be developed as sobn as .

possihle:
.

.

.

.

ñ
,

-

.

.

4. .Since'parent participation is
iimi.ted by empqoyMent, all activ-
ities mist be-action-oriented and
relevant to the pupil's education

..program. .
.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.
.

5. _Mcire emphasis.in staff development
should.be placed.on.sta)e.f attitudes

. towaed the pupil regardless of .the
. pupil's academic achievement%

,
. .

.

-

.

.

.

.

. ,Before 'Ole beginning of the school
year, a schedule shpuld be. developed
for the administration of all evalu-

.
.

'. atioqpinsteummts. Regularly
schedgled dates shoUld'be set for

-the evaluator to observe project
activitiesto e.st.ablish the .

reliability.of observatiomd
protocols.

)

,

.

,

.

.

,

.

-

(

)

7
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RATING OV.RECOMMENDATIONS SHEL (cont'd)

Ra e each' of the recommendations at the 'left ,,v(Ording rd'its clarity- ancj

speOif-fdiry. Usd a.soale'from 1.-- 3; a 1 means It N cleara 2 means ,-

it-is noi:as clear as it should b'e;. and a 3 eanS-it is not clearDiscuss
P

with others :It your table the reasons why you- gave'any.2 dr.:3 ratings.
.

RECOMMENDATIONS
.

CLARITY SPECUICITY

7.

..

Parents and.idachers should he
uctively inVdivedin the eval

., .

uation DrocizsSby knowing the'r
purpose'bf each instrument uad .

the resUlts as they. beCOme
available. They .ii.hould see th'e

'evalUalion process a.s-a beueEir.
'to them ,in understanding the
:pilpils:and hwa the, project,can
continually be improvea by a- v
cooperative effort of staff
and parentS.

/ -

,

:

.

.

-

,

.
.

-

..8.
.

Patent workshops should be
/

giyen which stress t,he practical,
activities involyed 16 conductinA
:a ,classriom.lesson. flAteria1

'preparation skilis-:both for the
classroom and rhe.home should .be
taughl In a practical fasilion

-.whereparents Actively prepare ,a
variety of materials they can nse.

.

.

r

.

.

.,

:

.

..

-

.

,

9. Plans for' lesSons'ehat pafents -are
expected to participare in should
be distributed one week in advance,
to al.low the parents.time to pre
pare fOr the activities.'

.

,

.

Ivor,.

,

_

,

10. Betler communicationThystems snould
be develqped tninsurethat all:

.

parents Are infor'med of parent
meetings and -other aCtiirities-of
the project.

-

.

.

. .
.

.

I*

2 a
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a

PREPARING TO MAKE MAXIMUM USE OF EVALUATlON RESULTS

kbasia,tenet of thiIde.is that program evaluation is something that is

done with specific purposes n tilind, and that evaluation is useless unless

those purposes are served. In Secri.on A on purposes andrequirements, a'

number of dIfferent purposes were listed and several possible audiences

Identified for whom the.respective purposes seem appropriate. It was suggested

that the differentaidieTices i1k3y wotild-h-d-ve qufm differeutpurporst
_

needing to be served through a program evaluation and therefore would want
4

-

different kinds of information ta meet their needs. In Section G, on reporting,
.14

diversities of purpose and audience and the consequent needs for tailoring

program evaluation compopents tomeet those diversified requirements were

again emphasized. The steps outlined in those two sections are probably the

most productive things an evaluator possibly cab do to ensure thar effective

.pse. will- be made of the evaluation findings, conclusions, and recommendations.

Bri'ef summaries of thhse stepS follow:

6

14 Determine all rhe purposes the Program evaluation is to serve.

2. Make ,explicit various questi.ons that all-users would like.to have

answered In satisfying their program'evaluation-needs.

3. Identifythe kinds of information that will prove_ acceptable:a:,

evidence bearing upon those questions,

4.. Provide intertm report,, during the progress of the program to,

give early evidence of movement towards program outcomes, even

if "soft" data need to be used.

5. Prepare the final report clearly and suc,cinctly. :The data'and data
-

interpretaei.onS should be.presented in a manner that Kill help

the reader recall the questions addressed and uncrerstand the

nature ar:. :Agnificance of the-answers provided.
a

4.1 .4.
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. Learning Exercise 20,

LEARNING EXERCISE 90: 1.1SE OF EVALUATION INFORMATION-

There are a number Of audiences for evaluation reports,,some,of which'are

listed below. Your iroup is t.6 select an audience from the liSt.or select

another of your own Choice, whictiever you choose, your group should put

itself in the.position of that audience as you complete this exercise.

o

School Board Teacher Association
. e

Community Group Parent Organization

Superintendent and

Associates

Principal and

Administration. Other

Ap leaders in one or another of these groups,.determine one or more

,Purposes thac you would want,addressed in the program.

Read the final program evaluation rep or t..that begins on page H-1 And

discuss it from your pointS of view. List as many actions; deciPions,

recommendations, Or other uses that your greup can act upon from the .

information stipplied. "List also some thing's that your group would like to

have seen,in the report but that were not included,.and note the areas left
01

withou decisipn as a result of these shortcomings.

Make notes concerning your discussdons on each of these thtee points

on the exercise form on the followiils

7:1
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EXERCISE FORK'

USE OF EVALUATION INFORMATION

Audienee

"Putpose(s) progrm evaluation:

earning Exercise 20

3

'Uses that could be made of thevaluation information, in priority:./

xe

Things.that might have been included in die evaluation that would have been
,

helpful to your audience. (Again, put in prio.rity ranking):

re.

Areas that'are left without decisions as a result of these shortcomings:

,

I

"j 6
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'SUNSET UNIFIED SCHOOL. pIsTRICT

DIAGNOSTIC AND PRESCnIPTIVE READING PROGRAM

9

JUNE 1976

PROGRAK EVALUATION REPORT

PROGRAM GOAL 3

7 .

Tte'goal of the Diagnostic and,Prescriptive4 Reading Program is to

providegreater reading achievement'gains for participating

Pupils than.the traditi&nal rgading program provided for the same

pupils during the previous year. ,

PROdR.AM OBJECTIVES

Pupils participating in, the Diagnostic and Prescriptive Reading
-

Program will obtain an average gain of one month of reading

achievenent for each month of reading instruction as measured

by pre-post i:esting with a standarized reading achievement

test. The pupils' perormance in the'traditional readsing

`program in 1974-75 yielded an 'average gain of one-half month

of reading achievement per month of reading instruction:

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION .

All pupils'in grades one through six in ElmfiUrst, Diogenes and

Mountha-ven elementary school's in the Sunset-Unified School

District participated-in the Diagnostic and Prescriptive Reading

3
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Program during the school year of 1975-76.

1

Teachers utilized te.Diag,nbstic/Prescriptive Teaching (DPT)

approach to reading instruction as developed by the district's

ESEA Title I Compensatory Education Program. This approach

involves assessing, each pupil to,determine his current maitery
.

level and the skills to be further mastered during the school
.

,

year% The teacher then uses special materials designed to assist

each pupil in his areas of neeth After each unit of instruction,

the teacher again assesses the pupil for mastery of the' pecific

;
skills that were taught to determine whether the instruc ion was

,

effective. If the pupil has Mastered..,the skills in'guestion, the

teacher moves on to work with the pupil in his or her next area .

.-

'of need.

In this approach,teachers ube a wide variety of instructi,onal

materials and eguipMent. Class size-waslimited to"26-3() plpils.

Each.teacher had an instructional aide for the,purpose of

assisting the pupils for.three hours each day.

,

Tfie program was,:in operation from November 1, 1975 to May 31, 1976

for a total Of seven months of"instructiolal time.

PROGRAM EVALUATION PROCEDURES',

The Cooperative/Primary Reading Test was administered to all first;

second and thira grade pupils by their classroom teachers on

November 1, 1975 and again on May 31, 1976 for pre-post measurement .

01 reading achievement. ,The Reading Test of the California Test

of Basic Skills was administered to pupils in grades four, five

and six by their teachers an the same dates as above.

-.. .

. ,

2.k'guestionnaire was developed and administered to each classroom

teacher to Survey theirattitudes toward the program in .May, 1976.

3
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The program was.impleMented as described in the evaluation plan..
,

Theinstructional aides were viewed as being-lielpful by the
-

,classroom teachers in each school. /earning prescriptions for'

pupils were developed for each pupil by.the teacher'after Assess-

ment of individual skill levels. 'T11-th the exceptfon-of one sch8o1)

learning centers for pupils were established and functioned as-

expected. Pupil testing was accomplished-as scheduled and materials

and equipment were provided as-required in each school. Ongoing

pupil records were adequately maintained as reqpired for diagnostiC

prescriptive Instruction.

. /

The evaluatior proáedures determined to what extent the objective

of an average gain of one frionth of ,reading achievement for each '

-
instructiOnal month, or in other-Iirordslan.avera0 gain of seven.

stionths'.in reading achievement in a seven-months instructional

) period for_each class in grades one through six, was accomplished.

Table I gives the resilts in graphic form.

12

10

8 r.)

6

4

2

0 1.0 1.8

GRADE

LEVEL

PUPILS' GAIN IN READING ACHIEVEMENT
.

.NOVEMBER 1975 TO MAY 1976

TABLE I

2.7

.1.

,-, 1.6

FIRST SECOND

3 5

4.2

ri 5.1

6.0

2.8 3.5 4.6 5.2

THIRD FOURTH FIFTH SIXTH

3 k
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qt will be noted that in a seven-month period pupils inthe fi,rst

grade had.a mean reading score of 1:0 in November and 1.6 in

May, They, therefore, made an average gain of .6 or six months,

which is one month short of the stated objettive. )
Second grade pupils begain the instructional program with an

average reading score of,1.8 and ended With an average reading

scoce of 2.7 with a mean gain of .9 or nine months, which is two

months in excess of the stated objective of seven months.

Pupils in the third grade had a measured mean reading achievement

soore.of 2.8 'at the beginning of the program and 3.6 at the end

with a mean gain of .8 or eight months 'which is one month in

extess of the stated objective of seven months
;

Fourth grade pupils had an average reading score of 3.5 at the

beginning Of the program and 4.2 at the end with a mean gain of

.7 .or.seven months; which is identical to the stated objective
, ,

of seven.months.

Fifth grade pupils had an average reading score of 4.6 at the

beginning of the program and 5.1 at the end with a mean gain of

.5 or five months, which is two months less than the stated

'objective.

Pupils in the sixth grade liegan the intructional program with

a mean reading score of 5.2 and ended with 6.0 with a mean gain

of .8 or eight months, which is onemonth in excess of the

stated objective of seven months.

9

In summary,.pupils in grades twci, three, four .and six gained a

mean score of seven months or more.: Pupils in grades one and

five did not meet the stated objective of seven Months, thcugh

g'rade one missed by only one month and grade five bY two months.
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The overall mean gain of-all pupils in grades one through six

w s,7.l or slightly over seyen months, which met the general

--objective-of'all pupils participating in the Diag-nostio and

Prescriptive Reading Program making an average gain of ohe
r

month of-reading achievement for each- month of reading instruction

as measured by pre-post testing with a Standarized reading achievement

test.

"OTHER FINDINGS

Alocally developed questionnaire Administered to all participating

teachers revealed that:
0

.

tighty percent of the teachers reported that

. more individualized attention dould have been

. given to each pupil if the teachers had received

mOre adult assistance in the classroom,

Ninety percent of the teachers rePorted that

their pupils had a wide range of academic

weaknesses and that it was impossible to

provide adequate assistance to each pupil.

.
Sixty-five percent of the teachers requested

ieservice training in managing and grouping

pupiIs\for indiviplualized inatruction.

rCONCLOSIONS

The Diagnostic/Prespriptive Teaching approach to reacing

instruction met the objectives s'planned'in grades one, two,

three, four and six.
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The first grade results suggest the poSsibility of'problems in

the instructional program at that level.

An analysiS'of the testing procedures at the fifth grade,level

revealed that different level§ of the same test were used at

pretest and post-te'St timesi. Use of inappropriate te'sts contam-

inated accurate reporting of pupil accomplishment at the fifth

grade level and therefore interpretation of the data mqst be

tentative.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1, Tfl'e Diaghostic-Prescriptive Reading Program should.be

cont,inued in grades one through six at Elmhurst Diogenes

411A Mounthaven elemenp.ary schools during the 1975-76

school years with-appropriate attention to the stated

.recommendations.. A,,d

/

-

2. The variability of achievement.gains in the various'

'grade levels should be further. explored Some grade

-levels seem to be benefiting mOre frOm the DPT approach

than others. It would be well to consider a school-

by-schOol Analysis of the'grade level data.

3. Explore the variability within schools in the reading ,

achievement scores, particularly in those grades which

did not.peet the objective of seven.months gain in a

seven-months instructional.program.

4. Investigate-the situation of one school not.providing

learning cernters for pupils. Explore the possibility

of testing learning cf,..nters,vs. no learning centers
. /

in next year's evaluation design.

a
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5. Alternate forms of the same level of the' test should

be used in pre and post,-testing at all grade levels.

5. Consider the establishment of 'a cooperatiNie teaching.

arrangement and allow pupils who lack-eertain skills

to wdrk with teachers who have special exp',-47'1.3e in

these areas.

7. Efforts should be made to increase'the nuMber of

.hours worked by instructional aides or,t6 increase

the number of aides.

8. Consider the use of volunteer parents as aides in

the classroom.
,

0. Provide additional inservice education opportunities

rorteachersinthe atea of managing and grouping'

'pupils for individualized instruction.

LO The evaluation la,f_the achievement-outeoMe-of-the-Diagffugtic

Prescript,ive Reading Program should be continued for the

1976-77 school year.

. , z
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LiADIITG EXERCISE 21: ROADBLOCKS TO PROGRAM EVALUATION

There are;many reasons whY the eValuations of educatidhal PrOgrama are

resisted. Yar,ticipants, will now4e divided into:"role" groups .df three or

four people each: board members, principals, classroom teachers, parents,

superintendents, and so on.

Each,group, looking at.program evaluation from the view point of its

role, should list as tanY'roadblocks as pOSsiblc to effective-use,of evalua-

---tionresults. After-these have been posted and reported on, the workshop

. leader will promote discussions of ways tO overcome, circumVent pr minimize

'each roadblock identificition%

_

111%

a.

4.°

.r
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-APPENDIX A.

RESOURCES FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
OBJECTIVES AND INSTRUMENTS,

I. Test Bulletins Published at-Irregular Intervals

-Normline,Harcourt Brace Jonovich, Inc
-Test'Data Reports, Harcourt 'Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

-Test ServiOe Bulletins, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

Test Servicel3Ulletint, The Psychological Corporation
Test Service Notebook, Harcourt Brace tf. World, In&.

Testing Today, Houghton Mifflin CompanT- 7.

II. Newsletters

The ACT'newsletter, American College Tetting Program
Eaucatidn Recaps, Educational Testing Service

ETS Developments, Educational.Testing Service
Ztems,-.Cooperatie-Test Division,' Educational

Tetting Service.'
Measurement in Education, National CpUncil On

Measurementin 'Edudation
NAEP NeWsletter, Rational Ats'essMent of Educationaj.

Progress
Test-Collection Bulletin, Educational Testing Service

III. Educational .and PsycholOgical'Journals

American Educational Research Journal
Edpcation and Ps.;CRol:ogical Measurement
JdUrnal of Educational Measurement.

.Journal of Educational.Psychology
Measurement and Evaluation in Guidance:
PsychologicalAbstracts:' "Methodology and Research.

Technology: .Testing" and "Educational Psychology:
Testing" ..

Review of Educational Research

IV. Annual Reports and Proceedings

Annual' Reports, College Entrance Examination Mard
-Annual Reports, Educational Testing Service
Proceedings, Annual InvitatiOnal Conference on Testing

Problems, Educational Testing Service
Proceedings! Annual Western.Regional Conference on Testing

Problems, Educational Testing Service

3
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V. Published Objectives and Objective-Referenced Tests

Instructional Objectives. Exchantje,Box 24095,
Los Angeles, California' 90024

SCORE,:Westinghouse .I4a.rning Corporation,
P.O. Box 30, Iowa City, Idwa 52240 r

NatiOnal EvalUatiop Systems, -P,O.,-BoX 22-6,
partherst, Massachutetts 01002.

VI. Miscellaneous Paperback Bboks-apd Bulletins

EVALUATION AND ADVISORY-ERIES, ducational Testing
Service

1. .,.ETS.Builds. A Test., 1965.
2. 'Locating Information on Educational Measurement:

Sources and References,. 1969.
3. .Makingthe Classroom Test: A. Guide for Teachers,

Second Edition,-1961.'
4. Multiple-Choice. Questions: A Close Look, 1963.
5. Selecting an Achievement Test: 11tjnciiiles and

'Procedures, Second Edition, ,1961.
6. -Short-Cut Statistics for TeaCher-kade Tests,

Second Edition, 1964..

GUIDANCE MONOGRAPH SERIES _SET III:Testing, Houghton
Mifflin company, 1968

1. Modern Mental MeaSurement: 4 Histntical Perspective
2. .Basic'Concepts-in.Testing
3. Types.Of Test SCores
4. Bchool Testing Progtamt

Intelligence,-,Aptitude, and AChievement Testing
6. Interest and .,Personality Inventories
7. 'Tests on Trial
8: Automated Daia Processing in Testing_-___
9, COntrovetsial Issues ip Testing

Engelharty.M.D,. Improving Classroom Testing,
National EduCation Association, 1964_:-..

Washington:

French, J.E., and W.B. Michael. Stahdards for Educational
Psychological Tests and Manuals. Washipgtoh: American
Psychological ASsociatio.;' 1966.

McLaughlin; K.F. Intetpretation of Test Results. ,

washington: U.S. Government Printing Office,.1964.



VII. An Annotated Bibliography of Guides for Test Selectioh

Compiled by John Jegi, Director, ACCESS Information
Center,-Contra Costa County Superintendent of Schools

Office

Buros, Oscar K., ed. Mentl. Measurements Yearbooks; 1st ed. -

-1.9,3,8 (re-issued 1972); 2nd ed. - 1941 (re-issued 1972); 3rd ed.

1949.; 4th ed. 1953; 5th ed. - 1959; 6th ed. - 1965; 7th ech.-

1972 (2 VOlsi). Highland Park,. New.Jersey;. ,The Gryphon PreSs-..

Single best source of critical reviews of tests. Each yearbook
contains critical reviews of all obtainable published:tests.and
'bookson measurement written in English. Most publications are
.reviewed independently by two or mote specialists... Reviws in
earlier editions are *cross-referenced in later. ones..

. Tests,in Print. -Highland park New Jersey; The Gryphon:

Press, 1961.

A comprehensive test bibliography and index to theifirst,five'

books in the Mental Measurements Yearbook series. Each test

mentioned Includes information concerning testtitle, 'appropriate

grade levels, publication data, special short comments about the

test, number and ;types of scores provided, authors, publishers, and

reference to test reviews in Mental Measurements. Yearbooks.

. Tests in Print. VOlume 2. Highland Park,,New Jersey; The

Gryphon Press, 1974.,

Index to tests still in print that are listed in all seven Mental
Measurements Yearbooks. Includes bibliographies of references

on the construction, use and validit7 of specific tests pblished
through 1971. 0

. Personality Tests and-Reviews. Highland Park, NeWJersey:_
The 'Gryphon Press, 1970.

Provides compilation .of personality test reviews and specific test
bibliographies listed in the first six Mental Measurements Yearbook
Includes new material on personality testing, including a compre-

hensive bibliography of/513 personality'tests and 7,116 new
references dealing with/the construction, :use', and validity of

specific tests. Alpd includes a master index to ,the ndnpersonality
tests, reviews and 'references to the first six Mental Measurements
Yearbooks. -Eighty tests--new, revised, or supPlemented since the
Sixth Yearbook and not listed in the Seventh Yearbook--are .included



Reading Tests and Reviews. Highland Park,'New 'jersey:.
The, Gryphon Press,.1968.

Includes a comprehensive bibliography of reading tests ap of .

early 1968 a teprintingof all reading test reviews in the
first.six Mental Measurements-Yearbooks, and a master. classified. :

index.to all other tests and'reviews in the .first six Yearbookt..
InClUdet information about 33 teading testt--new, revised, or.:
sUpOlemented since the Sixth Yearboc* which ard not listed in
theSeventh Yearbook:

Hoepfner, Ralph, Ed. CSE Elementary School Test Evaluations.
. Los Angeles: Centet for the Study of Evaluation, UCLA, 1970.

This book contains. a Compendium of tettt,. keyed to educational
robjectives of elementarY sChool_edubatiOn, and-evaluated,by
measurement experts and educators. for such characteristics as
meaningfulness, eXamineee appropriateness, administrative usability,
and quality of standardization.

'Hoepfner,-RaLph; Stern, Carolyn; and Nummendal, Susan G.,;eds.
CSE-ECRC PresChool/Kindetgatten Test :Evaluations. 'Los Angeles::
Center for the Study of_Evaluation and the Eatly.Childhoodi
Retearch Center,: UCLA, 1971.

This book contains a compendium of tests, keyed to educational,
objectives of early_childhood education, and evaluated by
measurement experts and educators.

,

Johnson, Orval,G., rand Bommarito, James. . Tests and Measurements
in Child Development: A Handbook. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
Inc., Publishers, 1971.

A guide to more than 300 measures of child behavi6r and develbpment
not available from test publishers. Authors cite six criteria for
inclusionf (1) suitability for use,,with children between birth
and age twelve; (2) availability,,to:Profestionals; 13) unpublished,
not commerdially available; (4) permit development of norms and
reliability and validity data; (5)'include enough information for
effective use; (6) technically useable measures classified .in ten
categories:. .(a) cognitive, (b) personality and:emotional charac-
teristics, (c) children's perceptions of environment, (d) self7
concept, (e) actual environment, (f) motot skills, brain injury,
sensory perception, (g) physical attributes, (h) attitudes and
interests not otherWise Classified, (i) social behavior, and
(j) measures not fitting the above ,categories..

4

Johnson, T.J., and Hess, R.J. Tests in the Arts. St. Louis:
Centra] Midwestern Regional Educational Laboratory (CEMREL),
3120 - 59th Street, St: Louis, Mo.,1970.

Indexes and abstracts all known measuring instruments and tests
applicable to the arts and provides a brief but comprehensive
ovetViewof the various) psychometric meth6dologies utilized in
the development of the instruments.

3 IA*
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-Robinson,.John P.', 'and-Shaver, Philip R. Measures of Social:\\.
.TSYChological Attitudes,. Ann.Arbor, Midhigan:: .PublicationS_

Division, Institute for Social Research,,University of-Michigan,

1969*- , \
. \,

,_ . -,. \
.

.

Review of 106 test:inStruments grouped inta eight general cate-

gories:. Life satisfactionrSelfeateem; Alienation; Author-

itarianism; Socio-pOlitical attitudes;,Values; General attitudes

tOward.peoPle;.--and Religious attitudes. Evaluation of instruments'

psychometric Properties given as welitas ease Of administration
.

anclsCoring,. '

. .
,

*Available in.1974 reVised edition.c

. .

Simon, A. and E.G. Boyer, Mirrorsfor.Behavicr: An Anthology of
Classroom ObservationS. Jnstruments. Philadelphia: .Reseii-a--
for:.Better Schoels; 1967.

An annotated compilation of 86 observatiOns inStruments
representating a variety of approaches; both'in the__
affective and'cognitive'domains:'. Extensive.,bibliography.

.

Walker, Deborah K. Socioemotional Measures/for Preschool and-
Kindergarten Children. San Francisco://JOssey-Bass, Inc. '
Publishers, 1973.

Description of 143 tests and measures of social and emotional
development including titles and dates of publication or copy-
rigt.; author; appropriate age range; measurement technique;
source in which measure is described; description of the
instrument; norms available; validity studies; and reliability
evidence.

.
Wall, Janet, and Summerlin, Lee. Standardized Science Tests: A

Descriptive Listing. Washington, D.C.: National Science.
Teachers' Association,. 1973: (Order direct from NSTA, 1201
Sixteenth. Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20036 $1.50).

A compilation of'virtuallY all the standardized science tests
.published sinde 1959 available to elementary and.secOndarY
science. teachers.. (57. pageS).

.,

:The following doduments Are from the :ERIC,Clear_inghOuse on Tests_v
MeaSureMent, And Evaluation, Educational.Testing SerVice, Princeton,
New ilersey and-are available on microfiche.. Items selected include
clearinghouse: publications thrOugh.April, 1975.

.ED -0,56 O'cl2. Rosen,Pamela,and Horne., Eleanor V. _Language Development
Tests: An Annotated Bibliography, 1971,

Brief-annotations of currently.available language develOpMent
-measures appropriate for:Use with preSchool children as well-as
i,li.th.:Ibwer elementary grade children:(grades'l through 3)-are
preSented, The annotationprovides information Concerning thef
purpose ofthe_teSt; the groups for which-it iS included;test
subdivisions or tested skills, behaviOrs, CrcomPetencies;.'a4Min-.
istration; scoring; interpretation.; and standardization.. (14 pages).
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ED 056. 083, -Guthrie, P,D, and Horne, Eleanor V, -School,
Readiness MeasUres: -Am Annoated Bibliogra'phy.

Brief-Annotations of currently available general school readiness
measure's Are presented,, The annotation proyides.information con-
terning the purpose Of the test; the groups far which it is
intended; test subdivisions or 'tested skills, behaviors; or
competencies.; administratiom;.'scoring; interpretation; and.stand-
ardization.. Am-alphabetical listing of the instrumentsyhich'.
indicates, the ages for which each is suitable.is also indluded.
.(26 pages),

ED-056 085. . and.o'thers Measures of Social Skills:
An Anno_tol_p_Lbli22225._22112I, 1971. r

Brief arinotations Of instruments concerned with a variety af Sabial
skills Measures appropriate for use with children from the pre7, -

school level through tlie third grade are provided.: Included
.are testt designed to measure-social Competency, interperSonal:-
competency, social maturity, Spcial sensitivity, and:attitudes:
towardothers. The annotation-Tprovides-infortation concerning
the purpose of the test; t.he:grOups for which it is intended;.
test subdivisions ortested skills; behaviors or comPet-&-mties;
administration; scoring;' interpretation;. and standardization. An
age table is also provide&which 4.ists the tests a1phabetical1Y4
indicates the ages for-Which. each,instrument is considered
suitable, and gives the page on which each annatatiOn.appears.
(28 pages)...

ED 074 071. Knapp, Jban, Comp. An OmnibUs of Measures Related to
School-Based Attitudes. 1972,

Summaries are provided for 16 measures of'schoolbased attitudes..
Allof:the iMStruments are paper and pencil, self-report inVen-
tories. *Some-are designed fOrchildren 4-8 years of .age;:others
are for students in.grqd s 12-14. Each.of the.ihstruments is
preSented in the_followin format: 'Ilitle,..Description, Subjects,.
Response Mode, Scoring, an Comments. -The 16 measUres,are:-
Survey of Study Habits: And A titudes; School Interest Inventory.;
The Student qpinion Poll II: chool Morale Seale; MeasUres of .:

School and Learning 'Attitud. ttitudes Toward.EducatioM;
Polittle,Sentence Completion Tes Pictographic Self,Rating
Scale; Children's Attitudinal Rang 'Indicator;,When Do I Smile?;
Attitude Toward Any School Subjett; ttitude Instrument:to' .

EValUdte Student-AttitudelToward Scie ce.and Scientists; Inventory
of Reading Attitude; A Childhood Attit de Inventory for ProbleM
Salving; MatheMatics Attitude Scale; an .4 Semaptic Differential
for Measuring Attitudes of Elementary Schaal Children Toward
Mathematics. .Fifteen references are provided.(24 pages).

ED 080. 534. Knapp, Joan Comp._ A Selection* of S lf Concept
.Measurds:'

3
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This compilation is comprised of descriptions of.instruments for

measuring self-concept, :The instruments were chosen on the basis

of the following criteria:' they should be suitable tor and

reflect the full age range of children in school; each of the

categories in Collet's model--self report, projective, behavior

trace,'and'direct observatibn--should be represented; they should

have been designed with the so-called."normal" population in mind

rather than a psychopathological population; they haye enbugh

information accompanying them td enable investigators to use them

effectively; and they should reflect a variety of means of pre-

sentation (e.g., pictorial items, semantic differential). The

instruments described are: ,Work Posting"; The Children's Self-

Social Constructs Test; The Children's Self-Concept Index;
Responsible Self-Concept Test BeheJior Rating Form; Cqopersmith
Self-Esteen Inventory; Tennessee 5e12-Concept Scale; How I See

Myself Scale .(Primary'and Secondary Form);" A Semantic Differential

for Measurement of Global and Specific Self-Concepts;,The Piers-

Harris ChIldren's Self-Concept Scale (The Way I Feel About Myoelf).;

Michigan State General Self-Cancept,of_Ability,7Michlgan-State----
--Self-Contept-af-Ability-TESpecific Subjects Scaies; and Self

Esteem Measure for Neighborhood Youth Corps Enrolees. (31 pages).

ED 083. 318. Rosen, Pamela, ed. .'Tests.'for Educationally Disadvantaged

Adults. 1973.

-Sixty-five
instruments,'published.between1925 and 197.2, are-

described in 'this annOtated bibliography. The devices.are'intended .

.for adults wha have reteiVed only.an elementary education, and

_adults who have cOmPleteihigICschool but whose education. was
Unpaired due to learning disabilities or other educational handi-

caps. Both achievement and Aptitude measures'Are:included, cavering

such areas a's intelligence, ability, learning Skills, non-yerbal..

reatoning, vOcabulary, reading, and. mathematics-. .The Spanish

editions of.several tests in;English as a second language are.

-presented,. The.publisher't name and address is'proVidedfor'each-

4ristrument. '(12. pages).

.ED 083.319. Rosen, Pamela, e SelfCancept MpasureS: 'Grade 7, and

Above. 1973.

This 34.-iteM:annolaed._test-bibliog*aphy deals with avariety-of
._turrently available measure's .of self-concept:and Self-esteeM: For

'the.purposes ofthiS listing, self-concept Was* defined as a.mUlti-

dimensional construCt entompassing the range ofan. individual's.

.perceptions and evaluations'af himself. Many of .the.davices

contained herein emphaSize the learner's self-concept Or the
individual's ttmceptions of himself in the,schooi enVironment.

.However, several-global measures are.also described: Various'. .

methods lor-assesaing self-concept, including direct observatiOns,

behavior ratings, self-reportS, and projective techniques, are

presented: The instruments desdribed'in this listing are appro-

priate_foruse in grade'seven.andabove. :Information waS obtained.

froM the.holdings and.referenceS'of-theEdUcational:TestngerviceQ.
. .Test Collection, .(7.pages).

0 Li,
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/ ED 683 32Q, Rosen, P lamea ed, Measures Of Self-Conce t Grades

.Thit 31-item test bibliography.dealS with a varietyof Currently
available measures of self-concept and'self-esteem, Foft'-the
purpose's of 'this litting, telf-concept.was defined as
dimensional coristruct enCompasting.the.range of;an
'perceptions anc% evaluations of:himtelf Many of.the dtices1\
contained herein emphasize the learner's self-concept o the'
-child't conception of himself in the school enVironment
.several_global measures' drealso. described Various me hods for.
assessing.self7concept, inCluding direct observationtv behavior
ratingt,.selfeportsi-and proiective 'techniques, are presented.
The instrument4d6scri-bedin this listing ,AreapPropriate for use .-with children in grades four through,six. Information w s obtained
from the holdings ahdreferences-ofr-the'Educa4onalTesti
Service _Test_C.61-1-eat-i-roi,(6 'Sages)

Er3:083.,321.. Rosen,' Pamelai'ed. Attitudes Toward SchoOl and School
Adjustment Grades 4-6. 1973.-

This 31-item test bibliography.lists currently.available r(iasures
of attitudes toward.school and sehool- adjustment. .The.con truct-- °'attitudes toward school-encompasses pupils' attitudes:-toW rd.
themseivet-at learners, learhing as a process,.the School e viron-

_merit or classrOOm situation, specific .school'subjects, and_ eacher.
In addition,the.pupils'' behavior cs considered'if'it is in3.icative .
of their adiustment or,lack of adjustment to-the educational.
environment. .Teacher ratings, self7report-devices, and observation
techniquet are the variout :methods, for assessing-these-attiudinal
eleMents which have been.inCluded,in'the listing, Instrumezits
,detcribed in this bibliography are appi.Opriate:for,use With:ttu- .

dents in grades four throUgh-six. ;Information at obtained from .

. the holdings and references of .the EdUcational :esting Service
TestCollection.- (8 pages) 1 -

1 ;1 'ED 083-3-22'. Rosen, Pamela, ed. Assessment of Teachers. 1973..

1This .537item test biblibgraphY,lists a AlarietY 'Of cUrlehtly
aVailable,measures whiGh May be:used to 'attest teachert:. Ariong
the.devices described are:. instruments which are completed, by ..'
teachers and Which provide"an indication of 'their proficien ylin,
or knowledge of both cieneral and_pecific areas in educatio ;

.self-report attitudinal,meatures.for teaChers; intruments zhich
,are'gompleted'by'Students'and which-may indicate 'their attiitudes.
toward and/or:evaluations:of a:particulat teacher Or Classroom
istuation-whiCh it dependent Upon the teacher; and observational
devices that may be used to cohsidersuch factors as the teacher's
competency, teaching style, characteristics and/or. interaction
with-pupils. Information was:obtained from the holdings and.
references of,the EqucrAional Testing:Service.Test co1lection-

(11 paget):
'
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ED.083 323. Rosen; Pamela, ed. Attitudes TOward School and School
Adjustment; Grades 7-12. 1973.

This53-iteautest bibliography lists currently.available measures
of.attitudes:toward sthopl.and school adjustment The .construct--

, attitudes towaTcLschoO1-7encompassep pupils'-attitudes. toward
thempelw.:s as learnerS,-learning aS a process, the school environ-

.,tment Pi classroom, situation, specific sehool subject, and tdaChers-.
.1n addition, the:pupils' behavior is_considered if it is indica-7tive:of their adjustment-or:lack of adjustment 45 the educational
environment., Teacher ratings, self-r'vport deviceS, and observational
techniquestare.the various methods for assessing these attitudinal
elements.which have been included in the listing: Instruments .described in-this bibliography are_appropriate for use with. stu7
dents_ingrades-seven-thrOUgh twelye. Information-Was obtained
from the holdings and references 6f the Educatioial Testing Service
Tegt Collection. i7 pages).

D 086 737. Rosen, Pamela. Self-Concept Measures. Head Statt
Test Collection. 1973.

I

--Forty-four itemS published;between.1963 and 1972 are lidted -in
this annotated bibliography which deals with a variety of self-
concept'measures appropriate for use With children.from the
.pteschool level through the third grade. For he purpoSes Of
this.listing, selE-concept was defided_.as_a7:multi4iRensional
conStruct encoMpassing_the_range-of7a.Child's perceptlOns and .

evaluations of-hitTseIf.-. Many 9f the,sources\-emphaSize)41e;-
learner's Self-condept ox:;the. child's conception of hims&lf inthe .school environMent,' However,.several-global measureare 4
-al.so.49scribed,H (8 pages).

.ED 099 427.. Knapp, Joan. A.Collection of Criterion-Referenced
-Tests. TM' Report No. 31. 1974.

-Twenty-one triterion-referenced 'tests ae cited and for .each the.following infOrtation is provide&:. detcription, .formet .ana
administration, response moq.L-and-scoring, technical information,-
and references4' The teSts cited are:the result Of aft attempt-

'made to bring together tests designated .in the Educational Testing-.Service TestCollection, 'alibrary of teSts acld test.relatedz....
infOrMation, and labeled in.the ERIC. systqm as triterionreIerenced
tests.' This annota±ted-bibliographYdoes dot ,list every test'
that has been labeled criterion-refecenced; however, it.typifies

...the variety of- tests that are available under the rubric.
criterion-teferenced. Also, criterkon7referenced and norm-
feferenced tests ate-defined in severalways.and their advantages,

, limitations, anCluses are beiefly eXplored. (13'pages).
't
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APPENDIX B

. ,

SELECTED LIST OF TEST PUBLISHERS

AMERICAN COLLEGE TESTING PROGRAM, P.O. Box 168, Iowa City, Iowa'.5224(r
°

Circle PinesAMERICAN GUIDANCE SERVICE, INC., Publishers' Building,

Minnesota 55014 , -

'r .

40STRALIAN OOUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, Frederick Stree,
Hawthorh E.2, Victoria, Australia '

BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY, INC.,
Indiana 46268

-

BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND SERVICE, Unwersity of Iowa,

Iowa City,' Iowa 52240

4.300 West 62nd Street, Indianapolis,

CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU/MCGRAW-HILL,-Relmole Research Park,

Monterey, California"-93940

COMMITTEE ON DIAGNOSTIC READING TESTS; INC., Mountain lime,

North Carolina 28758 , , -

,

-

- ...

CONSULTING PSYCHOLOGISTS PRESS, INC., 577 College Ave'nqe, Palo Alto,
.

California 9430p ,

,
. . // .-

COOPERATIVE TESTS AND SERVICES,
Princeton, New Jersey' 0840 .

Educational Testing SerVice,

fDUCATIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL TESTING,SERVICE, 13.0. BoX 7234, San Die o,

California 92107' <

EDUCATIONAL TEST BUREAU, Division Of American Guldance Service,

Inc., 720 Eashington Avenue, SE., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE, Princeton New JerseY 08540

GUIDANCE CENTRE, Ontarto College of Education, Uniyersity of

Toronto, 1000 Yonge Street, Toronto 289, Ontario Canada

HARCOURT BRACE JOVANOVICHi INC.; 75- Third-Avenue, New. York,

New York 10017.

HOUGHTON MIFfLIN COMPANY, 114, Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts

02147

INSTITUTE FOR PERSONALITY AND ABILITY'TESTING, 1662 Coronado :Drive

Champaign, Illinois 61822
.;

LYONS AND CARNAHAN, 407 East 25th Street, ChiCago, Illinois 60616,

f
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iERSONNEL PRESS,,INC., 20 .NaSsau Street, PrinCeton, New_Jersey 08540

.
s

.THE PSYCHOLOGICAL CORPORATIdNi-304 East 45th Street, New York,-

New York 10017

PSYCHOMETRIC 'AFFILIATES Box 31167, Munster, ,Indiana 46321

PUBLIC.PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION, 1313 East 60th Street, Chicago,

Illinois ,60637

.SCHOLASTIC TESTING SERVICE, INC., 480 Meyer Road, Bensenville,

Illinois 60106,

SCIENCE RESEARCH'ASSOcIATES, INC., 259 East Erie Street, Chicaigo,

Illinois 60611
;

STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, Stanford, California 94305

STOELTING COMPANY, 424 North Homan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois' 60624

TEACHERS COLLEGE PRESS, Teachevs/Co1lege, ColuMbia Uni'versity,

New York, New York '10027
I



APPENDIX C

MULTIPLE CRITERION MEASURES1

Indicators of'Status or Change in-Cognitive and Affective
'Behavlors of Students in Terms of Standardized Measures
and Scales.

1. Standardized achievement and ability tests,_the scores
on which allow inferences td be maderegarding the extent
to which cognitive objectiVes concerned with knowledge;
comprehension; understanding, kills and applicatiuns
have been attained.

2. Standardited self-inventories designed to yield measures
of adjustment, apprecia!4ions, attitudes, interests, and
temperament from which inferences can ba formulated .

concerning thepossessionof psychological traits (such..
as defensiveness, rigidity,.aggressiveness, cooperativeness
hostility, and anxiety).

.3; Standardized rating scales and checklists fOr judging the
quality of products in visual artg., crafts, shop activitic,s
penmanship, letter-writing, faShion design, an (3. other
acti

B. Inditators of Status Or Change in Cognitive and Affective
Behaviors of Students by Informal or Semiformal Teacher-made
Instruments or Devices.

1. Intervifews: frequencies and measurable 'levels of res-
ponses tO formal and informal questions raised in a
face-to-face interrogation. ,

2. Questionnaires: frequencies of responses to items in an
Objective format and .flumbers of responses to categorized
dimensions developed from the content analysis of res--
ponSes to open-ended questions,

3.. Self-concept perceptions:, measures' Of current status and
-indiceS of congruence between real self and ideal selt
often determined from use of the semantic differential or
Q-sort,techniqueS.

1
Metfessel, Newton S. i Michael, William B "A Paradigm Involving,

Multiple .Criterion MeasUres, for the Evaluation of Effectiveness of
School Programs", "E(....cational,& Psychological Measurement", 1967,
p. 27, 931-,943.



4. Self7evaluation medsures: s*lident's own reports en his

perceived or desired level of achievement, on his per.-

ceptions of hiS'persenal and' social adjUStment, And on
his luture academic and vOcational plans

5 Teacher-devised projective devices suet-Las casting

characters,in the classplay, role playing, and picture
interpretation baseden an informal scoring model that

usually embodies the deterMination of frequencies or the
occukrence of.specific behaviors, or ratings of .their,

intensity or quality.

6. Teacher-made achievement teSts (objective and essay),.the
'sdores_on, which allow inferences regarding the extent to

which specific instructional objectives have been attained.

7. Teacher-made rating scale's and check lists for observation

of classroom behaviors; performance levels of speech, mUSic

and art; manifestation of creative endeavorspersonal and

social adjustment, physical wellbeing.

8. 'Teacher-medified.forms (preferably with consultant aid

'of'the semantic differential scale.

C. Indicators of Status or Change in Student Eehavior Other Than

These Measured by Tests, Inventories, and Observation-Scales
in Relation to the Task of Evaluating Objedtives of'Schbol

Programs

Absences:. full-day,, half-day, part-day,'and other selective
indices'pertaining to frequency and duration of lack of

attendance.

2. Anecdotal records: critical inciden.s noted including
frequencies of behaviors judged to be highly undesirable
or highly deserving of commendation.

3. Appointments: frequencies with which they are kept or

broken. '

4. Articles, and stories: numbers and types publish2d in school

newspapers, magazines, journals, dr proceedings of student
organizations. ,

5. Assignments: nuMbers and types completed with some sort
or quality rating or mark attached.

6. Attendance: frequency and duration when attendance is

required or considered optional (as in club meetings,
special events, or off-campus activities).

2 .



7, Autobiographical data: .behaviors rePorted that could
be classified and subsequently assigned judgmental
values concerning their'appropriateness relative to
specific objectivps concernedwith human developMent..

8. Awards, citations, honors, and related indicators of
distinctive or creatiye.performance: frequency of
occurrence or judgmentS of merit in terms of sealed
values.

9- c:)Oks'! numbers checked out of library, numbers, renewed',
numbers reported read when reading is required\or'when
voluntary.

10. Case .histories: criical incidents.and other passages
reflecting quantifiable categories of behavior.

11. Changes in program or in teacher as requested by student:
frequencyot occurrence.

ChOices expressed o carried out: vocational, avocatiOnal,
and educational.(especially in relation-to their judged
appropriateness to known physical, intellectual, .emotionaf,
social, aesthetie, interest, and other factors.)

11.. Citations: .cOmmehdatory in both formal and informal media
of communication such as in the newspaper, television,
school asseMbly, classroom, bulletin bOard, Or elsewhere
(see Awards).

14. "Contract": frequency or duration of direet or indirect
communications between persons observed and one, or mote
Significant others with specific reference to increase or
decrease in frequenCy or to.duration relative to selected
time intervals.

15. Disciplinary acions taken: frequency and type..

16. DropoutS: numbers of students leaving school before
Completion of program of studies.

.
17.. Elected posj.ions: numbers ahd types held in class,

student body, or out-of-school social groups.

18. Extracurricular activiti'es: frequency or-duration of
participation in .observable behaviors amenable' to class-
ification sur!:h as taking .part 'in athletic events, charity
drives, cultural-activities, and numerous service-related
avocational endeavors.

19.. -Grade.placement: the succes,.; or lack 'of Success in ,being
.pro:loted or:retained; number of times accelerated or.
skipped.

t.
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20. Grade poiht-.average: including numbers of recomMended
units of Course'.work in academic aswell as in non-
college preparatory programs. :

21. Grouping: frequency and/or duration of,moves from one

instruCtional group to another.within a given class.grade.

22.. Homework.assignments: jpunctuality of Completion, quanti7
fiable judgments of quality such AS class.marks,

23. Leisure activities: numbers an&types'of; times.spent
in;:aWards and TTizes received in participation

24. Library card: possessed or not possessed; renewed or
not renewed.

25. Load: numbers. of units or courses carried by students.,

26. Peer group participation: 'frequency and duration of
activity in what are judged to be socially acceptable
and socially undesirable behaviors.

27. Performance:. awards, citationS received; extra credit
assignments and associated points earned; numbers of books

or other learning materials taken out of the library,
products exhibited at competitive events.

28. Rebommendations: numbers of and judged levels of

favorableness;
;

29. Recidivism by students: incidents (presence'or absence
or frequency of occurrence) of a.given student's returning

to a probationary status, to .a,detention facility, or to
observable behavior patterns judged tO"be Socially undes-
irable (intoxicated state, dope,addiction, hoStile Acts
including arrests, sexual. deviation).

30. Referials: by teacher to counselor, psychologist, or
administrator for disciplinary action, for special aid4in
overcoming learnipg difficulties, for behavior disorders,
for health defects or, for part-time mployment activities.

31. Referrals: by student hipself (prefience, absence, or
frequency).

32. Service points: numbers earned.

33. 'Skills: demonstrat:ion of new of.increased competen-Aes
such as those found in physical education, crafts,
homemaking, and the arts that'are nOt Measured in a
highly-valid fAshion-by available t'ests and. scales.



-34. Social mobility: numbers of times student has moved from
one neighborhood to another and/or fre'quency with which
parents have.changed jobs.

Tape recordings: critical incidents contained and other\
analyzable events amenable to classification and
enumeration.

36. Tardiness:- frequency of.

37. Transiency: incidents. of.

38. Transfers': numbers of students entering school from
another school (horizontal move).

\

39- Withdrawal:. numbers of students withdrawing from school
or from a Special program.(see Dropouts);

D. Indicators of Status or Change in Cognitive and Affective
Behaviors of Teachers.and Other School Personnel-in Relation
to the Evaluation of School Programs,

1. ArtiCles: .frequency and types of articles and written
documents prepared by teachersfor publication or dis-
tribution; .

2. Attendance: .frequency 9f, at professional meetings or
at,inservice training programs; institutes, summer
schoolS,'colleges and Universities (for advanced training)
rom which inferences cap be drawn regarding the pro,-
fessional perSon's-desire to improve his competence.

3. Elective offices: numbers and.types ofappointments held
in professional'and social.organizations-.

4 Grade point average: earned in poStgraduate,, courses.:

5. Load,carried-by teacher: teacher-pupil or counselor-
pupil ration...

6 Mailt frequency of poSitive and negative statements in
.written correspondence about teachers, counselors,
.administrators, and other personnel.

7. Memberships including electiVe positions held in pro-
fessional and community organizations: frequency and
duration Of association..

8... Model congruence index: determination of how well the
actions of prpfessional personnel,in a prograth app'roximate
,certain operationally7stated judgmental criteria concerning
the qualities of a meritorious program.



9. Monlightingl frequency of.outside jobs and time spent

in these activities,by teachers or other school personnel.

10. Nominations by peers, students, administrators or parents

for outstanding service and/or professional competencies:.

frequencit.of.

11. Rating scales and checklists (e.gt, graphic rating scales
or the semantic differential) of operationally-stated
dimensions 'of teachers' behaviors in the school setting
from which obseryers may formulate inferences -regarding

, changes of behavior that ieflect what are judged to be
desirable gains in prOfessional competence, skills,
attitudes, adjustment, interests,,and work efficiency;
'the perceptions of various members of the total school
comMunity (parents, teachers, administrators, counselors,
students, and clasSified employees) of the behaviors of
other members may also be Obtained and-compired.

12, ltecords and reporting pkOcedures practiced. bY admin-
_istratOrS, Counselors, and teachers: judgmentSpf
adequacy by outside Consultants.

13, Termination.: frequency of voluntary or irkoluntary
resignation or dismissalsof-school personnel

41. Transfers:- frequency of requests of.teachers.to move frOm

one school to another. .

E. Indicators of Community Behaviors in Relation-to the
Evaluation of School Programs,

1. AluMni participation:. numbers of visitatiOns, entent of
involvement in PTA activities., amount ofsupport of'a
tangible (financial) or a.service .natureto a continuing
Sctiool program or activity..

2. Attendance at special school events, at meeting of the
board, of)education, or at other.group activities by

patentst frequency of.

3. Conference of parent-teacher, parent-counselor, parent-
administrator sought by parents: frequency or request.

4. Conferences of-the same type sought and initiated by
school personnel: frequency of requests and record of
appointments kept by parents.

J. Interview responses ameftable to classification and
quantification.



6, Letters Cmaill; frequency of requests for information,
materials, and servicing.

7. Letters: frequency of pracseworthy or critical comments
.ahout school programs and services and about personnel
participating in them.

8. Participant analysis of altimni: deterinination of locale
of graduate's, occupation, affiliation with particular
institutions, or outside agencies.

_

9. Parental response to letters and report cards upon
written or oral requeseby-sChoor personnel: frequency
'of compliance by parents.

. Telephone calls froin parents, alumni, and from personnel
in communications media (e.g., newspaper reports):
frequendy,' 'duration; and quantifiable, judgments about
statements monitored from telephone conversations.

.11. Transportation .requestS:, Irequency'of:

:

L)


